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Total Building Costs

27.23
PP & tor. 58p
(Overseas Sternal)
PAP £3-401

( +25% VAT 21.80)

NEilirEDU-KIT MAJOR
Completely Solderless Electronic Construction Kit
Build these projects without soldering iron or solder
* 4 Transistor Earpiece Radio.

* Signal Tracer.

* Signal Injector

* Transistor Tester SYN-PN P.

* 4 Transistor Push Pull
Amplifier.

* 5 Transistor Push Pull
Amplider.

* 7 Transistor Loudspeaker
Rr dio MW/LW.

* 5 Transistor Short W., e
Radio.

* Electronic Metronome.
* Electronic Noise Generator

* Batteryless Crystal Radio.
* One Transistor Radio.
* 2 Transistor Regenerative

Radio.
* 3 Transistor Regenerative

Radio.
* Audible Continuity Tester.
* Sensitive Pre -Amplifier.

Components Include: 24 Resistors  21 Capacitors  10 Transistors  31" Loudspeaker  Ear-
piece  Mica Baseboard  3 12 -way connectors  2 Volume controls  2 Slider Switches  1
Tuning Condenser  &Knobs  Ready Wound MW,LW/SW Coils  Ferrite Rod  61
yards of wire  1 Yard of sleeving etc.  Parts Price List and Plans 55p free with parts.

NEW

ROAMER

NINE
WITH var.
INCLUDING
AIRCRAFT

Nine Transistors, 9 Tuneable wavebands as 110$11P1. Tea.
Built In ferrite rod aerial for MW/LW. Retractable
chrome -plated telescopic aerial for VHF and SW. Push
Pull output using 600 mW transistors. 9 Transistors and
3 diodes, tuning condenser with V.H.F. section, separate
coil for aircraft, moving coil loudspeaker, volume ON/OFF
and wavechange controls. Attractive all white case with
red grille and carrying strap. Size sr e 7" x 21"
approx. Ports Price List and Plans free with parts.

Total
Building
Costs

£615
+25% VAT £1.75

PP & Ins. 58p
(Overseas
Seamail
P&P 2340)

POCKET

FIVE
NOW WITH 3" LOUD-
SPEAKER
3 Tunable wavebands. M.W.
L.W. and Trawler Bond,
7 stages, 5 transistors and
2 diodes, supersensitive ferrite Total Building Costs
rod serial, attractive black PP &
and gold case. Size 5r ii" 2215

38ns.31" approx. Plans and Parts
Price List free with parte. +25% VAT 75p

(Overseas Seaman P & P £2-301

TRANSONA

FIVE MUM
Wavebands, translators and
speaker as Pocket Five.
Larger Caen with Red

Total Building Costs DSpi:jk. erplOanrnis
Tuningesad
part,i

£3.20 PP. & Ins, Price List free with parts.
38D ' (Overseas Seeman

(+29% VAT sop.) P & P 22.30)

NEW
Everyday
Series
Build this
exciting New
series of designs
E.V.5. 5 Translators and 2 dial.. MW/LW. Powered
by 49 volt Battery. Ferrite rod aerial, tuning condenser,
volume control, and now with 3" loudspeaker. Attractive
ease with red speaker gnlle Size 9" x 59" x '21" aPPros.
Parts Price Lict. and Plans free with parte.

23.40Building
costs

PP & Ins. 50p
(Overseas Seamail
P a P £'2 -SO)

1+ 25% VAT 8510
E.V.B. Case and looks as above. d Transistors and 3
diodes. Powered by 9 volt battery. Ferrite rod aerial.
3" loudspeaker, etc., MW/LW coverage. Push Pull out-
put. Parts Price List and Plana free with parts.

Total PP & Ina. 5023
Building g3.98 (Overseae &email
Costs P & P 12.301

1+ 23% VAT t1-00)
E V 7 Case and looks as above. 7 Transistors and 3
diodes. Sic waveband. MW/LW, Trawler Band, SW1.
SW2, SW2, powered by 9 volt battery. Posh Poll output.
Telescopic aerial for short waves. 3" Loudspeaker.
Parts Price List and Easy Build Plana free with parts.

Purlang 24.48 (overneae Seamail
Costs P & P 22.50

1+ 25 VAT 2112)

ROAMER EIGHT
Mk I
NOW WITH VARIABLE
TONE CONTROL
7 Tunable Wavebands: 51 W1,
MW2, LW, laWl, SW2, 8W3
and Trawler Band, Built in
Ferrite Rod Aerial for MW and LW. Chrome plated Tele-
scopic aerial can be angled and rotated for peak short
wave listening. Push pull output using 600mW transistors.
Car aerial and Tape-record sockets. Selectivity switch.

transistors plus 3 diodes. Latest 4° 2 watt ferrite magnet
loudspeaker. Airspace ganged tailing condenser. Volume,,
on/off. tuning wave change and tone control. Attractive
ease in rich.chestnut abode with told blocking. Size 9 x 7 x
4in. approx. Eau to follow instructions and diagrams.
Parts price list and plans tree with parte.

(Overseas Seamail£6.98
PP & Ins. £11-65Total building cost,

P & P £.3.501
( +25% VAT £1.751

TRANS EIGHT 8 TRANSISTORS and 3 DIODES
6 Tunable Waveband.: MW. LW, NW1, SW2, SW3 and Trawler Band.
Sensitive ferrite rod aerial for M.W. and L.W. Telescopic aerial for Short
Waves. Sin. Speaker. 8 Improved type transistors plus 3 diodes. Attractive
use in black with red grille, dial and

block knobs with polished metal ineerte Total building costs
Sire 9 x 55 x 21in. approx. Push pull
output_ Battery economiser switch for
extended battery life. Ample power to
drive a larger speaker. Parts price list
and plans free with parts.

24.78 PP d Ins. 5°P
1+15% VAT £1.20)

(Overseas Seaman P & P 22.50)

ROAMER SIX CASE AND LOOKS AS TRANS -EIGHT
Tunable Wavebands:: 31W, LW, SW1 SW2

Trawler band plus an extra Medium waveband for easier tuning of Luxembourg.
etc. Sensitive ferrite rod aerial and teleecopic aerial for Short Waves. 31n. Speaker
8 stag. -6 transistors and 2 diodes Attractive black ease with red grille, dial and
black knobs with polished metal inserts. Total
Size 9 x 5/ 2fin. approx. Plans and building 24.38 Pser;g.k.:;,'..""°'parts price list free with parts. costs

+ 25% VAT £1.10) P & P .22.50)

n

ROAMER

TEN Mk 2
WITH VHF INCLUD-
ING AIRCRAFT
Now with free earpiece
and twitched socket.
10 Transistors. Latest 4"
2 watt Ferrite /dragnet
Loudspeaker.
9" Tunable Wavebands.
31W1. NW2. LW, SW1.
SW2, SW3, Trawler
Band, VHF and Local
Stations also Aircraft Hand.
Built in Ferrite Rod Aerial for 31WiLW. Chrome
plated 6 section Telescopic Aerial. can be angled
and rotated for peak short wave and VHF listening. Posh
Poll output -sing 600mW Transistors. Car Aerial and
Tape -Record Sockets. 10 Transistors plus 3 Diodes.
Ganged Toning Condenser with VHF section. Separate
coil for Aircraft Band. Volume on/off. Wave Change and
tone Controls. Attractive Case in black with Wirer block-
ing. Size x 7 x 4". Easy to follow instructions and
diagrams. Parte price list and plans 50p. free with
parts.
Total building costa PP &
(Overseas Seamail 19-50 Ins. 20.65
1' & P £360)

( VAT f2.37)

"EDU-
KIT"

Build Radios.
Amplifiers, etc.,
from easy stage

diagrams.

Five units
including master unit

to construct

Component, include:
Tuning Condenser: 2 Volume Controls: 2 Slider Switches:
Fine Tone 3" Moving Coil Speaker: Terminal Strip: Ferrite
Rod Aerial: Battery Clips: 4 Tag Boards: 10 Transiitors:
4 Diodes: Resistors: Capacitors: Three 4° Knobs_ Units
Once constructed are detachable from Master Unit,
enabling them to be stored for future use. Ideal for
Schools. Educational Authorities and all those Interested
in radio constriction.
Parts price list and plans free with parts.
Total building PP & Ins. 50p
costs 25.50 (Overseas Seamail

P& r z340)
(4- 259;. VAT £1.371

RADIO EXCHANGE LTD
* Callers side entrance "Lavelle" shop
* Open 10-1 2.30-4.80, Mom -Fri. 9-12 Sat.n n  n    

To RADIO EXCHANGE CO., 6Ia HIGH STREET. BEDFO
Tel.: 0234 52367. Neg. No. 788372.

I enclos

MK4O ISA 

for

Name

 AddressU...
n

(Dept. EEB.)  II III III III ME



You have heard of "Long Life" batteries, milk and beer,
so why not a "Long Life" catalogue? The thought struck
me the other night when I visited a friend to chat about a
joint project we were building. We needed a few bits and
pieces, so he went to a drawer and pulled out a catalogue.
Yes, it was the famous Home Radio Components catalogue
alright, but at first I didn't recognise it. "Gracious! How old
is it?" I exclaimed. "Oh" he said, "about 5 or 6 years".
Fascinated, I said "Can you still use it? Surely, it's years
out of date?" "No, not really" he said, "you see, many
basic things like plugs, sockets, resistors, capacitors,
switches, don't change much. Only the prices change,
and Home Radio were wise enough to take all prices out
of their catalogue many years ago and put them on a
separate list. What's more, they were far sighted enough
not to change their catalogue numbers, so all I have to do
is to write or phone them occasionally and 'hey presto'
along comes an up to date price list. Not a penny extra to
pay!" "You really believe in getting your money's worth
out of a catalogue" I said. "Sure thing" he replied, "but I
might have bought four or five catalogues and still not
ordered any more goods. These catalogues must cost
Home Radio a bomb to produce, so I imagine they are
quite pleased if one of their catalogues produces business
for say two years or more. However I must admit it's about
time I got myself a new one".

65p. plus 33p PACKING

POST THIS COUPON
with cheque or PO for98p

The price of no applies only to custotews In the U.K
and to BFPO Addresses.

This conversation set me thinking, Home Radio Compo-
nents really do produce a catalogue that will last and last,
and a service to back it up. So if you are keen to save the
pennies, send for a copy today. You may still be using it in
1977. On the other hand, if you really like to keep up with
the latest developments, Home Radio will be happy to sell
you a new one. Each year they spend at least 5 or 6 months
revising it in order to bring the latest trends to your notice.
Either way you cannot lose. Especially when you bear in
mind, that although the initial cost is 65p plus 33p postage
and packing, they enclose 14 vouchers each worth 5p if
used as directed. Add to that the fact you could easily
make it last two or three years ... well, to borrow a phrase,
"You never had it so good". Don't wait, send off the coupon
today with your cheque or P.O. for 98 pence.

Please write your Name and Address in block capitals

I

ADDRESS

I

I

NAME

I HOME RADIO (Components) LTD., Dept EE.
234-240 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HD

91

I

I

(Regn. No. I
London 912966)i

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD Dept EE, 234 -240 London Road, Mitcham,CR4 3HD Plionu (.)!- (348 8422
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become
a RADIO -AMATEUR

learn how to become a radio -amateur
in contact with the whole world. We give
skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence

free ! Brochure, without obligation to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS
SCHOOL Dept EMS so P.O. Box'156, JERSEY

NAME:

ADDRESS 

BLOCK CAPS please

IMPROVE PETROL
CONSUMPTION
Fit the brilliant
New Scorpio Mk II
"Dual Polarity"
Capacitive Discharge
Electronic Ignition
System. Suitable for ---
all cars with
coil/distributor
ignition up to eight cylinders
 Genuine Improvement in overall petrol consumption (independent report
claims at least 8 -10%).
 Much easier cold weather starting, less strain on your battery.
 Less use of choke - Increase engine life.
 Smoother running at lower revs. - makes your four cylinder car feel like
a six cylinder.

TOGETHER WITH THE FOLLOWING "SCORPIO" MK 11 PLUS FEATURES
NOT PREVIOUSLY AVAILABLE WITH OTHER MAKES:-
 Only one model used for both positive (+1 and negative (-) earth vehicles -
It you change your car, you can certainly transfer your "Scorpio". No need to
specify vehicle polarity when ordering.
 There is a 6 volt model available.
 Specially suppressed against radio interference (can be troublesome with
electronic Ignition systems).
 Retains your original contact -breaker points, which last their mechanical
life -no points burn.
 Will drive electronic tachometers.
PRICE for complete "Scorpio" Mk. II unit, fully tested and ready for immediate
installation, with easy to follow ingtructions - L17-50 (includes V.A.T., post
and packing free - UK only) PLEASE STATE WHETHER 12 VOLT OR 6 VOLT
REQUIRED.
For the D.I.Y. Man, there is a complete kit of parts available with easy to follow.
comprehensive Instructions, PRICE only £1550 (Includes V.A.T., post and
Packing free-UK only). THOUSANDS ALREADY IN USE, FULLY
GUARANTEED.
Please forward stamped addressed envelope for our FREE interesting brochure -
"Electronic Ignition - How It Works," containing circuit and Itemised price list

ELECTRO SPARES, Dept. I.E., Zit Enclose!' Road. Sheffield 311 APE
Telephone:-Sheffield 617423 MVO.

MINI BLOVYTORCNI
with the maxi uses

Just what the keen "Do it Yourself' enthusiast has
been waiting for - a precision blow torch that

puts the heat exactly where it's needed with a
pencil point flame.

Invaluable for the amateur radio or
electronic engineer, model maker etc.

Easy to hold - easy to use - no tool kit is
complete without one.

'PIN POINT FLAME UP TO 3500°F.
LIGHTWEIGHT 'EASY AND SAFE TO USE

4-5 HOURS LIFE °BUTANE GAS REFILLS
READILY AVAILABLE 'ADJUSTABLE HEAT

INTENSITY

1. SPECIAL COOLING FINS

2. BRASS NOZZLE

3. PIN POINT FLAME

4. DETACHABLE
SOLDER
PENCIL

t
ira0.
M.%

Rey England 68496,
Longs Ltd
Hanworth Lane
Trading Estate.
Chertsey.
Surrey KT16 9IZ
Tel Chertsey 61241
Telco 929811

Fill in this coupon now and send for your Mini Blow
Torch, Money back guarantee if not satisfied.

Please send me Mini Blow Torch/es at £6.25 each

I enclose cheque/postal order for £

NAME POSITION

COMPANY

ADDRESS

SIGNED EE
AEI AII INF AI Pr Aler
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Sinclair IC20

ci(SiiI111111

The watts...
The Sinclair IC20 is a And the IC20 has integral
revolutionary new 20 watts short-circuit protection and
stereo amplifier kit thermal cut-out - it's virtually

It incorporates state -of -the- indestructible. Use it for
art integrated circuits - two converting your mono record
monolithic silicon chips each player to stereo... for upgrading
containing the equivalent of your existing stereo... or for
over 20 transistors! These improving your car radio/tape
deliver10 W per channel into player.
4 Ospeakers. Its cost? Only £7.95 + VAT!

and the wherefores.

Get the full technical
specifications...

See what impartial hi-fi
journals thought of its
performance...

And read up on the rest of
the Sinclair hi-fi range...

It's all in the Sinclair hi-fi
range fact -file.

Send for Sinclales
fact -file now!

See if the answer's here -
the information on the
component you've been
looking for.

Simply cut the coupon and

send it to the no -stamp -needed
FREEPOST address below.

We'll send you the Sinclair
fact -file - giving you all you
need to know about IC20, and
the rest of the Sinclair hi-fi
range.

Plus information about a
few extras you're sure to find
rather interesting.

You've plenty to gain...
so cut the coupon - now!

Sinclair Radionics Ltd,.
London Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE174HJ
St Ives (0480) 64646

Please send me the Sinclair range fact -file immediately

I Name

IAddress

EEPC/8 I

Please print I
LMraingdon, Cambs., PE174811

To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
FREEPOST St Ives

We don't miss
anything out, so you

won't miss out.
Our 1214 Series stereo equipment comes to you in

kit form. And, as you would expect, coming from Heathkit,
they are absolutely complete kits. With nothing left out.

So yotill have all you need to build our superb AR -1214
stereo receiver. Orifyou'dprefer a separate amplifier
and tuner (the A A-1214
and AJ-1214).

The easy to
understand instruction
manual you'll get makes
assembly beautifully straightforward

And very enjoyable.
And the high performance of the 1214 Series means

you won't miss out on listening pleasure in any way either
From the stereo receiver or separate amplifier you'll

get 15 watts MILS. a channel, with reproduction so good it
makes many ready-made systems really sit up and listen.

For full details of the 1214 Series, the rest of our audio
range,including speakers, and our many other kits,just post
the coupon now for your free Heathkit catalogue.

Or call in at the London Heathkit Centre,
233 Tottenham Court Road.

Heath (Gloucester) Ltd,DeptEE-85 Bristol Road,
Gloucester GL2 Tel: (0452) 29451.

To: Heath (Gloucester) limited, Dept. EE -85 Gloucester, GI2 65E
Please send me my free Heathkit catalogue.

Name

Address

Postcode

HEATH

Schlumberger

Remember easy terms arc available with the Heathkit Monthly Budget Plan.
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STABILIZED PRICE POLICY
QUALITY COMPONENTS, KEEN

PRICES AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE
112 page catalogue attractive discounts  free postage & packing (U.K.)
A 100 OF THE BEST
out of our latest catalogue
2N1307
2N2646
2N8053
2N3054
2N8055
2N8702
2N3703
2N3704
2N3705
2N37(34
2N3619
2N4062
2N4443
2N5052
2N5168
2N5459
40361
40362
40602
40636
40669
AC128
AC151R
AC) 53
AC153K
AC170
AC176K
AC1 87K
AC188K
AD133
AD136
AD149
AD161
AD162

47p
51p
300
150p
70p
11p
10plip
10p
18p
28P
11p
flOp
42p
20p
35p
idp
44p
fop

61.36
96p
17p
38p
27p
37p
290
33p
31p
29p

0.92
£1 .11

52p
42p
IOp

AF200U
AF239
131906
BA138
BB103
BB104
BB105
BC107A
13C -107B
BC108B
BC108C
BC10913
solos c
BCI 474
BC14711
BC1488
BCI49C
13C15861
8C159A
BC1678
BC16813
801696
BC169C
BC179B
BC182L
BC184L
BC212L
BC214L
BC257A
BC2598
BCY58
BD130
130131
80132

40p

30p
31p
24p
40p
34p
lip
18p
15p
15p
lip
lip
lip
15p
14p
16p
15p
15p
13p
12p
129
13p
26p
120lip
12p
lip
14p
14p
30P
70p
43p
56p

BD135
80136
BDY20
BF194
BER39
BERT9
BFX29
BFX84
BEY51
BRY39
BY164
C10881
C10601
C1406
MJ481
MJ491
MJ2955
MJE871
MJE521
MJE2955
MJE3055
0491
SD4
TIP31A
TIP32A
TIP41A
TIP42A
W02
ZTX300
ZTX304
ZTX500
ZTX504

379
39p
83p
15p
22p
22p
33p
27P
23p
50p
410
42p
53p
90p
20

£135
80p

£106
96p

£1.12
68p
op
dp

67p
77p
Sap

92p
30p
149
23p
14p
459

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Axial Lead
crf 3V 6-3V 10V 16V 25V 40V 63V
0-47 13p
1.0 - --- 13p -
2-2 - - - - 13p - Op
4.7 - - 130 - Op lop10 - 13p - - ilp lop 9p
22 - - Op - 10p 9p 9p
47 9p - 10p 9p 9p ftp 129
100 10p 9p 9p Hp 10p 129 15p
220 Op Op 10p 12p 12p 13p 21p
470 10p 12p 12p 13p 16p 21p 30p
1,000 13p 16p /6p 21p 25p 31p 52p
2,200 lip - 32p 48p 52p -
4,700 - - 50p 56p 67p - --
10,000 54 58

100y
Op
9p

10p
9p
9p

12p
16p
21p
340
57p

RESISTORS
Code Watts Ohms 1 to 9 10 to 99 100 up

(see note below)
C 1/3 4.7-470K 1-3 1.1 0.9 nett
C 1/2 4.7-10M 1.3 1.1 0-9 nett
C 314 4.7-10M 1.5 1.2 0.97 nett
C 1 4.7-10M 3.2 2-5 1.92 nettMO 1/2 10 -IM 4 3.3 2.3 nett
WW 1 0.22-0.470 16 14 11 nett
WW 1 0.58-3-90 12 10 8 nettWW 3 1-10K 9 8 6 nett
WW 7 1-10K 11 10 8 nett
Codes:
C= carbon film, high stability, low noise.
MO-metal oxide. Electra. TR5 ultra low noise.
WW -----wire wound, Plessey.
Values: All E12 except C +W. C 1W and MO SW.
E12: 10, 12, 15, 18, 22, 27, 33, 39, 47, 58, 68, 82, and their

decades.
E24: as E12 plus 11, 13,16, 20, 24, 30, 38, 43, 51, 62, 75, 91

and their decades.
Tolerances:
5% except WW 10% ±13.05 below 10 SI and SW MO
2%
Prices are in pence each for quantities of the
same ohmic value and power rating. NOT mixed
values. (Ignore fractions of one penny on total
value of resistor order.) Prices for 100 up in units of
100 only.

all in the E.V.
CATALOGUE 7

(issue 3)
112 pages of up -dated information and prices.
More valuable than ever now that our price
stabilizing has been introduced. Includes a 25p
refund voucher for spending on orders for 85
or more list value. So before you even look at a
screwdriver, make sure you have your E.V.
Catalogue No. 7 Issue 3 to hand. Price, post
paid 30p

PRICE STABILIZATION
Instead of changing prices from day to day
with all the difficulties that brings, EV prices
are now held for 3 monthly periods (as from
July 1st) and then reviewed to see If changes
are necessary for the next 3 months following.

DISCOUNTS
apply on all items except the few
where prices are shown NETT. 5%
on orders from £5 to £1499; 10% on
orders value £15 or more.

FREE POSTAGE & PACKING
in U.K. for pre -paid mail orders over
£2 (except Baxandall cabinets).
If under, there is an additional
handling charge of 10p.

QUALITY GUARANTEE
All goods are sold on the under-
standing that they conform to
makers specifications. No rejects,
seconds or sub -standard merchan-
dise. We will refund or credit any
balance due as requested.

V.A.T. gi 25% should be added to
total value of orders. Every effort is
made to ensure correctness of inform-
ation at time of preparing and putting
this advertisement to press.

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES
1 pole 12 way; 2 pole 6 way; 3 pole 4 way;
4 pole 3 way each 339
TAG STRIP 28 way 12p

NUTS, SCREWS, etc.
in lots of 100 each
4BA NUTS 34p: SBA NUTS 23P
6" 48A Screws 30p 6BA Screws 24p
Threaded pillars 68A, 8" hexagonal £1.40
Plain spacers 0" round £1  32
Other sizes available

CAPACITORS
DALY ELECTROLYTIC in cans, plastic sleeved
1000mF125V 48p 2200/100 £11111
50001100 F-3.05 1003150 50p
5000/25V Sip 2000150 7011
2000/25 MP 5000150 E1.44
1000/100 86p
POLYESTER TYPE C.280. Radial leads for P.0 .8.
mounting. Working voltage 250Y d.c.
0-01, 0-015, 0-022, 0-033, 0-047 ea. 3p
0-068, 0.1, 0.15 ea. Op
0.22 OP: 0.3379; 0.47 ip; 0.68119; 10 149; 1 .5 UP:
2-2 24p
SILVERED MICA. Working voltage 500V d.c. Tolerance
1% or O-5pF
Values in Prs-2.2 to 250 in 26 , stages ea. Op
470-820 In 5 stages, ea. Opt 820 in 4 stages 19p
1000.1500,1800 120;2200, 270013p; 3600 17p ; 4700, 1500
19p; 6800 24P; 8200 31P 1000 33p
TANTALUM BEAD
01, 0-22, 047, 1-0 mr/35V, 1-5/20V, 3S/18V ea. 14p
2-2116V, 2-2/35V, 4.7/16V, 10/6.3V ea. lip
4.7/35V, 10/18V, 22/6-3V ea. 21p
10/25V, 22116V, 4710-3V, 100/3V, 6-8/25V, 15125V ea. 23p
POLYCARBON ATE
Type 6.32540 Values in RE:
0-0047; 0.0068; 0.01; 0.015; 0-022 ea. 4p
0-018; 0-027; 0-033; 0 039; 0-047; 0-068; 0.1; ea. Sp
0-056; 0.082; 0-12; 0.15 ea. Op
0.18; 0.22 7p; 0-27, 0.33 Op; 0-39, 0-4711p; 0.56, 0.68

lip
CERAMIC PLATE
Working voltage 50Y. d.c.
in 26 values from 22pf to 6800pF, ea. 2p

POTENTIOMETERS
ROTARY, CARBON TRACK.
Double wipers for good contact and long working
P.20 SINGLE linear 100 ohms to 4.7 meg ohms.each 14p
P.20 SINGLE log.4-7 Kohms to 2-2 megohms, each lip
JP.20 DUAL GANG lin. 4.7 Kohms to 2-2 megohms,

each Up
J.P20 DUAL GANG log. 4.7 Kohms to 2.2 megohms,

each Up
JP.20 DUAL GANG Log/antllog 10K, 22K, 47K. 1

megohm only, each 48p
JP.20 DUAL GANG antilog 10K only Mp
2A DP mains switch for any of above 14p extra.
Decades of 10,22 and 47 only available In ranges above.
Skeleton Carbon Presets, Type PR, horizontal or
vertical 6p each.
SLIDER
Linear or log mono 4-7K to 1 meg. In all popular

values each Sip
STEREO, matched tracks, Iln. or log in all popular

values from 4-7K to 1 meg. iSp
Escutcheon plates, mono, black or grey, each 10p
Control knobs. blk/wht/red/yel/grn/blue/dk.grey/It.
grey, each 1p

 MINITRON DIGITAL INDICATORS
3015F Seven segment filament compatible with
standard logic modules. 0-9 and decimal point:
9mm characters in 16 lead DIL El AM
Suitable BCD decoder driver 7447 E115
3015G showing + or - 61 6 dec. pL £1.29
 LEDS (Light Emitting Diodes) Sap
Photo Cells, cadmium sulphide each up
ANTEX Soldering Irons
C2-240 £2.45 Spare bits 15p
CCN240 6.2.94 Spare bits Op

All postal communications, mail orders
ELECTRO ALUE LTD etc. to Head Office at Egham address,

Dept. EE 8 S.A.E. with enquiries re-
quiring answers.

28,ST. JUDES ROAD, ENGLEFIELD GREEN, EGHA M, SURREY TW20 OHB
Telephone Egham 3603 Telex 264475 Shop hours 9-5.30 daily: Sat. 9-1 p.m.

NORTHERN BRANCH; 680, Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester M19 1NA
Telephone (061) 432 4945 Shop hours 9-5.30 daily: Sat. 9-1 p.m.
U.S.A. CUSTOMERS are invited to contact ELECTROVALUE AMERICA, P.O.
Box 27, Swarthmore PA 19081.
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Sinclair hi-fi

The watts...
The Sinclair range of hi-fi
products. Three different ways
of achieving hi-fi excellence -
whatever area of hi-fi you're
interested in.

And the Sinclair range
fact -file gives you the full
run-down on all of them.

On Project 80 - the
build -as -you -please hi-fi
module system.

On IC20 - the revolutionary
integrated circuit amplifier kit.

And System 4000 - the
luxury hi-fi amplifier and
matching tuner.

and the wherefores.

The Sinclair range fact -file
shows you the whole story.
Technical specifications...
complete descriptions...
big, clear pictures... and test
reports by impartial hi-fi
journals.

A real bundle of goodies.

Send forSinclair's range
fact -file - now!

See if the answer's here -
the information on the
component you've been
looking for.

Simply cut the coupon and
send it to the no -stamp -needed
FREEPOST address below.

We'll send you the Sinclair
fact -file - giving you all you need
to know about Sinclair hi-fi.
And information about a few
extras you're sure to find rather
interesting.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
London Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE174HJ
St Ives (0480) 64646

!Tease send me die Sinclair range fact -file immediately

I Name

IAddress

1

EE/HF/8 I

To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd, Please print
FREEPOST, St Ives,

I

Luritingdon, Cambs., PE174BR

-171e" v'411

"I MADE IT MYSELF"
Imagine the thrill you'll feel ! Imagine how impressed \
people will be when they're hearing a programme on a
modern radio you made yourself.

Now! Learn the secrets of radio
and electronics by building your

own modern transistor radio!
Practical lessons teach you sooner

than you would dream possible.
What a wonderful way to learn-and pave the way to a
new, better -paid career! No dreary ploughing through
page after page of dull facts and figures. With this fascinating
Technatron Course, you learn by building!

You build a modern Transistor
Radio . . . a Burglar Alarm. You
learn Radio and Electronics by
doing actual projects you enjoy-
making things with your own
hands that you'll be proud to own!
No wonder it's so fast and easy to
learn this way. Because learning
becomes a hobby! And what a
profitable hobby. Because oppor-
tunities in the field of Radio and
Electronics are growing faster than
they can find people to fill the jobs!

No soldering - yet you
learn faster than you
ever dreamed possible.
Yes! Faster than you can imagine,
you pick up the technical know
how you need. Specially prepared
step-by-step lessons show you how
to read circuits-assemble com-
ponents - build things - experi-
ment. You enjoy every minute of it!
You get everything you need.
Tools. Components. Even a versa-
tile Multimeter that we teach you
how to use. All included in
the course. AT NO EXTRA
CHARGE! And this is a course
anyone tan afford. (You can even
pay for it by easy instalments).

So fast, so easy,
this personalised course
will teach you even if
you don't know a thing
today!
No matter how little you know
now, no matter what your back-
ground or education, we'll teach
you. Step by step, in simple easy -
to -understand language, you pick
up the secrets of radio and elec-
tronics.
You become a man who makes
things, not just another of the
millions, who don't understand.
And you could pave the way to a
great new career, to add to the
thrill and pride you receive when
you look at what you have
achieved. Within weeks you could
hold in your hand your own tran-
sistor radio. And after the course
you can go on to acquire high-
powered technical qualifications,
because our famous courses go
right up to City & Guilds levels.

Send now for FREE
76 page book - see how
easy it is -read what
others say!
Find out more now! This is the
gateway to a thrilling new career,
or a wonderful hobby you'll enjoy
for years. Send the coupon now.
There's no obligation.

POST

TODAY FOR

FREE BOOK

To: ALDERMASTON COLLEGE CEE 08
DEPT. CEE 08, READING RG7 4PF
Also at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue,
Moorpate, London EC2Y SE.I. Tel: 01-6213 2721.
Yes, I'd like to know more about your course. Please send
me free details-plus your big, 76 -page book that tells
about all your courses.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE BIET
HOME Of BRITISH INSTITUTE OE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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I.L.P. (Electronics) Ltd

SHEER SIMPLICITY!
Tuner _0,0_,
Bram
Tape 0 Q

Half HY5

-0 0
-0 0

Tape o.p

4-
VOLUME

BASS
'11

Half HY5

-1

TREBLE

4- BALANCE

O
Stereo.Mono switch

-V

PS1.150
-L
-N
-E

MONO ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT DIAGRAM WITH INTERCONNECTIONS FOR STEREO SHOWN
POWER CONNECTIONS FROM PFU50 to HY5 NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY OF DIAGRAM

The HY5 is a complete mono hybrid preamplifier,
ideally suited for both mono and stereo applications.
Internally the device consists of two high quality
amplifiers-the first contains frequency equalisation
and gain correction, while the second caters for tone
control and balance.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Inputs: Magnetic Pick-up 3mV RIAA: Ceramic Pick-
up 30mV; Microphone 10mV; Tuner 100mV; Auxiliary
3-100mV; input/Impedance 47k0 at 1kHZ. Outputs:
Tape 100mV; Main output 0db (0-775V RMS). Active
Tone Controls: Treble ± 12db at 10kHz( Bass f 12db
at 100Hz. Distortion: 0.5% at 1kHz. Signal/Noise
Ratio: 68cIls. Overload Capability: 40db on most
sensitive Input. Supply Voltage: f 16-25V.

PRICE £4.50 P. 3:1)P
VAT

free

The HY50 is a complete solid state hybrid HI-FI
amplifier incorporating its own high conductivity
heatsink hermetically sealed in black epoxy resin.
Only five connections are provided, input, output,
power lines and earth.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Output Power: 25W RMS into 80. Load Impedance:
4-160. Input Sensitivity Ddb (0-775V RMS). Input
Impedance: 471f0. Distortion: Less than 0.1 % at 25W
typically 0-05%. Signal/Noise Ratio: Better than 75db
Frequency Response: 10Hz-50kHz ± 3db. Supply
Voltage: f 25V. Size. 105 x 50 x 25mm.

PRICE £5.98
4a8,ppVfAreTe

The PSU50 incorporates a specially designed trans-
former and can be used for either mono or stereo
systems.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Output voltage: 50V (25-0-25V). Input Voltage:
210-24DV.
Size: L.70. 0.90. H 5Ornm.

PRICE £6
+ 48p VAT
P. & P. free

TWO YEARS' GUARANTEE ON ALL OUR PRODUCTS
I.L.P. Electronics Ltd.
Crossland House,
Nackington, Canterbury

Please supply,
Total Purchase price
I Enclose, Cheque E Postal Orders D Money Order 0
Please debit my Access account Barclaycard account 0
Account number

Kent CT4 7AD Name & Address
Registered Office

Tel (0227) 63218

E.E. 8

Signature
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FORGOTTEN AMATEURS
The amateur has always figured large in our

national affairs. That is no over -statement, as
those who remember the last war will know. In
1940 this country's very survival was very much
in "amateur" hands. Private yachtsmen helped
bring the B.E.F. from the Dunkirk beaches,
weekend flyers formed a significant part of "the
few" who defeated the air armadas sent to
prepare the ground for the conquest of these
islands, and radio amateurs in their thousands
helped operate and maintain the radar stations
and communications networks that played such
a vital role in those dramatic late summer days
when our survival as a nation hung in the
balance.

Memories are short, of course. And none
short it seems as those of politicians and
government administrators. Last April's Budget
by strange irony managed to penalise today's
amateurs engaged in certain leisure pursuits-
including precisely those areas that proved
crucial for our survival 35 years ago. Private
flyers suffer from the higher V.A.T. imposed on
their fees, yachtsmen have the same heavy tax
on their craft and equipment, and the elec-
tronics enthusiast has to meet this same 25 per
cent tax on the majority of his components.

Flying and yachting might with justification
be called rich men's hobbies or spare time pur-
suits. Electronics cannot; its appeal is universal,
and knows no social or class bounds. As both a

Our September issue will be published on Friday, August 15

PROJECTS
THEORY...

useful and an educational hobby it is open to
all, including those of modest means and limited
facilities. The outlay involved need be no more
than the average schoolboy's pocket can sustain.

The young electronics enthusiasts of today
are potential engineers and technicians, and in
the continuous struggle for economic prosperity
they have a future role that may prove every bit
as vital to this country as that performed by
their forerunners the radio amateurs of pre
1939 times.

A TAX ON LEARNING
Yet all this appears to be ignored by our

Chancellor and his expert advisers. Perhaps
those financial wizards of the Treasury should
rub shoulders more often with their civil ser-
vice colleagues in other ministries and depart-
ments dealing with such matters as defence,
trade and industrial affairs, and education. They
might even recall some basic truths, like you
don't eat the seed corn unless you're hell-bent
on self-destruction.

The higher V.A.T. on electronic components
is a considerable blow to many, but especially
to youngsters. It amounts to a tax on learning.
What a thought to contend with as the economic
situation worsens and the country braces itself
to fight another "Battle of Britain" in the late
summer of '75.

EDITOR F. E. Bennett ASSISTANT EDITOR M. Kenward TECHNICAL EDITOR B. W. Terrell B.Sc.

ART EDITOR J. D. Pountney P. A. Loates K. A. Woodruff

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER D. W. B. Tilleard

IPC Magazines Limited 1975. Copyright in all drawings, photographs, and articles published in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is fully
protected, and reproduction or imitations in whole or part are expressly forbidden.

All reasonable precautions are taken by EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS to ensure that the advice and data given to readers are reliable.
We cannot, however, guarantee it, and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices quoted are those current as we go to press.

Everyday Electronics Pleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Phone: Editorial 01-634-4452: Advertisements 01-634-4202.
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EASY TO CONSTRUCT
..SIMPLY EXPLAINED

VOL. 4 NO. 8 AUGUST 1975

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS
INTRUDER ALARM For the home. Informs you of uninvited guests by D. H. Williams

WHITE NOISE GENERATOR A source of musical and other effects by D. J. Fraser

AUTOMATIC GARAGE DOORS-Part 2 by P. H. Alley

FET VOLTMETER A high impedance voltmeter for a.c. and d.c. measurements -by Stephen Wedge

GENERAL FEATURES
EDITORIAL
COUNTER INTELLIGENCE A retailer comments on V.A.T. by Paul Young

ELECTRONICS IN CAMERAS by J. B. Dance

PHYSICS IS FUN A Magnetiser by Derrick Daines

YOUR CAREER IN ELECTRONICS The Post Office by Peter Verwig

SHOP TALK Component buying for constructional projects by Mike Kenward

THE UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR Theory and circuits by J. B. Dance

FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT Video recording equipment by Adrian Hope

JACK PLUG AND FAMILY Cartoon
PROFESSOR ERNEST EVERSURE The Extraordinary Experiments of. by Antony J. Bassett

BRIGHT IDEAS Readers' hints and tips

PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT International copyright
BRITISH AMATEUR ELECTRONICS CLUB Members and club projects
DOWN TO EARTH Resistors at v.h.f. by George Hylton

Publisher's Annual Subscription Rate, including postage
Inland £4.00, Overseas £3 90, USA/Canada $11. International
Giro facilities Account No. 5122007. State reason for payment
"message to payee". Address to Everyday Electronics,
Subscription Department, Carlton House, Great Queen
Street, London, WC2E 9PR. Binders for volumes 1 to 4 (state
which) and indexes for volume I and 2 available for £1.85 and
30p respectively, including postage, from Binding Depart-
ment, at the above address.

We are unable to supply back copies of Everyday Electron-
ics or reprints of articles and cannot undertake to answer
readers' letters requesting designs, modifications or informa-
tion on commercial equipment or subjects not published by
us. An s.a.e. should be enclosed for a personal reply. Letters
concerning published articles should be addressed to: The
Editor, those concerning advertisements to: The Advertise-
ment Manager, both at the address shown opposite.
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BEGINNER'S SERIES
COMING SOON ... Details Next Month

This is your BIG CHAN-0dt miss it!
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Uses concealed magnetic switches
to detect the opening of doors
and windows.

By D. H. WILLIAMS

ANYONE wishing to install an intruder alarm in
their own home has many decisions to

make concerning the equipment used and the
method of operation, for instance, the unit may
be mains powered, battery powered, or mains
powered with battery standby, each having its
attendant advantages and disadvantages.

Mains powered equipment Would not work
should there be a power cut, and one is unable
to leave the mains switched off during holidays.
It is, however, cheap to run and should need no
further attention. If fitted with a battery stand-
by, interruption of the supply is catered for,
but batteries deteriorate even when not in use,
and therefore need regular replacement.

Equipment that is powered only by batteries
is independent of mains and if the current
drawn is very small the working life of the
batteries would be almost as long as the shelf
life. Another point is that being perfectly safe
the beginner may build such a unit with con-
fidence.

BASIC CIRCUITS
Basically there are two types of alarm, the

normally open circuit, and the normally closed.
A very simple alarm can be made using
normally open switches, see Fig. 1. However,
failure of one of the switches or a break in the
wiring would prevent the alarm working.

NORMALLY OPEN
ALARM SWITCHES

RLA1 RLA2

WD1

Fig. 1. Basic details of a normally open type
alarm circuit.

If a closed circuit is used, as in Fig. 2, wiring
and alarm switches are checked when switching
on. A circuit of this type if wired in twin wire
could be rendered inoperative by shorting the
two conductors together. This being undesirable
in a burglar alarm, further precautions must be
taken.

NORMALLY CLOSED
ALARM SWITCHES

RLA2

W DI

Fig. 2. Details of a normally closed type alarm
circuit.
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If a separate battery is placed at the furthest
point from the control unit and a current from
this battery is passed through the alarm
switches to the control unit, then either a short-
circuit or opeh circuit anywhere in the wiring
will prevent this current reaching the unit and
activate the alarm. The circuit shown in Fig. 3
is of this type.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The current from the remote battery, through

the alarm switches, holds TR1 on, which
switches TR2 off. Should one of the alarm
switches be opened or a short circuit occur, no
current flows in the base of TR1, which switches
off, allowing R2 to switch TR2 on, the relay
operates and is latched by one pair of contacts,
the other pair providing voltage for the warn-
ing device.

A 10 kilohm resistor is connected in series
with the remote battery so that a short across
the wiring will not cause excessive current
drain. This also enables the use of pressure
mats (switch trigger mats) in the alarm wiring.

Switch S1 is pushed to test the circuit before
switching the alarm on, in the event of a fault
the light emitting diode D2 will light indicating
an open door etc; S2 preferably a key operated
switch, is the on/off switch.

Potentiometer VR1 adjusts the sensitivity of
the unit and is set such that the unit will
activate if the resistance of the alarm wiring
increases by 10 kilohms or more. To set the
sensitivity the 10 kilohm resistor in series with
the remote battery is temporarily replaced by
a resistance of 20 kilohms (two 10 kilohm resis-
tors in series), VR1 is set to maximum resistance
and the unit switched on; VR1 is slowly reduced
in value until the alarm activates. The 10 kilohm

resistor is then reconnected.
The audible warning device WD1 provides

internal alarm and the bell can be mounted in
any convenient position externally if it is
required.

Components ....
Resistors

R1 1001W
R2 33k1-1

R3 ikn
R4 10kft
R5 10k11 (see text)
All ±10% IW carbon

gEHOP
TALK

Switches
S1 s.p.s.t. push to make
S2 d.p.s.t. key operated
Sa, b .... etc, reed switches with operating

magnets and pressure mats if re-
quired-see text.

Semiconductors
TR1 2N2926G silicon npn
TR2 2N2926G silicon npn
D1 IN4001 or similar silicon diode
D2 light emitting diode with panel

mounting

Miscellaneous
VR1 lokn skeleton preset-horizontal type
RLA 43052 12V relay with two sets of nor-
mally open contacts
WD1 Audible warning device 12V (RS type)
WD2 Friedland 150mm underdome bell, 6/
12V or similar as required.
Veroboard 0.1 inch matrix 30 holes by 15
strips, 4 way connector block, case Norman
AB17 or similar 250 x 120 x 75mm, connec-
ting wire, 4BA fixings, etc.

Fig. 3. The complete circuit diagram of the Intruder Alarm.
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12V BATTERY

REMOTE
BATTERY
VIA
SWITCHES
ETC.

EXTERNAL
BELL

INTRUDER

ALARM
By D. H. WILLIAMS

Fig. 6. Wiring and fitting
a "concealed" magnetic switch in a door frame.
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Fig. 4. The layout of the components on
the Veroboard and complete wiring up
details.

THIS CHANNEL FILLED
WITH PUTTY OR CAR
BODY FILLER PASTE
AFTER TESTING SWITCH
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CONSTRUCTION
The prototype unit is housed in an aluminium

box, using the lid as the front panel, all the
components are mounted on the lid (Fig. 4) and
there is enough space in the box for the two
6V batteries which power the unit. The supply
leads are soldered directly to the springs on
the batteries, excess length of spring should be
cut off to prevent shorting to the case.

The basic circuit is built on a piece of Vero -
board, as shown in Fig. 4, and provision made
for the connection of an external bell, such as
a Friedland 150mm underdome 6-I2V, which
can be mounted on the outside of the house,
or in any convenient position.

SWITCHES
Nothing, so far, has been said of the type of

switch used, this of course will depend on the
individual, but the author recommends the use
of magnetic reed switches mainly because of
their reliability, but also because their small size
makes them easy to conceal.

When setting the alarm and leaving the house
one needs some method of by-passing the
switches on the exit route, the obvious way of
doing this is to mount a key operated switch
outside the house, say in the door frame, which
short-circuits the relevant switches, see Fig. 5.

BY-PASS
SWITCH

TO CONTROL
UNIT

SWITCHES ON DOT ROUTE

Fig. 5. Details of fixing a by-pass switch.

Use could also be made of a concealed magnetic
reed, with a removable magnet.

The alarm is most easily wired using twin
figure -8 stranded wire; all joints should be
soldered and insulated for reliability.

WIRING
As far as the alarm wiring is concerned, one

need not worry about concealing it from pos-
sible intruders as any tampering will activate
the alarm. It is suggested that all outside doors
and opening windows be fitted with a switch and
also internal communicating doors, in case an
intruder enters the house by removing the glass
from a window.

In any situation where a switch and magnet
are undesirable (valuable paintings, TV sets,
audio equipment, etc.) pressure mats may be
used, but these should be checked occasionally
because they sometimes "creep" under the
carpet and may be rendered ineffective. Care
Everyday Electronics, August 1975

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS

excluding V.A.T.

3.70 excluding case
nd remote switches
*Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to press

Photograph showing the prototype component
board and wiring.

must be taken that there are no protruding
nails, or other irregularities, under the pressure
mat.

If the house has fitted carpets, the wiring can
be concealed under the edge of the carpet (as
close to the wall as possible) and the switches
can be mounted by cutting a channel in the door
frame, fitting the reed switch and filling the
channel with putty or cellulose filler, as used in
car repairs. The magnet should be fitted in the
door in a similar manner, such that when the
door is closed the reed switch and magnet are
in line.

Connection to the switch is made by splitting
the twin wire and cutting one of the conductors,
the two ends are bared and then soldered to
the lead -out wires (see Fig. 6).
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Can be used alone or with other electronic
equipment to produce a range of unusual effects.

AWHITE noise generator is a very useful piece
of electronic equipment in the field of sound

effects as it can produce a wide variety of tones
and easily be filtered. The range of sounds
include natural sounds, such as wind, rain and
hail, and unnatural sounds, such as an express
train (especially effective in stereo) and a drum
(used in conjunction with shaping circuits).

HOW IT WORKS

NOISE
GENERATOR

PASSIVE
FILTER

BASIC CIRCUIT
The basic circuit which produces the white

noise is shown extreme left in Fig. 1. It is very
simple consisting of a resistor and a germanium
diode or one junction of a germanium transistor.
This latter component will have to be experi-
mented with to obtain the highest output level.
The output from this circuit, however, is so low

st AMPLIFIER 2" AMPLIFIER
STAGESTAGE

OUTPUT

A diode is used as a noise generator and
feeds an amplifier stage to provide reason-
able voltage level. The signal is then
passed to a filter stage that can be switched
to provide various tones. Finally the signal
is again amplified to produce an output
suitable for feeding a variety of audio
equipment.
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Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the White Noise Generator.

that on putting the output into any normal
amplifier, no sound will be heard. A single tran-
sistor amplifier is therefore used to increase this
output to about 10mV and is shown in Fig. 1 as
TR1 and its associated biasing resistors.

PASSIVE FILTERS
The output from this stage is fed to the filter

stage which consists of several high and low pass
filters. The output from these is fed to a switch
to select the required tone. Active tone control
circuits may be used, incorporating controls for
bass and treble boost and cut, but this would
entail extra circuitry and was felt unnecessary
by the author.

The switch output may be fed directly into the
input of a sensitive amplifier but as most com-
mercial amplifiers are not sensitive enough an
extra amplifier was designed to boost the output
to a higher level. This is shown as TR2 in Fig. 1.

CONSTRUCTION
The main unit is built on a small piece of

Veroboard which is shown in Fig. 2. As usual
the resistors are mounted first then capacitors,
noting polarity of electrolytics, and then the
transistors, being careful not to overheat them
whilst soldering. The tone circuit is best mounted
on the switch tags, using an extra tag as a
common earth terminal.

The board is bolted to the front panel using
small bolts and spacers. A completely shielded
metal case is advisable if the unit is likely to be
near any source of mains hum. If a metal rase is
not used the metal switch parts and the poten-
Everyday Electronics, August 1975

Components .
Resistors

  
R1 100kC2 R8 10kS2
R2 681d1 R9 10k.C1

R3 18K2 R10 10k0
R4 4-7k0. R11 270k0
R5 1162 R12 5010
R6 10k..0. R13 4-7k.0
R7 10k0 R14
All 4W carboni: 10%

Capacitors
C1 0.1pF plastic or paper
C2 5pF elect. 12V
C3 50,uF elect. 12V
C4 0.1pF plastic or paper
C5 47nF plastic or paper
C6 47nF plastic or paper
C7 2,000pF plastic or paper
C8 056pF plastic or paper
C9 0.1,uF plastic or paper
C10 80pF elect. 12V
C11 10pF elect. 12V

Semiconductors
D1 any germanium diode or a junction of a

germanium transistor (see text)
TR1 BC 109 silicon npn
TR2 BC 109 silicon npn

Miscellaneous
S1 single -pole 6 -way rotary switch
VR1 10k12 log. potentiometer
SK1 mono jack socket and plug to suit
Veroboard 0-15 inch matrix, 24 holes by 20
strips, connecting wire, case approx. 150 x
100 x 60mm, knobs (2 off), 4BA fixings and
spacers, screened lead, earth tag.

SEE

TALK
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Fig. 2. The layout of the components on the Veroboard and complete wiring details.

WHITE NOISE GENERATOR
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OR &Nice ESTIMATED COST*
GU OF COMPONENTS
ON excluding V.A.T.

£2.10
excluding case

*Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to press

tiometer case should be earthed with the output
socket. The unit is connected to the amplifier,
tape recorder, etc., using a length of screened
lead with a jack plug to suit SK1 on one end and
a plug to suit the equipment on the other.

USE IN PRACTICE
The complete unit may be used by itself with

a low powered amplifier to form a simple effects
unit or it may be used with a tape recorder or
in a simple synthesiser in conjunction with other
units such as voltage controlled oscillators, fuzz
units, tremolo and waa waa units as have been
described in this magazine in the past (back
issues are not available).

Effective train sounds can be produced using
the unit in conjunction with a stereo amplifier.
The train will seem to travel from one speaker to
the other at varying speeds, this sounds best if
the amplifier has a full range balance control.

The volume control is turned fully anticlock-
wise and the balance control fully anticlockwise.
Then on cue the volume control is turned up
slowly to the level wanted and left while the
balance control is turned clockwise also slowly.
The train image having moved to the right
speaker, the volume control is turned down
again and the train sound dies into the distance.
The tone switch is best left on one of the lower
tones for this effect.

The capacitor values in the tone shaper may
be adjusted to give the required tone and the
constructor is advised to buy several values and
to experiment with them. Other switch positions
include hail, light and heavy rain and many
others can be devised by experimenting with
bass and treble settings on the amplifier in use,
and by feeding the output through various other
units as mentioned above.

Acknowledgement: We wish to thank Laskys for loaning
as the tape recorder shown in the cover photograph.

Counter Intelligence
BY PAUL YOUNG

A retailer discusses component supply matters.

I T is not usual for me to write
two consecutive articles on the

same theme but I assure you in
this case it is more than
warranted. I refer to V.A.T.!

A well known politician once
said that if you pass some legisla-
tion that does not have exactly
the opposite effect of what you
intended then that is a good piece
of legislation. It is not hard to
conclude what happens when bad
legislation is passed, and the
multi -rate V.A.T. scheme is the
most diabolical and impossible
scheme that I have witnessed in
my thirty odd years in business.

A few weeks ago I went to the
London Electronic Components
Exhibition and took the oppor-
tunity to sound out several manu-
facturers on the subject, to find
out what rate they would be
charging us retailers. The results
of my findings completely turned
upside dawn all my previous
notions on the subject.

All Bulgin's components were
to be invoiced to us at 8 per cent;
some switches were 8 per cent
and others 25 per cent-and this

also applies to resistors and trans-
formers. However, before you
rush out and flay your supplier
for overcharging, let me explain
the catch.

The rate of V.A.T. we are
charged has nothing to do with
what rate we charge you, the
customer (to quote from a high
ranking Customs and Excise
Officer). The whole thing revolves
around the phrase "user intent".
In other words if you come into
my shop and buy a knob, and tell
me it is for your cooker, I shall
charge you 8 per cent, but if you
say it is for your radio, then I
shall charge you 25 per cent.

If only these Civil Servants had
one grain of humour, they would
see the situation in its true
perspective, and I would then ask
them (endeavouring to keep a
straight face) whether, if a
customer buys a knob and tells
me if it is for his cooker, and I
am suspicious of his claim, should
I accompany him home to check
what he does with it? Alas, they
have no sense of humour at all.
If they had, they would find their

job intolerable.
Mr. Keith Riley of Mogul in an

article in Electronics Weekly
states "Certainly all the in-
gredients are at hand for, to say
the least, a contentious situation
to arise". I award that the first
prize as the understatement of
the year!

Since all the major manufac-
turers have told the Government
this arrangement is completely
un-workable and this has been
echoed right down the chain, I
think the Treasury are bound to
take action to simplify it before
much more water flows under
Westminster Bridge.

In the meantime deal leniently
with your components dealer and
if he charges you 25 per cent and
the rate subsequently turns out
to be 8 per cent, remember that
if the reverse procedure occurred,
he would be called upon to make
up the difference.

My big regret is that Gilbert
and Sullivan are no longer with
us, they could have written a
whole comic opera around the
retail electronics components
trade, with some wonderful patter
songs about V.A.T. Alternatively
Shakespeare might have said
something like:

"Out damned V.A.T., All the
electronic computers of
Japan, could not solve thy
accursed riddle!"
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ELECTRONICS
By J. B . DANCE

CAIIIIIAS
AFEW years ago the use of electronic
circuits in consumer products was con-

fined almost entirely to radio and audio equip-
ment. Nowadays, however, one finds electronic
devices in many more consumer items such as
washing machines, electronic watches, road
vehicles, cameras, etc.

In the past it has not been an economical
proposition to include fairly complex circuits in
such products, since the labour charges involved
with wiring in such circuits are very high. How-
ever, during the past two or three years many
more new integrated circuits have been de-
veloped which are especially designed for use
in consumer products. Such devices can be con-
nected quite quickly to a minimum number of
external components and reduce labour charges
to a minimum. Most of the connections are in-
side the integrated circuit and these are all
made automatically during the device manufac-
ture.

CAMERA APPLICATIONS
The main application for electronics in camera

design is for the control of the speed of mechani-
cal shutters. In some types of camera the elec-
tronic circuit merely determines the time for
which the shutter is open, but more and more
cameras are employing automatic exposure
control. In such cameras a photoconductive cell
measures the light intensity and automatically
adjusts the exposure time to produce the correct
density of the negative after development.

In such cameras the setting of the lens
aperture also adjusts a potentiometer which is
connected to the shutter circuit so that the
exposure time is correct at all apertures. A
further potentiometer must be set by the user
when the film is first inserted in the camera;

the setting of this potentiometer is dependent
on the film sensitivity or speed and this latter
variable is automatically taken into account in
the determination of the exposure time.

Some cameras are produced with which an
exposure can be made after an electronically
controlled delay time. It is even possible for a
film to be wound on automatically after each
exposure and for a succession of exposures to
be made at any desired intervals. Such electronic
control is ideal for time-lapse photography.

In cine cameras one can control the speed of
the film by electronic circuits connected to the
motors. Other circuits may automatically adjust
the aperture according to the amount of light
entering the lens. Sophisticated cine cameras
for professional work normally include more
complex electronics.

HISTORY
The widespread use of electronics for camera

shutter speed control is quite new. Tt is there-
fore somewhat surprising that the idea was put
forward by Carl Eisner as long ago as 1902.
Eisner suggested that the intensity of the light
falling on a selenium cell could control the
power fed to an electric motor when the shutter
operating lever is actuated.

If the light intensity is high, the selenium cell
has a low resistance and a large current flows
through the motor causing rapid movement of
the shutter mechanism.

SEMI -AUTOMATIC CAMERAS
In cameras employing the so-called "semi-

automatic" exposure control systems, the light
intensity is measured by a photoconductive cell
and indicated by a meter. If the lens aperture
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or the shutter speed are adjusted, an indicating
scale moves past the meter needle and shows
whether the exposure setting is satisfactory for
the prevailing light conditions. For example, if
the meter needle is in front of part of the scale
which is green, the exposure is satisfactory,
whilst if it is in front of a red part of the scale,
either the aperture or the shutter speed setting
must be adjusted.

Semi -automatic exposure systems may employ
either mechanically or electronically timed shut-
ters. Semi -automatic systems can be operated
more quickly and with less trouble than when a
separate exposure meter is employed. In addi-
tion, there is a smaller probability of error than
if a separate meter is used.

The Minox C ultra -miniature camera produces
11 x 8mm negatives.

PHOTOCELLS
Selenium photocells have the advantage that

they can convert the energy of the incident light
directly into an electric current which can be
used to deflect a meter. No battery is therefore
required when such cells are used in. semi -auto-
matic exposure systems with mechanically timed
shutters.

Nowadays, however, the use of cadmium
sulphide photoconductive cells is far more
common than selenium cells in cameras with
built-in exposure control. Cadmium sulphide
and selenium cells are the only types normally
considered for this type of application, since
they have a spectral response similar to that
of the human eye and to modern photographic
emulsions (which are manufactured to have a
response similar to that of the eye). Silicon
devices are quite unsuitable, since they show
their main response to visible radiation in the
red region and are even more sensitive in the
infra -red.

The cadmium sulphide photocells found in
cameras have the normal type of interleaved
electrode structure found in similar cells used
in other applications. They do have the disad-
vantage that they take a short time to respond
to changes in light intensity.

An internal view of the Minox
C. The electro- magnets which
open and close the shutter are
shown to the right of the bat-
teries, whilst the circuit is near
the centre.

The Minolta Hi-Matic F camera with automatic
shutter speed setting.

Current trends are for the cadmium sulphide
photoconductive cell to measure the amount of
light entering the camera through -the -lens. In
such cameras through -the -lens is often referred
to as TTL, but this must not be confused with
the electronic use of TTL for transistor -transis-
tor -logic.

The position of the cadmium sulphide cell in
through -the -lens systems varies somewhat with
the type of camera, but is generally somewhere
at the back of the mirror of single lens reflex
cameras. The mirror may be partially silvered
so as to let a fraction of the incident light fall
on to the photocell.

FULLY AUTOMATIC CAMERAS
Fully automatic electronically controlled

shutters employ a timing circuit which switches
off the power to an electro-magnet at the cor-
rect time after the opening of the shutter. The
magnet then releases a metal blade which moves
to close the shutter under the action of a spring.

The force exerted by an electro-magnet is
much greater when the object being attracted
is near to the magnet than when it is some dis-
tance away. A reasonable force is required in
order that the shutter blades shall move quickly
enough to give a suitable exposure. It is there-
fore much better to allow a small electromagnet
to release a piece of soft iron attached to a
shutter blade and allow a spring to do the actual
work of moving the blade than to cause the
electromagnet to pull a piece of soft iron into
contact with the magnet.
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Various timing circuits have been used in
different cameras. They all depend on the time
taken for a current passing through a resistor
to charge a capacitor. This resistor consists in
part of a photoconductive cell together with the
preset potentiometers which are connected to
the lens aperture setting and to the film speed
setting control.

Circuits of this type can provide a very wide
range of exposure times using only one capaci-
tor. For example, a typical range of shutter
speeds is 32 seconds to 1/250 second. Although
the shutter speed is not automatically controlled
by the light intensity in this type of circuit, the
shutter speeds are much more accurate and
reproducible than those which can be obtained
from normal mechanically timed shutters. For
example, the weakening of the springs with the
age of the camera does not make a significant
change to the exposure time. If the longest
exposure time is checked with a stop -watch, all
of the other times will have a similar percen-
tage accuracy (typically +2 per cent).

ULTRA -MINIATURE CAMERA
One of the smallest cameras available at the

time of writing is the Minox model "C"; it is
only about 122 x 28 x 16mm in dimensions and
weighs about 98gm (312oz). It produces negatives
11 x 8mm in size.

The lens of this camera is always fully open,
since the depth of field in this miniature model
is such that everything from 20cm to infinity is
in focus. Exposure times from 1/15 to 1/1000
second can be set manually, but the Minox C
incorporates a fully automatic exposure system
which can provide exposures of 1/1000 to 7
seconds. A warning light shows when exposures
of over 1/30 second are required so that a tripod
may be used.

The Minox shutter is interesting because two
magnets are employed for controlling the shut-
ter-one for opening it and one for closing it.
This was found to be necessary in order to
obtain the relatively high speed of 1/1000
second. The magnets take longer than this to
operate, but as they are of similar design, the
two operating delays are almost exactly equal.
When the exposure time is very short, the im-
pulse to close the shutter is produced by the

Fig. 1. The basic circuit used for the shutter
speed timing in the Minox C camera.
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amplifier before the shutter has even opened!
The basic circuit of the Minox C is shown in

Fig. 1. When the shutter release lever is pressed,
S1 closes and the electromagnet Ll is energised.
It opens the shutter and also opens the contacts
S2 so that it de -energises itself. After the capaci-
tor Cl has charged to the threshold potential
of the trigger circuit through the cadmium sul-
phide photoconductive cell PCC1, the circuit
energises the electromagnet L2 which closes the
shutter and opens the contacts S3. The trigger
circuit used contains four transistors and two
diodes.

The automatic shutter of a Polaroid camera.

MINOLTA CAMERAS
The Hi-Matic "E" and "F" cameras are manu-

factured by the Minolta Company of Japan.
They use Seiko-ESF between -lens shutters which
are timed electronically - by means of the type
of circuit shown in Fig. 2. A photoconductive
cell with a centre tap, FOCI, is employed in this
circuit to obtain the desired response curve in
conjunction with R2 and R3.

Switch S6 is closed before the shutter is used.
When the Shutter is opened by the release but-
ton, S3 closes and renders TR1 non -conducting.
The other transistor of this Schmitt trigger
circuit, TR2, therefore conducts and the magnet
Ll is energised. Switch S2 is also opened by the
shutter operating lever.

The capacitor Cl now charges through the
photoconductive cell FCC'. When the potential
across Cl reaches the triggering value at the
end of the exposure time, TR1 is switched to
conduction and TR2 is switched off. The magnet
therefore releases the armature and the shutter
closes.

The circuit of TR3 serves as a battery voltage
checking system. The potential of the base is
controlled by R8 and R9; TR3 conducts and the
lamp is illuminated when the base voltage
exceeds a certain value. The same lamp is also
used for warning purposes.

The Hi-Matic "F" (unlike the Hi-Matic "E")
incorporates circuitry for automatically firing
its electronic flash equipment only if the light
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level is low enough for the flash to be required.
Under such levels of lighting an indication is
given in the viewfinder that the flash will be
operated.

Another Minolta model, the "XM", incor-
porates a shutter using very thin titanium
shutter blinds. The exposure is controlled by a
through -the -lens cadmium sulphide metering
system in conjunction with an integrated circuit
over the range 4 seconds to 1/2000 second. A
battery of silver oxide cells are used. A battery
voltage checking warning lamp is included, but
even if the battery fails, one still has an
exposure of 1/100 second available

The Minolta model "XE-1" also employs an
integrated circuit for controlling a vertical
traversing shutter mechanism which has been
developed by the Leitz Company of Germany
in collaboration with the Copal Company of
Japan.

POLAROID CAMERAS
A range of Polaroid cameras are available

with electronically timed shutters which can
produce fully developed black and white photo-
graphs within half a minute of the exposure
or colour photographs within one minute of the
exposure. Some models employ a cadmium sul-
phide photocell which controls the charging
time of a capacitor connected to the input of
a Schmitt trigger circuit; the latter controls a
magnet in the way discussed previously. These
cameras do not employ sectors between the
lenses, but the shutter consists of metal plates
which operate near to the lens.

One Polaroid model has an electronic circuit
for timing the development of the photographs
immediately after exposure. Two integrated cir-
cuits are employed. A potentiometer sets the
required development time and when the ex-
posed film is pulled out of the camera, the timer
is automatically actuated. After the preset de-
velopment time has elapsed, a lamp is extin-
guished and an audio warning tone is emitted.
Everyday Electronics, August 1975

Fig. 2. The circuit used
in the Minolta E and F
cameras for automatic
shutter speed control.

The model 350 Polaroid camera showing the
electronic development timing adjustment.

YASHICA CAMERAS
The Yashica Company of Japan offer a number

of semi -automatic and fully automatic cameras
with electronically timed shutters. An interest-
ing feature is the use of vertically running metal
focal plane shutters. The semi -automatic "TL
Electro-X" employs twin cadmium sulphide
photocells with an integrated circuit, whilst the
automatic "Electro AX" employs two integrated
circuits including a memory system to store
information on the light intensity.

This is required because the through -the -lens
light metering system becomes inoperative
immediately before the exposure when all of
the light is falling on the film

ASAHI PENTAX
The Japanese Asahi "Pentax ES" employs

more complex electronics than most other single
lens reflex cameras, the integrated circuit used
containing some 50 transistors, diodes, etc.

The three pieces of information on which
417
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The Asahi Pentax camera which incorporates a
complex electronic exposure control circuit.

the exposure time is to be calculated, namely
the light intensity, the aperture and the film
speed, are fed by a photo -resistor and two
variable resistors into the circuit. The current
passing through each of these resistors is fed
into separate logarithmic compression circuits
which generate output signals proportional to
the logarithm of the input currents. (The expo-
nential current -voltage relationship across pn
junctions is employed to generate the logarith-
mic functions.)

A memory circuit is incorporated in the light
intensity channel so that the correct current can
be fed into the computing circuits after the mir-
ror has swung up and light no longer falls on to
the photocell.

The logarithmic signals are suitably computed
and the resulting signal is fed into an exponen-
tial expansion circuit (or anti -logarithmic cur-
rent generator) to produce an output current,
the value of which is proportional to the recip-
rocal of the required exposure time.

This current is fed into a capacitor from the
instant when the shutter opens. When the poten-
tial across the capacitor reaches a certain value,
the trigger circuit switches off the current to the
electromagnet and the shutter closes.

The Yashica Electro AX camera with automatic
exposure control.
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The meter in the view finder obtains its cur-
rent from a point before the exponential expan-
sion circuit so that it can display a wide range
of exposure times over a short logarithmic scale.
If the indicated shutter speed is unsatisfactory,
one can change the aperture until an exposure
in the desired range is obtained. The meter pro-
vides the unusually wide range of exposure
times from 1/1000 second to 1 second.

FULLY ELECTRONIC SHUTTERS
All of the shutters discussed previously have

employed electronic circuits to control the tim-
ing of mechanical shutters. If one could employ
electro-optical devices to control the passage
of a beam of light to the sensitive emulsion, one
would have a completely electronic shutter.

Completely electronic shutters have been
made, but unfortunately the present designs are
suitable only for use in research laboratories
and not in portable cameras. A Kerr cell with
its associated power supply of about 50kV is
required and the equipment is very heavy and
expensive. In addition, a small amount of the
incident light passes through this type of shutter
even when it is 'closed', so a mechanical shutter
must also be used which will limit the time for
which the unwanted light can pass to the film.

Although Kerr cell shutters have the addi-
tional disadvantage that only a fraction of the
incident light (perhaps 10 per cent) can reach
the film when the shutter is open, one can obtain
extremely short exposure times in the region of
a few thousand millionths of a second.

In this type of shutter, light passes through
a nicol prism which polarises it. The light then
passes through the Kerr cell itself which con-
tains two plates immersed in a liquid such as
nitrobenzene. When a voltage pulse is applied
to the plates, the plane of polarisation of the
light is rotated so that it can pass through
a second nicol prism to the film.

CONCLUSION
This review of current trends in camera elec-

tronics has not included the techniques used in
cine cameras for the control of film speed or for
camera aperture control to ensure correct ex-
posure. Neither has it covered the ultra -high
speed camera instrumentation where one may
take up to 20,000 photographs per second. Such
equipment may be used to photograph the ex-
plosion of gun powder, the light from a photo-
graphic flash bulb or the impact of two vehicles
in a head-on crash.

Nevertheless, enough has been said to show
the growing importance of electronics in a field
which is relatively new. More and more manu-
facturers are producing cameras with electronic
shutter speed control and doubtless electronics
will find many other applications in photography
in the coming years.
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Physics
is

FUN

MAGNETISER
Last month in response to

readers' requests, I illustrated a
demagnetiser. Paradoxically, I
have also had requests for a
gadget to magnetise objects, so
here goes.

Readers will have realised by
now that the problem is one of
realigning the molecules of iron
and that this can be done slowly
or quickly. One slow method in-
volves stroking with another
magnet; another less tedious, in-
volves passing a current through
a coil for a period of time. As
far as the amateur is concerned,
this is probably the best method,
particularly for horse -shoe mag-
nets or bulky items, Fig 1 shows
the method.

,

Fig. 1. Magnetising a bar of
iron using a battery charger.

A power -pack such as a bat-
tery charger provides a 12 volt
direct current to a coil, thereby
setting up a steady magnetic
field. The coil can be wound
directly on the iron if it is insu-
lated from it. As much current as
can be comfortably provided is
passed through the coil, as long
as neither the coil nor the power -
pack overheat. Tiny objects will
magnetise in a few minutes;
Everyday Electronics, August 1975
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Fig. 2. The circuit diagram of an "instant" magnetiser. Note that
S2 must be a knife switch.

larger objects will take an hour
or so, while several days is not
too long for very bulky articles.

Iron can be magnetised in-
stantly however, if a very large
voltage is available for a single
moment of time (see Fig 2). A
small transformer (Ti) is used to
isolate the mains from the unit.
However since the turns ratio is
1:1, 240 volts is obtained on the
output side. This is taken through
diode Dl, changing the alternat-
ing current to half -wave d.c. This
diode should be 750mA rating,
500 p.i.v. The d.c. is used to
charge a capacitor bank CI to C3.
These capacitors should be of any
large capacity, but at least 250V
d.c. working. Since they are in
parallel, their total capacity is
their sum, a quantity that affects
the efficiency of the unit.

A few moments after switching
on, the capacitors will be com-
pletely charged and the user then
switches aver the blade of S2,
providing an instant discharge
through the coil of Ll. This
instant surge of current provides
a very intense magnetic field in
and around the coil, instantly
magnetising anything placed
within it. The coil itself is simply

10 turns of 10 gauge wire wound
on a cardboard tube 75mm in dia-
meter, and the object to be
magnetised is laid inside the tube.

The switch S2 should be a
knife switch since the very heavy
current flashing through it will
simply weld together the blades
of a smaller switch. It is for this
reason that we must stress very
strongly that this project is
definitely not for the beginner;
some severe burns can result
from misuse. However there has
been so much interest in the sub-
ject of magnetism that we make
no apologies for including the
item.

Readers capable of making and
using this item will scarcely need
the warning about adequate in-
sulation and care in use, while
beginners will learn quite a lot
by a careful study of the diagram.
In particular, the utilisation of
the capacitors to store electricity.
They are trickle -charged through
the resistor when the blade of
switch S2 is to the left; they re-
tain their charge while the blade
is being swung over, yet are
instantly discharged through the
coil when the blade is to the
right.
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to ELECTRONICS
By Peter Verwig

A career in electronics is an exciting prospect! Month by month our
contributor Peter Verwig will explain what working in electronics
is all about, how to prepare yourself for a rewarding career, and the
job opportunities available in the world's fastest growing industry.

TF Post Office is Britain's largest employer --
a vast organisation with well over 400,000

people on the pay -roll. But don't imagine that it
is so big that it is cold and heartless. Many
operating units are quite small and even the
largest units are broken down into groups of
people so that you quickly get to know your col-
leagues and they get to know you.

The very size of the Post Office gives it a
career structure which is both varied and secure.
You can join at almost any academic level and
still have ample opportunity to make good pro-

The Post Office is here to stay-it can
never go -bust as some commercial firms can and
do, and it has expanding opportunities for the
young electronics engineer.

PUBLIC CORPORATION
In 1969 the Post Office became a public cor-

poration charged with running its affairs on
fully commercial lines. This means it has to
operate profitably and one of the ways of
achieving this is to improve efficiency by the
installation of up-to-date equipment. This year
the Post Office is spending £700 million, nearly
£2 million every day, on its re -equipment pro-
gramme.

The Post Office is a single public corporation
but it runs four separate businesses; Telecom-
munications; Posts; Data Processing Services;
and Giro. All these businesses have room for
electronic technicians and engineers but the
great bulk of them are in Telecommunications
and it is to this area that we shall turn our
attention. But before doing so, let us not forget
the Posts business now has the go-ahead for full
automation in letter sorting and this means more
electronic equipment in sorting offices and even
the installation of optical character recognition
machines which will read the addresses on
letters. So there are growing opportunities there,
too.

Post Office Telecommunications employs some
250,000 people, more than half the total Post

Office pay -roll, operating the
third largest telecommunica-
tions system in the world. The
services include telegraphs,
telephones, radiophones, TV,

-Telex, Datel, Facsimile and
International Services.

A young person joining the
Post Office today will find him-
self in the thick of a ten year
period ahead which will be
revolutionary in telecommuni-
cations technology. For the
past 50 years the standard
switching method has been
the electromechanical relay.
This will go and be replaced
by all -electronic switching.

Sir Edward Fennessy, Deputy Chairman of the
Post Office and Managing Director Telecommuni-
cations, gave some impressive forecasts recently.
He said that electronic switching and other new
developments would mean a massive swing to
the use of integrated circuits. This year the Post
Office will buy 2 million i.c.s. By 1980 the Post
Office demand would have risen to 7 million i.c.s
and by 1985 to 10 million i.c.s.

Annual demand would also include 50 million
diodes, 14 million transistors, 50 million capaci-
tors and 70 million resistors. Just let your mind
dwell on what these astronomical figures mean
in terms of equipment, installation, commission-
ing and maintenance!

As already mentioned, you can join the Post
Office at any level appropriate to your present
abilities. Let us assume that you are under 21,
an enthusiastic amateur with a working know-
ledge of things electrical and electronic but with
no specific educational qualifications.

The Post Office is now expanding its radiophone
service for motorists under a £600,000 project.
Car users can contact any telephone in the UK
and most countries in Western Europe from the
service areas which will number seven by next
year.
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New -look telephones. An experimental 'Trim -
phone' instrument fitted with push-button dial-
ling which has been subjected to test -marketing
in selected areas to ascertain customer reaction
and operational reliability.

ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS
It sounds a pretty desperate situation from

which to start a career in high technology. But
if you are keen the Post Office will help you. At
the age of 18 you can join as a Trainee Tech-
nician Improver. Preference is given to appli-
cants with some form of qualification but en-
thusiasm and willingness to learn should get you
a start.

You will have an initial training course at a
Regional Training Centre, then gain practical
experience in the field for six months, then go
on follow-up courses which will develop special
skills, especially those for which you have shown
aptitude. This is no easy ride.

Field experience is more likely to be up a
telegraph pole or down a manhole rather than
conducting elegant experiments in a laboratory.
And it may have little to do with electronics in
the first instance. The main thing is that it is
a start, the first toe -hold in a career structure
that can take you to the areas of activity and to
the status you desire.

You will be encouraged to attend evening
classes. If you are doing well you will get the
opportunity of a day -release course for further
study.

The Trainee Technician Improver who com-
pletes his training satisfactorily moves on to
Technician HA at the age of 21 with prospects
of advancement to Technician I, Senior Techni-
cian and Technical Officer. The latter grade
needs both theoretical knowledge and acquired
skills. He may be in charge of installation and
maintenance of large exchanges or transmission
systems or even engaged on forward planning
of new systems.

A new entrant can join in Technician IIA
grade at any age between 21 and 45, again with-
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out formal qualifications, although it is clearly
an advantage to have some electrical or
mechanical experience and, especially, an ONC
or City and Guilds Certificate in Telecommunica-
tions.

You can also join directly as a Technician JIB
if you are between 20 and 58. These technicians
are of junior grade and often operate as
assistants to the Technician HAs. For young
people especially, the Technician IIB is a train-
ing grade for a number of skills, and recruits
are considered for up -grading to Technician HA
after 12 months.

It has been stressed in previous articles in
this series that academic qualifications are the
key to success. But in the Post Office grades so
far mentioned you can get your start with none
and learn while you earn. There are Post Office
scholarships which enable bright people to
study for a university degree.

ENGINEERS
It is possible for a Trainee Technician Im-

prover who works hard and studies hard to com-
pete for an appointment as Assistant Executive
Engineer and finally as Executive Engineer.
These positions are open to technicians after
three years and five years, respectively, after
joining.

Those who are academically qualified can
move in directly as Assistant Executive En-
gineers, or in some special cases, as Executive
Engineers in the management and professional
career structure which broadly covers research
and development, planning and management
services, and supervisory duties in the regions
and telephone areas.

If you are a school leaver with good 'A' levels
in science subjects, or have a HND or are a
graduate, you have a good chance of starting in
Assistant Executive Engineer grade. Those with
the lower academic qualifications will need to
produce evidence of at least an overpowering
urge and enthusiasm to work in telecommunica-
tions supported, if possible, by proven ability.

To join immediately as an Executive Engineer
you must be an exceptionally well qualified
graduate and possess the sort of personality
able to accept responsibility at an early age.

For either of these grades you will be required
to take tests and be interviewed by selection
boards. Preliminary sessions may take place in
the provinces but all final selection tests and
interviews are in London. If you are accepted
you will be offered a post in accordance with
the recommendations of the selection board
and within the natural limits of vacancies and,
if possible, within the boundaries of your own
stated preferences.

All engineering entrants have a one -week
residential induction course at the Post Office
College of Engineering Studies near Bletchley in
Buckinghamshire, and then move to the regions
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to gain appreciation of how the Post Office
operates and is managed. They are assigned to
appropriate departments for on-the-job train-
ing and there are specialised courses to be
attended, both internally and externally. During
career development you may expect from time
to time to be sent on management courses.

MANAGEMENT
Note that if you are to get ahead you must be

a manager as well as an engineer. Technical
knowledge by itself is not enough. This doesn't
necessarily mean you have to manage huge
staffs. If you are in Post Office Research, for
example, you would manage your own research
project. In the Development Department you
might manage a small team engaged in field
trials of new equipment. On the other hand, in
a large telephone area you may be responsible
for up to 200 technicians working on installation
and maintenance.

Here we have the perfect illustration of the
advantage of having qualifications as early as
possible. You start at a higher level and in the
Post Office, for example, it is possible to rise to
a position of real responsibility and enjoy the
income and status that goes with it well before
you are 30. You can still get there by joining as
a virtually unqualified technician but generally
it will take a little longer to achieve an equal
position and you still need the academic qualifi-
cations in the end.

Always remember that it is easier to sit exams
when you are young. Much harder to take them
in maturity and especially so if you have other
distractions such as a young family to bring up,
a house to furnish and an outstanding mortgage.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
The Post Office has its own research depart-

ment based historically in Dollis Hill, North
London and, more recently, at the new £9 million
research complex at Martlesham Heath near
Ipswich. But the Post Office is not a major manu-
facturer and so develops products and systems
in conjunction with the telecommunications
manufacturing industry and places contracts
with industry for the supply of equipment. So
if you are in Post Office engineering you may
well find yourself working in close contact with
equipment suppliers.

Don't be discouraged by the superficial im-
pression that the Post Office is still technically
dependent on electro-mechanical devices and run
by people who don't know the difference between
a transistor and a diode. Telecommunications
chief Sir Edward Fennessy was leading the
famous 60 Group RAF on Britain's crash radar
programme in the Second World War. He then
led Decca Radar to pre-eminence in marine radar
and also headed Plessey Electronics Group be-
fore joining the Post Office. He is an electronics

Goonhilly 3, the latest in the complex of Post
Office earth satellite terminals at Goonhilly
Downs, Cornwall.

man to his finger tips.
And if you look at some of the projects now

in development you will see immediately that
the Post Office in the 1980s will be an electronic
engineer's dream_ Such projects as computer -
controlled exchanges, transmission through
circular waveguides in the frequency range 40-
120 GHz, transmission through optical fibres,
millimetric wave systems to name but a few.

The first' Post Office public radiophone service
went on the air in 1959, the first transmissions
from the Telstar satellite were received by the
Post Office ground terminal at Goonhilly Downs
in 1962, and it was also in this year that an ex-
perimental electronic exchange was opened at
Highgate Wood. By 1964 the first PCM (Pulse -
Code Modulation) system was in use, in 1965 the
London Post Office Tower with its microwave
telephone trunk and TV links was commissioned,
in 1966 the first production electronic exchange
came on line, in 1967 "Lincompex" radio
telephony terminal equipment was being used
on overseas routes.

If you are still at school your careers master
will be able to give you some guidance.

Because availability of vacancies can vary
from time to time and from place to place,
others should contact the General Manager's
Office of their local telephone area for the up-to-
date position.
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SHOP
Tux

Two new ignition systems have
recently become available

from Electronic Design Associates.
The new systems, Sparkrite G.T.
and GT3 are claimed to be the
most powerful available in the
U.K. Both systems are provided
with an output socket to plug in
a xenon timing or 8W fluorescent
light-also supplied by E.D.A.

The GT3 includes a systems
function light which shows all
connections are correct and a
static timing light for initial points
adjustment. The GT3 also includes
an automatic circuit to burn dirt
off the contact points should they
be dirty, however this system, un-
like the G.T.. is only available for
negative earth cars.

Full details of these and other
E.D.A. products are available
from them at 82 Bath Street, Wal-
sall, WS1 3DE.

The Sparkrite G.T. and G.T.3
light and fluorescent light.

Lektrokit Ltd. have recently
announced the availability of their
low cost re -usable circuit assembly
kit No.13.

The new kit, which is simple to
assemble and quick to dismantle.
comprises five plain double -sided
circuit boards (the same type that
Lektrokit supply to industry) to-
gether with 500 standard pre -
tinned brass solder pins. At £4 a
kit, plus V.A.T. it represents a
real saving over the cost of having
to buy the items individually.

The re -usable circuit boards are
made of s.r.b.p. (synthetic resin
bonded paper) and measure 120
by 100mm. They are perforated
with holes on the international
0.1 inch matrix.

We would be pleased if you
would mention E.E. when contact-
ing advertisers or firms quoted
editorially, for the supply of com-
ponents.

Intruder Alarm
One or two parts used in the

Intruder Alarm require special
mention. The audible warning
device (12V type) is available from
Doram Electronics Ltd., P.O. Box
TR8, Wellington Road Industrial
Estate, Leeds, LS12 2UF. The bell
warning can be provided by any
suitable bell mounted so that it is
not easily disconnected or tam-
pered with, most electrical shops
should be able to supply this.

Key operated switches should
be available from most larger
suppliers the price depends to
some extent on the quality of
security -type of key used. The
case used for the prototype was
a simple aluminium one but any
type of a suitable size will do.

ignition systems with the timing

F.E.T. Voltmeter
The notes on the use of the

F.E.T. Voltmeter should be care-
fully followed, this applies to the
a.c. ranges and particularly high
voltage. The high voltages appear-
ing at the input must also be
kept in mind when constructing
the unit and an insulated plastic
case and knobs are recommended.
Also because of this high voltage.
switch ratings must be as speci-
fied. Although the switches should
never have to actually switch high
voltages they do have to provide
insulation at voltages up to 1000V
d.c.

If you are likely to put the unit
to a great deal of use we suggest
you invest in a good pair of
probes and "extra -flexible wire",
available from Doram (see above
for address) for about 5p per
metre (plus V.A.T. etc.)

Garage Doors
We hope that all the supply

problems concerning parts for the
Automatic Garage Doors were
ironed out last month! All that
remains to be purchased are the
parts for the motor mounting
board and cover and these should
provide no problems.

The reversing switch mounted
on the garage ceiling carries
mains voltage to the motor and
lamp and must be insulated-any
small plastic box can be used for
this with the back screwed to the
ceiling, the switch in one side and
the lid facing downwards so that
the box can be screwed on.

White Noise Generator
There should be no buying

problem with parts for the White
Noise Generator but one or two
components may need selection
when the unit is operating. This
applies to the noise diode which
can be selected from any diode or
the forward biased junction of a
transistor-even a "dud" tran-
sistor might be used if an intact
junction can be found.

Also some experimentation
with the capacitors in the filter
circuit could be useful try any
values between about 1.0000' and
1pF. Plastic types-meaning
polyester, polystyrene, poly -
carbonate or mixed dielectric-
are the best to buy, but if you
have others available try them,
anything will do-even electro-
lytic in this application.
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N this the second and final part of the Auto -
I matic Garage Doors we deal with circuit con-
struction, wiring and the motor mechanics used
to raise the door.

COMPONENTS
Components T1, D2, D3 and C5 provide a recti-

fied and smoothed d.c. supply. The current
requirement is moderate, about 30mA if the
specified relay is used. Also the reverse voltage
requirements are low so small signal diode types
can be used for D2 and D3. Resistor R8 is in-
cluded to protect the rectification diodes -against
excessive current surge on initial switch on, yet
causing negligible reduction of voltage to the
negative rail. Capacitor Cl ensures that TR1 is
turned on when the unit is switched on, the
system may otherwise be triggered on 50 per
cent of occasions when TR1 and TR2 are decid-
ing which one will conduct first. Also Cl passes
any line interference to the base of TR1, again.
tending to switch it on and it is possible on very
rare occasions for the door to stop in mid travel,
to overcome this simply flash the headlights
again.

Now to the reason for the PCC1, R1, C2 and R2
confi uration which is the result of a host of
stat al evidence built up over the year for
pra lly all garage locations using di rent
typ car headlight in conjunction

ORP12 photocell. The basic
ar

(1) To provide sufficient light in order to
trigger the bistable under the worst condi-
tions. This occurs at night with the car outside
the garage and shining its headlight through
the door. This can be further compounded by
having a build-up of dirt on the door and the
headlight.

(2) Having set the bistable to be triggered
under the conditions in (1) to ensure that
under the best conditions of ambient light,
occurring during the day in the summer
months, with the car away from the garage
and the door open, the ambient light will not
trigger the system.

(3) Having achieved conditions (1) and (2)
the extra light provided by the car's headlight
will be sufficient to trigger the system during
daylight. Although adding R1 in series with
PCC1 requires a greater intensity of light
necessary to trigger the system by d.c. action.
The rate of increase in light intensity when
the lights are flashed is catered for
Resistor R2 is to limit the maximu
resistance of PCC1, which and ht- s n-

ditions can exceed one me d
the tendency to switch ISE hen the
headlight is e guished or whbr walks
past the p , shielding .it eatarily
from the ambient light during g sunlight.
Meanitcbile the time constant. Ri and C5 isv
long vefio- ugh to keep TAI.off whilst TR2 "
struggles to switch on the opposition

AUTOMATIC GQ

GARAGE DOOR
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of the relay coil inductance, which though
negligible in the case of the specified relay
is significant in many other relays.
After S2 is switched mechanically to its alter-

nate position the base of TR2 is momentarily
grounded to the positive rail by the appropriate
capacitor C3 or C4 which in turn has already
been discharged by its paralleled resistor since
the last operation, C2, 3 and 4 should be the
specified capacitance ±20 per cent.

The values listed for R3, 4 and 6 are to suit
the relay specified, and will have to be changed
for different relays, the coil resistance should
not exceed 1.5 kilohms. Make R3 equivalent to
the coil resistance, increase R6 to a maximum of
12 kilohms (for a 1.5 kilohm coil) and increase
R4 so as to give the quiescent voltages (i.e. TR1
on TR2 off) as shown in Fig. 9.

If the relay used has more than one set of
contacts parallel them to reduce content wear.
Diode Dl is to protect TR2 against momentary
high collector voltage caused by the inductive
voltage generated across the relay coil when
switching, and can be any signal diode of no
particular specification other than a peak inverse
voltage of greater than 25V.

Some reversible motors are more powerful in
one direction than the other. The most powerful
direction should be used for raising the door.
The Parvalux SD8 gives the same power in both
directions and incidentally C6 is supplied with
the motor but should you buy one second hand
and the capacitor is missing the value for the
SD8 is 2 .51-,F, at least 250 V a.c. and definitely
not an electrolytic type.

CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION
The low voltage circuit can be soldered on to

the Veroboard (Fig. 11) but for convenience VR1
should be put in such a position that it can be
adjusted for initial setting up with a small screw-
driver without having to take off the cover (to be
described later). This is the only adjustment
catered for and should cover all situations.

If you have a switched mains outlet in the
garage then wiring -up should be straightfor-
ward. If you have a recently installed light
circuit it is standard practice now to have an
earth wire and again there should be no problem
with wiring up the system other than ensuring
the motor current is not excessive and in any
case should not exceed 1 amp in a 5 amp circuit
(the SD8 takes approx 300mA).

If the lighting circuit has no earth wire you
should either earth the metal parts indepen-
dently or surround them with an insulated cover.
Fusing requirements are taken care of if coming
through a "ring mains plug" in which you fit
your own cartridge fuse of 2 amps for the SD8.
Otherwise it is advisable to fit the optional fuse
shown in Fig. 9.

The motor and Veroboard are fixed to a base -
plate made out of 20mm thick chipboard of a
Everyday Electronics, August 1975

size for convenient screwing to the roof joists.
A length of twin flex connects the trigger circuit
to the ORP12 fixed at the end of a 100mm tube
and in turn fixed by an adjustable bracket on the
rear garage wall so as to line up with one of
the car's headlights; Fig. 12 shows the wiring.

DRIVE SYSTEM
A small pulley, 30mm diameter, with integral

fixing bracket is screwed to the rear of the
architrave in line with and at the same height
as the centre of the closed door.

Attached to the 9mm motor output shaft is a
100mm long 25mm diameter, aluminium round
bar drilled to slip over the motor shaft and then
fastened to it by a grub screw. The necessary
drilling on the prototype was done by hand,
though not of the machine shop quality. The low
rotational speed of the winding shaft lends to
wide tolerances all round and a little eccentricity
can be tolerated, though naturally if it is possible
to get the job done on a lathe it makes for a
better and more easily obtained finish. Two
tangential holes, 4mm diameter are drilled at
either end together 'with two coincident holes
at right angles which are tapped to 2BA and
pinch screws inserted for securing the two ends
of the nylon cord. See Fig. 13.

Screw the winding shaft to the motor shaft.
Insert one end of the cord through the tan-
gential hole nearest the motor and tighten it
down by means of a pinch screw. Make sure the
cord is threaded into the hole the correct way
round so that when the motor rotates to lift
the door the cord winds on to the bottom of the
shaft.

Rotate the shaft two or three turns by closing
the relay contacts manually with an insulated
screwdriver, or better still have an assistant
switch it on and off from the mains switch.
Having two or three turns of cord on the shaft
before lifting the door removes the strain from
the pinch screw. Thread the other end of the
cord through a wire joiner of the cord tension-
ing device, put a 75mm nail through the 5mm
hole in the top strengthening tube and, keeping

Photograph of
the photocell
mounting tube
fixed to the
garage door.
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Fig. 11. Veroboard layout and wiring for the Automatic Garage Doors.

the cord taut, secure it in a knot round the head
of the nail. Now thread the other wire joiner
onto the cord, pass the cord through the
bottom of the pulley and locate it on the pulley.

Connect the switch cord to the head of the
nail and secure it in a knot to both the nail and
the switch. Holding the free end of the winding
cord, ensuring it is correctly located on the
pulley, press the door switch and let the motor
haul up the door, allowing the cord to slip
through your fingers as it winds onto the shaft
but maintaining sufficient tension to ensure it
doesn't slip off the pulley.

When the door is fully up the switch cord will
ensure the motor is switched off. Now switch off
at the mains. Wind the residue of cord round
the winding shaft two or three times, keeping it
taut before threading the remaining tangential
hole in the shaft and retaining with the pinch
screw.

Thread each end of the tensioning spring
through its respective wire joiner, stretching it
as required either side of the nail to maintain
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the cord taut, then tighten down the wire joiner
screws. Switch on and lower the door using the
motor.

As an optional extra the door can be counter-
balanced to any required degree by drilling
another hole in the top strengthening tube close
to the centre one and hooking in a "rubber
bungee" the other end hooked into an eye screw
placed in a convenient position in the ceiling or
joist so as to exert an upward pull to the door.
This feature not only helps the motor and gives
assistance in the case of manual operation but
also helps to obviate slight buckling of the door
when in the lowered position.

The safety feature of the nail connection is
as follows. Assuming the door is coming down
and it is physically obstructed, the top of the
door tends to curl upwards under the influence
of the motor drive. In so doing the nail is pulled
out of its hole, the motor finally being brought
to rest when the nail reaches what would nor-
mally be the door closed position. Meanwhile the
door is left resting on the obstruction.
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Once the obstruction is removed (lifting the
door a few inches to facilitate removal if
required) the door can be lowered manually and
the nail repositioned in its hole, which makes
it fully functional once again. The door is light
enough not to harm a small child should it be
obstructed by one.

The cover for the motor assembly can be made
from hardboard supported by a light wooden
frame or as in my own case, from an off cut of
Respatex, the trade name for a much thinner
and more flexible type of "Formica". Size will
vary according to the size of motor and baseboard
but Fig. 14 gives the idea. Also ensure provision
of a small strong cover for the contacts of S2
which will need adequate insulation bearing in
mind it carries mains voltage. A strong plastic
case or box would be suitable for this purpose.

SINGLE DOOR GARAGES
Now to cover the aspect of garages with no

entrance other than the garage door itself. First
of all we must open the garage door from out-
side. This can be accomplished by making S1 a
key operated switch, an old ignition switch is
ideal for this purpose. It should be fixed in the
wooden door jamb. Alternatively use may be
made of a reed switch hidden in the door jamb
which would be operated by a magnet kept with
the car keys. This would require carefully con-

about 3mm of
the outside face of the jamb. This distance can
be increased if use is made of a more powerful
magnet.

How can the door be opened from outside in
case of power failure or motor failure? Somehow
the drive must be disengaged from the door so
that the door can be raised manually. Many ways
can, no doubt, be devised for this but bearing
in mind it must be simple the following idea is
suitable. Remove the existing pulley shaft, drill-
ing a hole through each of the end plates if
necessary and replace with a round nail of suit-
able dimensions to act as a pulley shaft. Tied
round the head of the nail is a short length of
cord which is hung over an adjacent nail ham-
mered into the rear of the wooden architrave, in
such a manner that a specially bent length of
self supporting wire is needed to pull it down
through the narrow gap between the door and
architrave. Then pulling the cord releases the
pulley shaft allowing the pulley wheel to fall
away. The door can then be raised manually
using the corrugations as handholds.

Refitting the pulley and shaft present no
problems.

DAMAGE
A few days after installing the first of the two

doors a person, who shall be nameless, pressed
the switch in the garage to open the door, jumped
into the brand new car and, forgetting the door
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was still opening, backed the car out. The noise
was deafening as the door was forced from its
grooves, yet within the hour the door was
repaired and replaced in working condition.

That door is still in good condition today
having had footballs kicked at it from dose
range, bricks thrown at it, and has been deflected
up to 15cm by being rammed with the car. Not
only has the door stood up to that kind of punish-
ment but the car is completely unmarked. Work
out all the cost in car repairs if that had been a
conventional wooden or metal door! Meanwhile
the second garage door, installed a few weeks
later, has suffered no accidents and is as good as
new.

Other advantages have been a garage filled
with daylight, because the door rises vertically
there are no problems with snow drifting up
against the door and no allowance has to be
made for positioning the car outside, unlike an
up and over door or hinged door, which would
hit the car if due allowance was not made.

No rust, no painting, no rot and above all a
noticeable lack of draughts whilst working in the
garage due to the door making an effective seal
in its slides. Add to this a total cost of about £12
for each door and slides, excluding the Pop
riveter, it has proved a worthwhile investment.

CONCLUSION
If the car is in the garage or parked in front

of the garage door it is shielding the photocell,
therefore the door cannot be opened by another
car's headlights.

If the car is not in the garage and assuming
the system is switched on at the mains, it is
possible for it to be flashed open by another car.
However, the sensitivity of the photocell system
is such that it would require a flashed car head-
light some 3 to 4 feet away from the door. Unless
the intruder car's headlights are the same height
from the ground as the car that is garaged it is
unlikely to trigger the door.

An inclined drive means positioning of the
headlight is critical. To position the car it is
necessary to stop opposite a particular feature
in the drive. Much nearer or further from the
door than this spot means the beam misses the
photocell. Driving slowly-and that close to the
door it must be slowly-through the critical posi-
tion with the headlights full on does not trigger
the door.

Naturally the whole concept of security is that,
unless the car is in the garage there is nothing
worth stealing! Very few locks and doors are
burglar proof, if a burglar is intent on gaining
entrance there is little to stop him breaking a
window, picking a lock, wrenching a handle or
door or using a master key. An erudite burglar
can even open a radio controlled door without
touching the door. Nevertheless it is still un-
authorised entry. El
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Try your hand at being a bomber pilot with our realistic game. You can
actually bomb a target area and score points according to what you hit.
Any number can play.

MATCHBOX RECEIVER
In these days of miniature components a sensitive
receiver with earphone output can be made small
enough to fit inside a matchbox-we show you how.

ARIYOU

WINKING?

0.6

INDICATOR
Audible Monitor
Do you ever forget to switch off the
indicators or does the automatic
return ever fail? Yes! Then you need
our audible monitor.

everyday
electronics
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ON SALE FRIDAY
AUGUST 15
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ALTHOUGH the unijunction transistor is a
miniature device with many applications,

it is not nearly so well-known as the ordinary
bipolar transistor. The basic principles of the
unijunction transistor were formulated by H.
Welker of France in 1948, whilst the first com-
mercially produced devices became available in
the 1950s.

Unijunction transistors can be used in simple
relaxation oscillator circuits, timing circuits, etc.,
but one of their most important applications is
for the triggering of silicon controlled rectifiers.
Although circuits can be constructed for these
applications which do not employ unijunction
transistors, the use of these devices enables
much simpler and more economical circuits to
be designed.

In some applications the unijunction transis-
tor bears a resemblance to the silicon controlled
rectifier in that the device is switched to the
conducting state when a suitable current is
passed to the appropriate electrode.

CONSTRUCTION
The unijunction transistor has three connect-

ing leads. namely the emitter, base 1 and base 2.
The two bases have no resemblance to the base
of a normal bipolar transistor. In some of the
early publications on the unijunction transistor,
it was referred to as the "double base transistor".

The unijunction transistor has only one pn
junction, as its name implies. Most types of uni-
junction transistor comprise a bar of n -type sili-
con with a p -type electrode known as the emit-
ter, as shown in Fig. 1. The emitter connection

EMITTER

ALUMINIUM
WIRE

BASE 2

N- TYPE SILICON
BAR

BASE 1

Fig. 1. Shows a schematic of the basics of a
unijunction transistor.
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By J. B. DANCE

may consist of an aluminium wire alloyed into
the silicon.

The emitter junction is normally placed nearer
to base 2 than to base 1. The device is therefore
not asymmetrical and the two base connections
are not interchangeable. Although symmetrical
devices can be fabricated, they do not have the
optimum electrical characteristics for most
applications.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
The operation of the unijunction transistor is

dependent upon the modulation of the conduc-
tivity of the silicon between the emitter junction
and the base 1 electrode.

EMITTER

IBB

BASE 2

BASE I

+ VBB

0 V

Fig. 2. The current flows through the silicon bar
from base 2 to base 1.

A voltage VBB is applied between the two
bases, base 2 being positive with respect to
base 1, as shown in Fig. 2. A current will
flow from base 2 to base 1 along the resistive
silicon bar. If the effective resistance between
the two bases is rBB, the current flowing into.
base 2, /BB, is given by

IBB
rBB

1/1313

A fraction of the voltage VBB will appear in
the silicon bar at point A near the emitter. This
fraction is known as the intrinsic stand-off ratio
and is denoted n (pronounced "eta"). Thus the
potential in the silicon bar at point A is riVBB with
respect to base 2.
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If the emitter is connected to base 1, the pn
junction is reverse biased, since the p -type emit-
ter will be negative with respect to the potential
in the bar at point A. Only a minute emitter
leakage current will therefore flow.

EMITTER POTENTIAL
If the potential of the emitter is increased, a

point will be reached at which it becomes equal
to the voltage at point A plus the voltage of a
forward biased silicon diode (the latter is about
0.5 volt). A current then flows from the emitter
into the silicon bar through the forward biased
diode. The emitter voltage required to cause
this current to pass is known as the peak point
voltage, VD. This is shown on the emitter charac-
teristic of Fig. 3 together with the peak point
current, ID which flows when VI, is applied.

IP

CUT OFF REGION

NEGATIVE RESISTANCE REGION

IV

EMITTER CURRENT

Fig. 3. The emitter characteristic of a unijunction
transistor.

When the junction conducts, holes are injected
from the emitter (hence its name) into the sili-
con bar. The electric field in the bar causes the
injected positive holes to move towards the nega-
tive base 1.

In order that the silicon bar shall remain
neutral as a whole, electrons are injected from
the base 1 electrode into the silicon at the same
rate as the holes are injected from the emitter.
Thus both the electron and the hole concentra-
tion in the silicon increase in the region between
the emitter and the base 1.

The increase in the charge carrier concentra-
tion in this region results in a decrease in the
resistance between the emitter and base 1.

NEGATIVE RESISTANCE
The decrease in resistance results in a de-

crease in the voltage drop between the emitter
and base 1. This results in still more holes being
injected from the emitter and the resistance
decreases further which, in turn, results in yet
more holes being injected from the emitter and
more electrons from base 1.

The process is therefore a regenerative one
and once the peak voltage, V, in Fig. 3 has been
Everyday Electronics, August 1975

reached, the device current quickly increases
towards the valley current, Iv.

The region in which the emitter current rises
as the value of the emitter voltage falls is known
as the negative resistance region. Although the
resistance in this region is not actually negative
(since this would imply that the device could
continually produce more output power than the
power fed into it), it does show a negative resis-
tance for small increases of current or voltage.
It is this negative resistance region which en-
ables the device to be used as an oscillator, etc.

When the resistance of the silicon becomes
very low, the lifetime and the mobility of the
electrons and holes falls so much that the con-
ductivity is not increased any further if more
holes and electrons are injected. The resistance
is then no longer negative and the curve of
Fig. 3 commences to rise again.

The region to the left of the negative resis-
tance region is known as the "cut-off" region
of the emitter characteristic. The region to the
right of the negative resistance region in Fig. 3
is known as the "saturation region".

THE COMPLEMENTARY
UNIJUNCTION

Although most types of unijunction transistor
consist of a p -type emitter connected to an n -
type piece of silicon, complementary types to
this form of device were introduced by the
General Electric Company of the U.S.A. in 1968.
They are designated types D5K1 and D5K2.

In these devices an n -type emitter is in con-
tact with a p -type piece of silicon. The applied
voltages must be of the opposite polarity to
those used with normal unijunction devices and
the current flow in the opposite directions.

The availability of the complementary uni-
junction transistor permits more versatile circuit
design. In addition, it can be used for stable
operation at somewhat higher frequencies than
is possible with some of the other types of uni-
junction transistors.

SYMBOLS
The symbol for the normal unijunction tran-

sistor is shown in Fig. 4(a) and that of the com-
plementary unijunction transistor in Fig. 4(b).
In each case the arrow on the emitter electrode
shows the direction in which the emitter current
flows. Continued next month

(a) I (b)

Fig. 4. The circuit symbol for (a) n -type (b)
p -type base unijunction.
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LET me tell you a few practical
things about domestic video.

For several years now it has been
possible to buy a relatively cheap
video camera and recorder (by
which I mean costing under
£1,000!), which can be used as
a black -and -white newsreel
camera to produce instant video
tape movies. It is now possible
to buy a colour version of the
same portable system for three or
four times the black -and -white
price. The main firms involved
are Sony, JVC and Akai. Techni-
cally, these systems all work well,
but suffer from both obvious and
not -so -obvious disadvantages.

Obviously it is both cheap and
convenient to use a portable
video tape recorder and camera
to make a sound -and -vision record
of an event that can be instantly
played back over a TV monitor.
Video tape. although more expen-
sive than audio tape, is still rela-
tively cheap. Also there are no
processing costs, and unwanted
recordings can be erased and the
tape used again. But because it
is so cheap and easy to make
video tape films, it is equally easy
to make far too many of them,
and forget the crucial question-
who is going to watch them?

EDITING
It is also extremely difficult and

expensive to edit video tape. So
many productions look very
amateur. If you have ever been
subjected to a seemingly endless
evening of someone else's home
movies, you will know what I
mean. Even though editing 8mm
home movie film is a simple exer-
cise. it is surprising how few
people bother to do so.

No wonder someone once said
that if all the rolls of unedited
video tape in the world were laid
432

end -to -end. a lot of innocent
people would be saved some very
boring experiences. I was recently
invited to a 12 -hour screening of
amateur video tapes_ I declined.

What I certainly don't decline.
however, is the opportunity to
free myself of broadcast TV
schedules. And this is what the
new breed of domestic video. cas-
sette recorders enables you to do.

There are currently three main
competitive and mutually incom-
patible systems, the Sony U. the
Philips VCR and the EIAJ Cart-
ridge. Both the Cartridge and U
systems can reproduce very fine
colour pictures on a colour TV
monitor. They are also very
simple to use, but both systems
are more likely to be found in
educational or semi-professional
environments than in the home.
Indeed Sony, in the UK, have
made no effort whatsoever to
penetrate the domestic market.
and although it is early days yet
for the cartridge system, it too
shows no signs of being marketed
strongly at domestic level.

Philips. however. have not only
tailor-made their VCR system to
the domestic market. but have
advertised it at a domestic level.
Incidentally, I am not saving that
the Philips system is unsuitable
for educational or semi-profes-
sional use, I am simply saying
that if you are interested in
recording TV programmes off -air
at home. the VCR system is the
only one so far worth considering.
There are several good reasons
why one can be so positive.

PRICE
First and foremost, the Philips

system is by far the cheapest.
Beware here, before you write me
a letter of disgusted disagree-
ment. because direct price corn-

parisons cannot be made between
Sony U, EIAJ Cartridge and VCR.
Whereas the basic Philips VCR
has a built-in tuner and RF modu-
lator, these are usually expensive
extras for a U or Cartridge
machine. What this means is that
a Philips VCR can be plugged
with a simple coaxial jump lead
directly into the aerial socket of
a domestic colour TV set for the
playback of recorded tapes. But
most (if not all) U or Cartridge
machines can only play back
through a tailor-made video moni-
tor set (which is much more
expensive than a domestic TV
set) or require an external RF
modulator.

Likewise, although the Philips
VCR can record programmes off -
air via its own. built-in tuner,
most U and Cartridge machines
can only record off -air via a video
monitor set or a separate tuner.
The fact that the Philips machine
has- a built-in tuner also enables
it to record a programme off -air
quite independently of the TV set
with which it is being used.

This means that a VCR record-
ing can be made even when your
domestic TV set is switched off,
faulty, disconnected or even non-
existent! The presence of a built-
in tuner also makes it possible
for the VCR to incorporate a
cooker -type time switch, which
will switch it on and off while you
are out, or even while you are
watching another programme on
a TV set to which it is connected.

SERVICE
The Philips VCR used to be

available for around £450 includ-
ing VAT; but cost and VAT in-
creases have now puffed the price
up by another hundred pounds
or so. This is still cheap for what
it is, however. But beware again.
The machines are bath mechani-
cally and electronically very com-
plex, and although in theory they
can be plugged direct into the
aerial socket of any domestic TV
set, in practice some sets require
a slight internal modification to
the time base for a steady picture.

It is for these reasons that
Philips try hard to ensure that
VCRs are sold only by reputable
dealers with competent engineers
on tap. But consumer tests I have
run suggest that it is easily pos-
sible to buy a VCR at cut price
from an ignorant dealer, who will
be forced to refer any problems
to the Philips service organisa-
tion, CES.
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Likewise, the tape heads on any
video machine have a much
shorter life than the tape heads
on an ordinary audio tape re-
corder. They also cost far more to
replace (around £50).

It is impossible to predict
accurately haw long Philips VCR
video heads will last, because

- there are various governing fac-
tors like the type of tape used.
But no one seems to claim a life
longer than 500 working hours.
This is not as ridiculously low as
it sounds (because the video
heads are moving across the in-
herently abrasive tape at around
20 miles an hour), but it does add
to the cost of a video hobby. Like-
wise, with cassette prices running
at around £20 an hour of playing
time, it is quite out of the ques-
tion to think in terms of building
up a large personal library of
tapes holding permanent record-
ings of your favourite pro-
grammes.

Having used various video
equipment I am personally con-
vinced that the real domestic
strength of the Philips VCR lies
in enabling a viewer to readjust
the TV programme schedules to
suit his own life-style. If the pro-
gramme you want to see is on
while you are out, while the
British summer sun shines briefly
or while you have guests (or per-
haps while something else of
interest is on another channel),
then you simply record it and
play it back hours or days later.
You then re -use .the same tape
the next time a similar situation
arises.

'Whether you believe that this
luxury warrants the cost of buy-
ing or hiring a VCR with a few
cassettes depends entirely on

what spare money you have avail-
able and how much you watch
television either for business or
pleasure.

DEALERS
I have hinted above that there

are already cowboys in the video
business who see it as an easy
way to make a fast buck. Some
new video shops and offices have
a decidedly unpleasant, suspicious
aura about theni.-Plush carpeting
and a surfeit of pretty girls, deal-
ing with a technology about
which they know nothing, always
make me feel suspicious and un-
comfortable.

Video cassettes often seem to
be out of stock or "just coming
in" and I have sometimes noticed
a reluctance to give receipts for
cassettes (costing around £20
each) purchased with cash. All
this creates a very definite feeling
of deju vu. Anyone who re-
members the attitude of some
specialist dealers when hi fi stereo
systems first started to appear
on a limited scale will know what
I mean. But those original, snooty
dealers who went out of their
way to put the customer ill at
ease either went out of business
or were forced to change their
attitude. Perhaps the same will
happen with video.

ELECTRONIQUES
France seems increasingly ob-

sessed with the idea of shaking
off their traditional agricultural
image. Electronic gadgetry is
everywhere.

On the main road outside the
new, three -storey shopping com-
plex at Pontoise, the traffic lights
are equipped with photosensitive

switches which can be triggered
to change the lights from red to
green by a driver flashing his
headlights as he approaches the
crossing. To compensate for the
dazzling effect which all this
extra headlight flashing on the
roads at night creates, French
motorists are now spending money
on another gadget. This is a
purple light which is mounted in-
side the car and shines con-
tinually into the driver's eyes,
supposedly to limit dazzle.

Inside the shopping complex,
where everything from cars to
carrots is on display under the
same roof, parents can shop while
their children play on a fair-
ground roundabout or watch car-
toon films projected on tiny
screens in individual coin -in -the -
slot booths.

The brand new Charles de
Gaulle airport resembles a Jac-
ques Tati film set. The complex of
satellites which make up the air-
port are connected by sealed,
transparent plastic tubes through
which the passengers are con-
veyed like luggage on endless con-
veyor belts.

The duty-free liquor shop is
equipped with telex -like cash
registers which automatically type
out a 13 -line statement of account
for a single sale.

Anti-terrorist security is by a
metal detector gate so powerful
that it is a danger to any passen-
ger wearing a heart pacemaker,
and hand-held equipment so sen-
sitive that it is triggered by the
metal cap of a bottle of perfume.
The warning notices on the detec-
tor gate entrance are only in a
couple of languages, so pity the
poor chap with a pacemaker who
can't read them.

JACK MG 411E 011111111.Y...
I SAID, WITH THESE
NOISY JET PLANES
AROUND...

..I THINK MUM'S PLEASED
THAT YOU CONSTRUCTED
THAT...
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The Extra
ordina

Experi-
ments

of

Profess
Ernes

Eversure
by phony John Bassett

Professor Ernest Eversure, or the Prof. as his friends call him,
has been experimenting in electronics for more years than
anyone can remember and we thought that you might like to
hear of, and perhaps repeat, some of his extraordinary experi-
ments. Anthony J. Bassett recounts some of these experi-
ments every month so why not follow the Prof's work and
learn along with young Bob, his friend.

6 < AM thinking of building some
more experimental circuits

using. transistors d.c. coupled in
the same manner as we have al-
ready tried. It would be an in-
teresting way of using up surplus
components, and maybe you could
give me some tips on how to make
use of some components which I
bought in bargain packs."

Bob handed the Prof. a number
of polythene bags of transistors
and other parts which he had ob-
tained from various "bargain"
component suppliers.

"It seemed to make sense to
buy these bargain packs, because
in some cases each pack costs
less than the price of one or two
of the components they contain.
Some of the packs contain circuit
boards, and it is obvious that just
one or two of the parts on these
boards is worth far more than
the price I paid for the board!
But other components are either
unmarked, or else their type
numbers do not appear in any of
the reference books I have looked
in. I would like to find ways of
making use of these parts in the
projects I wish to build."
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The Prof. examined the con-
tents of the polythene bags with
interest. He could see that they
were crammed with a very wide
variety of transistors, diodes, re-
sistors, capacitors and many
other components, some of whose
markings were familiar, and
others which did not appear to
belong to the usual range of type
numbers at all.

"Most of these should prove
to be usable, Bob, but there are
some, such as unmarked inte-
grated circuits, which could prove
very difficult to identify, and it
may not be worth trying to use
these. Most of the transistors
appear to be junction pnp and
npn types. Some are germanium,
but I think most are silicon."

Bob and the Prof. surveyed
the assortment of components.
There seemed to be such an array
of bits and pieces, that Bob
hardly knew where to begin.

"Prof., I'm sure we can make
something of this lot! But I'm
having difficulty in relating these
components with any of the pro-
jects which I would like to
build."

The Prof. considered 'the prob-
lem.

"We could make another class
A amplifier similar to the one
you built a couple of months ago
(June issue), as I know that Paul
wants one for his car. But I know
that Paul's car has a positive earth
electrical system, so it would be
convenient to make an amplifier
using pnp transistors instead of
the npn types which you used
earlier. The circuit is identical
except that the electrolytic capa-
citors are connected the "other
way round", and the power -supply
from the battery is connected to
the negative terminal instead of
the positive."

"Are those the only alterations
we need to make to change this
amplifier from negative earth to
positive earth?" Bob queried, "Be-
cause we're using different tran-
sistors, will it not be necessary
to change some of the other com-
ponents also?"

TESTING AND SELEC-
TING COMPONENTS

"The proof of the pudding is
in the eating, Bob. I think that
you could build up the circuit
without much risk of damaging
anything-then we can test it and
find out whether any other alter-
ations are necessary. Meanwhile,
we can find out by experience
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Fig. 1. The trans-
istor can be re-
garded, for some
purposes, as two
diodes connected
back-to-back.

how suitable transistors may be
selected and put to use.

Firstly all the transistors we
will need for this amplifier are
pnp junction transistors, so we
shall use a quick method of test-
ing to distinguish between pnp
types and npn types and other
components. This is simply a few
checks on each transistor using a
multimeter set to a resistance
range.

TRANSISTOR
RESISTANCE

For purposes of resistance
measurement between any two
terminals each transistor may be
regarded as two diodes connected
"back-to-back" (as shown in Fig.
1). Then the only way in which
a good pnp transistor may indi-
cate low resistance is with the red
lead of the multimeter connected
to its base, and the black lead
connected to either emitter or
collector (or both). A considerably
higher measurement will be ob-
tained if the leads are reversed,
or if measurement is made be-
tween emitter and collector."

EXPECTED RESULTS
"What sort of resistance value

should we expect, Prof.?" Bob
asked.

"It is hard to give an exact
figure," the Prof. informed him,
"because a number of variable
factors are involved. But still a
large difference in resistance can
be observed according to the man-
ner in which the meter is con-
nected. In general, the low "for-
ward resistance" measured will
be below 200 ohms, and is likely,
with most meters, to be typically
around 50 ohms. It may even be
below 10 ohms especially with
power transistors which have a
large junction area."

"Are you saying," asked Bob
incredulously, "that the resistance
reading depends not only upon
Everyday Electronics, August 1975

the individual transistor which
you are testing, but also upon
which meter you are using to
make the test?"

"Yes, Bob, this is so-but not
only that, it will depend upon
which range you are using on the
multimeter. Here, measure the
base -to -emitter resistance of this
transistor, but use several differ-
ent meters, and also try different
ranges on each one."

Bob tried the transistor, and
found that its resistance appeared
to mysteriously differ from one
meter to the next, and even on
the same meter, different read-
ings were obtained according to
which range he was using.

METER RANGE
"Hey, Prof." he called in

astonishment, "On one of these
meters the transistor measures
20 ohms on the xl range, 150
ohms on the x10 range, 1200 ohms
on the x100 range, 10 kilohms on
the xlk range, and 15 kilohms on
the xl0k range! How can this be,
since I'm measuring between the
same two points with the same
meter. Could it be that the meter
is faulty?"

Bob watched as the Prof. shook
his head, then screwed up his
face, pursed his lips, and emitted
a series of clicks and whistles. A
few moments later the robot
came to the workbench and
handed the Prof. a box contain-
ing a number of precision resis-
tors. The Prof. showed these to
Bob.

These resistors have been made
to a very close tolerance. Would
you like to use the resistors to
find out whether any of the meters
is faulty?"

Bob quickly used the precision
resistors to check, and soon
found that the meters were read-
ing accurately on all ranges.

"The transistor e -b junction
acts as a diode," explained the
Prof., "and as well as seeing a
difference between resistance to

forward and reverse current
flows, you are now observing the
effects of something else on the
resistance,, and this other vari-
able is the test current itself. Be-
cause each meter and each range
uses a different test current, the
apparent forward resistance of
the base is different in each case.
This is why it is best to use a
low -resistance range for this test,
as this range will- show up best
the difference between forward
and reverse conduction.

TYPE IDENTIFICATION
Now to continue with our

method of identifying pnp and
npn transistors, the only way in
which a good npn 'transistor may
indicate low resistance is with
the black lead of the multimeter
connected to its base, and the red
lead to either its emitter, its col-
lector, or both, as with the pnp
transistor but the test leads are
reversed. A considerably higher
measurement will be obtained if
the test is made between emitter
and collector."

"If you do not have a transistor
tester handy, there is an easy
method to determine whether a
transistor is exhibiting 'transistor
action' by amplifying current fed
to its base. The method works
well in most cases, and also helps
in distinguishing between ger-
manium and silicon transistors.
Suppose that we have a pnp ger-
manium transistor."

LEAKAGE
The Prof. took an AC128 tran-

sistor to illustrate this.
"Now connect the red test lead

to the collector, and the black
lead to the emitter. A small leak-
age current flows, causing a read-
ing on the meter. This is charac-
teristic of germanium transistors
and usually does not happen with
silicon types. The leakage current
is most readily observed with the
meter set to a high resistance
range, and the transistor will then
appear to show a low resistance
reading. If you now connect the
base and emitter leads together,
the measurement will rise to show
a higher resistance. The reason
for this is that the transistor
amplifies current which leaks
from its collector to its base (Fig.
2). When we connect base and
emitter together, the transistor
can no longer amplify, and only a
small leakage current then flows.
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Fig. 2. Current leaks from
collector to base in a ger-
manium transistor.

With silicon transistors there
is very little leakage of this kind,
so that in order to apply this
simple test to a silicon transistor,
it is necessary to arrange an ex-
ternal leakage path in order that
a small current may flow from
collector to base. This may be
done by using a high value resis-
tor connected between collector
and base (as shown in Fig. 3).

"When switch S1 is open, the
meter reading should be high,
maybe indicating open circuit,
and when Si is closed, the meter
should indicate a resistance of
apparent value less than the value
of Rl. If the meter shows a resist-
ance value slightly above that of
R1, the transistor is probably
faulty, with either very low gain
or an open circuit collector.

The other switch S2 may be
used to test germanium transis-
tors by shorting base to emitter
as I have already described."

Mk -1 M1/1771v1k7rR
(OHMS RANGE)

Fig. 3. Only little current leaks
from collector to base in a
silicon transistor.

Bob built up the circuit of Fig.
3 by mounting a transistor socket,
two switches and a couple of
sockets for the meter probes onto
a small plastic box. He also pro-
vided three test leads with probe
clips for transistors which would
not fit in the socket. He wired
all these together, along with R1,
by means of connecting wires in-
side the box.

Now by placing a transistor on
the test socket or by connecting
the three test leads to it, he could
find out whether it was npn or

pnp, estimate whether it was sili-
con or germanium, and roughly
check for gain and leakage cur-
rent, by manipulating S1 and S2,
and by changing the meter leads
around where necessary.

Bob used the transistor checker
to test some of the transistors
from the bargain packs and soon
found two small pnp transistors
which he decided might be usable
as TM and TR2 in the amplifier
circuit (Fig. 4). --

"Although this checker does not
actually measure the gain of the
transistor under test, Prof., it
gives a very handy quick check,
and I have already managed to
weed out several low -gain tran-
sistors, where the meter reading
did not change much as S1 was
opened and S2 was closed.

The transistors which I have
sorted out for TR1 and TR2 in
the amplifier seem to have good
gain. With Si closed and S2 open,
the resistance reading is low.
When Si is opened, the reading
rises considerably, and when S2
is closed, the reading rises a lot
more."

"It sounds to me as though you
have two pnp germanium tran-
sistors, Bob. If they were pnp
silicon transistors such as type
BC478, you would still have a
low reading with S1 closed and
S2 open. But as soon as S1 was
opened, the reading would become
so high that S2 would make no
perceptible difference. However,
if you close S2 first, before open-
ing Si, the meter should read
about 50 kilohms for silicon tran-
sistors, and maybe less for ger-
manium transistors as these are
more likely to leak current."

"One of the transistors I have
leaks slightly more than the
other. Prof.," commented Bob,
Fig. 4. A three -stage class A
feedback.

When I close S2 the resistance
does not rise to as high a value.
But the difference is not very
great-it is nearly the same as
the new AC 128 which we tested,
so I think I can use this as TR2,
and the less leaky one as TR1.
But how do I go about finding a
transistor for the TR3 position in
the circuit?"

POWER TRANSISTORS
"There appear to be a lot of

power transistors in the metal
TO3-style case" the Prof. observed
(see Fig. 5), "and almost any T03 -
style pnp transistor should be
adequate for the circuit, as most
transistors of this type are con-
structed to pass a current of at
least 1 amp, and to be capable of
dissipating 10 watts or more on
a suitable heatsink. You will find
that the pnp germanium power
transistors are likely to be quite
leaky, though, so you need to
change to a lower range on your
meter in order to check them."

Fig. 5. The TO -3 type encap-
sulation.

Bob did this, and, soon he had
sorted out a number of pnp
power -transistors. He selected
one of these, mounted it carefully
on a heatsink using a small
amount of silicone grease to assist
in heat -transfer and, collecting to-
gether the remainder of the com-
ponents proceeded to build up the
circuit of the class A amplifier
according to Fig. 4.

audio amplifier using negative

-12V
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When he had built the circuit
and checked it to make sure there
were no construction errors, Bob
set VR1 and VR2 to their lowest
positions, connected the battery,
and a source of audio signal to
the input, and proceeded to ad-
just the controls in order to ob-
tain a clear sound with VR2 set
as low as possible. However, he
found that in order to obtain an
acceptable result he had to turn
VR2 to its highest setting.

"Prof. there seems to be some-
thing wrong here! On this ampli-
fier I have to adjust VR2 to its
highest setting in order to get
sounds through-and even then
it's a bit distorted and low in vol-
ume. On the previous amplifier I
made, I got a good clear result
even with the control set to a
much lower position. What could
be the matter?"

The Prof. came over and ad-
justed the control. He found that
as soon as it left the top portion
of the track, the sound became
quite badly distorted, and even
more volume was lost.

"I think that the transistor
which you have chosen to use for
TR1 is likely to be an unsuitable
type, Bob. It is a transistor which
needs a greater base current in
order to operate correctly, and if
you lower the value of R1 to say,
5 or 10 kilohms, this would pro-
vide a base bias sufficient to en-
able the transistor to operate
more efficiently. Unfortunately as
the value of R1 also determines
the amount of negative feedback
in the circuit, the gain of the
amplifier would decrease. So you
can choose-either lower the gain
of the amplifier by replacing R1,
or else replace TR1 with a tran-
sistor capable of operating with
a lower base current."

"Which kind of transistor could
I use?" enquired Bob.

"There are very many different
types of pnp pre -amplifier or low-
level transistors which would suit,
and type BC478 should be suit-
able."

Bob switched off the amplifier,
set VR2 to its lowest position once
more, and replaced TR1 with a

Making some printed circuit boards can be a tiresome
business, as there is often more copper to be covered by
the etch resist than to be removed by the etchant, so it
is necessary to painstakingly block in large areas of
copper. This wastes time, and money too, especially if
one Is using one of the special pens sold for the purpose.

My method is this: take an old felt pen, remove the
"sponge" from inside and wash the latter thoroughly.
When it is dry, soak it for a few minutes in acetone or nail -
varnish remover until it is quite full of the liquid. Then put
It back in the pen.

To prepare your circuit board, first paint the copper
side completely with nail-varnish-a dark colour shows up
best-and allow to dry. Then remove the nail -varnish you
don't need by drawing on it with the prepared felt pen.
Excess acetone can be wiped oft with blotting -paper.

Give the board a final rinse under the cold tap before
putting into the etchant. This method gives good, pro-
fessional results cheaply, quickly and easily.

T. Q. Lascelles, Croydon.

PUBLISHERS ANNOUNCEMENT
The contents of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
is fully protected by international copyright
and reproduction of it in any form is prohibited
without our consent.
With effect from this announcement any appli-
cation for permission to reproduce, or use our
material in any way or part of, must be made to
the Editor. Under no circumstances will per-
mission be given to reproduce material in a
similar or competitive publication, without
payment. No application need be made in the
case of a private constructor, constructing one
item for his/her own enjoyment and interest.

BC478. Soon the amplifier was in
full swing with loud, clear music
and VR1 set to quite a low posi-
tion.

"It seems to be all right, Prof.,
but now I notice there is a strange
thing about this amplifier. The
TR1 transistor BC478 is silicon,
and the other two are germanium
-so that the circuit appears to
work quite well with a mixture
of silicon and germanium tran-
sistors! Would there be any ad-
vantage in using all silicon or all
germanium?"

"Yes," replied the Prof., "in
some circumstances it would be
best to use germanium transis-
tors-especially for low -voltage
operation. But for Paul's car it
may be best to use silicon transis-
tors, which would mean another
BC478 for TR2, and for TR3 a
BD214 should be quite suitable.
The reason for this is that the in-
side of a car can become very hot,
and silicon transistors would prove
to be less liable to failure due to
overheating."
To be continued

Readers' Bright ideas; any
idea that is published will be
awarded payment according
to its merit. The ideas have
not been proved by us.

I have found that multipin sockets (with about 50 ter-
minals) make ideal bread -boards, simply by soldering lines
of terminals together.

I have mounted two sockets, wired like this, onto the lid
of a Strepsils tin, one centimetre apart, thus also giving a
wide gap for long bodied devices, and giving twelve strips
of terminals,

There is plenty of room in the base of the tin to hold as
wide a selection of components as possible; thus I find
this a handy experimental kit which I can carry anywhere.

M. J. Shute,
Southampton.
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F.E.T. VOLTMETER
Tms voltmeter was designed to have a high

input impedence in the order of 10 meg-
ohms to enable the constructor to make accurate
voltage measurements.

The voltmeter has a d.c. range of up to 1,000
volts; a.c. measurements can also be made but
are only accurate for voltages above about 10
volts. On no account should the unit be used to
measure a.c. voltages in excess of 300 volts.

A.C. VOLTAGES
The a.c. ranges use a single diode giving half -

wave rectification, this is not conventional but
simplifies construction. You should not expect
absolute accuracy when measuring a.c. because
the meter will be measuring an approximate
root mean -square value, the precise display of
which will depend to some extent on the mech-
anics of the movement itself, nevertheless it is
sufficiently accurate for checking mains voltages
and transformer output voltages.

When measuring sine wave a.c. voltages, due
to the half -wave rectified signal input the indi-
cated voltage level is only half the actual level,
so the indicated level should be doubled to give
correct value. Alternatively the meter facia
could be marked to read the correct a.c. level.
The a.c. ranges are suitable for use with signals
up to 1kHz.

CIRCUIT
The complete circuit diagram of the F.E.T.

Voltmeter is shown in Fig. 1, and can be seen
to consist of two distinct parts-an input attenu-
ator followed by a d.c. amplifier.

By STEPHEN WEDGE
With Si in the d.c. position, the voltage at the

input probe is applied to the attenuator com-
posed of R1 to R8, the values arranged such that
the voltages developed at the appropriate junc-
tions of these resistors are in the ratio 1:10:100:
1,000. The junctions of these resistors are taken
to S2a allowing the required range to be
switched in.

The two transistors TR1, TR2 are in circuit to
protect the following circuitry in the event of the
wrong range being selected when measuring. 1.1
the voltage at the wiper of S2a is greater than
about plus or minus 5 volts it is limited by TR1
and TR2 thus preventing excessive voltage from
reaching the d.c. amplifier.

When measuring a.c. voltages, S1 is operated
and D7 is put in circuit, half -wave rectifying the
input voltage.

AMPLIFIER
With no input voltage applied a reference

voltage is developed at the emitter of TR4 which
can be balanced out by VR2 (zero control) so that
no reading is indicated on MEL

When a voltage is applied to the gate of TR3
it will either turn TR4 harder on or off, depend -

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS

excluding V.A.T.

£5.80
excluding case

*Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to press
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R5
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0
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b

TR4
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'POLARITY

S3
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2
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VR2
47k4
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R13
10k17

S2b

0-e
Quik

LRANGEI

Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the F.E.T. Voltmeter.

ing on whether the applied voltage is positive
or negative. The result is that TR4 emitter volt-
age changes and causes the meter to deflect.

Bias for TR3 is obtained through VR1, R9, TR1
and TR2 and can be adjusted by means of VR1.
This only requires an initial setting.

Variable resistor VR3 is in series with the
meter and is included to calibrate the meter
movement used., and once again only requires
an initial setting.

Switch S3 is included so that the meter polar-
ity can be changed to enable reading of negative
and positive voltages without reversing the
probe leads. The input voltage selector switch
S2 is a ganged type, the other half being used
as the on/off switch. Also, with S2 in the off
position, the d.c. amplifier is disconnected from
the attenuator circuit.

CONSTRUCTION
The prototype was housed in a case 100 X 70

X 40 mm and it is strongly advised that the case
be a completely insulated plastic type in view of
the high voltages that may be encountered.

Some of the components are mounted on a
small piece of 0.1 inch matrix Veroboard size
25 holes by 6 strips, the layout of this board is
shown in Fig. 2. After making the breaks along
the copper strips on the underside, position and
solder the components as shown. Leave the tran-
sistors until last and use a heatsink on the leads
of these devices to prevent thermal damage. It
is advisable to disconnect the soldering iron from
the mains when soldering TR3, otherwise the
device may be permanently damaged.

The remainder of the components are fitted
Everyday Electronics, August 1975

Components
Resistors

R1

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
All watt carbon y 5% or better.

1MC2 R8 10k0
4-7M12 R9 3-3MS1
4.3MS/ R10 10k0.
470k12 R11 221d2
430k1) R12 10k.(2
47k0 R13 10k,C2

43K2

SEE

glIOP
TALK

Potentiometers
VR1 47kC2 subminiature skeleton preset
VR2 4.7k1-2 miniature carbon linear
VR3 20kt2 subminiature skeleton preset

Semiconductors
TR1 BC109 silicon npn
TR2 BC109 silicon npn
TR3 BFW10 n -channel f.e.t. or similar
TR4 BC109 silicon npn
D1 IN004 or similar 1000 volt (PIV) silicon

diode

Miscellaneous
S1 s.p.s.t. slide or toggle (300V d.c. rating)
S2 doubie-pole 5 -way wafer switch (300V

d.c. rating)
S3 d.p.d.t. slide or toggle
SK1, 2 banana sockets (1 red, 1 black-in-

sulated high voltage type)
ME1 100yA d.c. meter
B1 9V PP3
Veroboard: 0.1in matrix 25 holes x 6 strips;
plastic case size 100 x 70 x 40mm (or larger)
insulated plastic type; insulated push on or
recessed screw fixing knob.
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I F.E.T. VOLTMETER
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E
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Fig. 2. The layout of the components on the Veroboard also the
regions of copper to be removed from the underside.

COMPONENT
BOARD

W=WIPER

Fig. 3. Complete wiring up details of the components
in the case.
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This co Id lead
to something big.

A soldering iron and a screw driver.
If you know how to use them, or at least know one end

from the other, you know enough to enrol in our unique
home electronics course.

This new style course will enable anyone to have a real
understanding of electronics by a modern, practical and
visual method. No previous knowledge is required, no

maths, and an absolute minimum of theory.
You build, see and learn as, step by step, we take you

through all the fundamentals of electronics and show you

PLUS

I
Build an oscilloscope.

As the first stage of your
training, you actually build

your own Cathode ray
oscilloscope! This is no toy,

but a professional test
nstrument that you will need not
only for the course's practical
experiments, but also later if
you decide to develop your
knowledge and enter the
profession. It remains your
property and represents a

very large saving
over buying a similar piece

of essential equipment.

FREE GIFT!
ALL STUDENTS ENROLLING IN OUR
COURSES RECEIVE A FREE CIRCUIT
BOARD ORIGINATING FROM A COM-
PUTER AND CONTAINING MANY
DIFFERENT COMPONENTS THAT CAN 'ADDRESS
BE USED IN EXPERIMENTS AND PROVIDE
AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE OF CURRENT I
ELECTRONIC PRACTICE

how easily the subject can be mastered and add a new
dimension not only to your hobby but also to your earning
capacity.
This course is accepted by and used in a large number of
schools and colleges and forms an invaluable grounding for
professional training in the subject. All the training is
planned to be carried out in the comfort of your own
home and work in your own time. You send them in when
you are ready and not before. These culminate in a final test
and a certificate of success.

Read, draw and
understand

circuit diagrams.
In a short time you will be able to

read and draw circuit diagrams,
understand the very fundamentals
of television, radio, computers and
countless other electronic devices
and their servicing procedures..

Carry out over 40
experiments

on basic circuits.
We show you how to conduct

experiments on a wide variety of
different circuits and turn the

information gained into a working
knowledge of testing, servicing and
maintaining all types of electronic

equipment, radio, t.v. etc.

To find out more about how to learn electronics in a new,
exciting and absorbing way, just clip the coupon for a free
colour brochure and full details of enrolment. WAATin.= M=1= BM ME IIIM IN NM El NM Eli 111111

Brochure without obligation to:
!BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS;
!SCHOOL, Dept EEL85!P 0 Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

I NAME

(Block caps please)
111Limm IMO IM Ell IM NU Ell IIIN Ell OM Mil ilia
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to the case as shown in Fig. 3. Prepare the case
to accept these components and then secure
these in position and wire up to the component
board as depicted in Fig. 3.

In the prototype no component fixing was
found necessary as the zero potentiometer (VR2)
tags were soldered directly to the board and
were sufficiently strong to hold the board when
VR2 was secured to the case. Before fixing the
case backplate in position ensure that no com-
ponents leads are touching.

TEST PROBES
It is essential to have well insulated probes

from the point of view of safety. These can
either be purchased or home built. A probe that
has been found satisfactory is shown in Fig. 4.
and is fabricated using the casing of an ex-
hausted biro pen with the refil removed.

File the tip of a 6BA screw to a point and
solder a length of well insulated wire to the
other end. Next thread the wire through the

6BA SCREW INSULATED WIRE
SOLDERED TO SCREW

ANY REASONABLE
EMPTY BIRO PEN CASE LENGTH OF LEAD

Fig. 4. Details of the probe.

4 -STATION INTERCOM

£16.15
Solve your communica-
tion problems with this

4 -Station Transistor Intercom system (1 master and
S Subs), In robust plastic cabinets for desk or wall
mounting. Call/talk/listen from Muter to Subs and
Sobs to Blaster. Ideally suitable for Business, Sur-
gery, Schools, _Hospitals and Offiex. Operates
on one 9V battery. On/off switch. Volume control
Complete with 3 connecting wires each 661t. and
other accessories. P. & P. 65p.

MAINS INTERCOM NEW MODEL
No battertes-no wires. Just plug in the mins
for instant two-way, lost and clear communleatiaon.
On Off emit Cil and volume control. Price 529.95
per pair P. a P. 70p,

NEW AMERICAN TYPE CRADLE

TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER

NLY

11.95
- VAT 965

ate. transistorised Telephone Amplifier with
detached plug-in speaker. Placing the receiver on
to the cradle activates a switch for immediate
we -way conversation without holding the handset.

y people can listen at a time. increase efficiency
office, shop, workshop. Perfect for '`conference"
-: leaves the user's hands free to make notes,

nsult files. No long waiting, saves time with
°mg -distance calls. On/Off switch, volume. Direct
ape recording model at £12.95 ± VAT E1.04
. & P. Op, 10 -day price refund guarantee.

WEST LONDON DIRECT SUPPLIES (MP
59 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, WS

BANANA PLUG

biro case and glue the screw in the end of the
casing. Terminate the other end of the wire in
a banana plug.

SETTING UP
The setting up procedure should be followed

carefully and repeated if necessary.
1. Set VR1 to midway position and S1 for d.c.
2. A series variable resistor of about 5 kilohm
should be inserted in one of the battery leads
and the unit switched on with the variable
resistor set to maximum.
3. Adjust VR2 to give zero reading on MEl, and
then slowly reduce the variable resistor at the
same time adjusting VR2 to keep the meter
reading zero. Continue until the variable resistor
is at minimum. Remove the series resistor.
4. A 1.4 volt mercury cell or an accurate meter
is now needed to calibrate the instrument. With
the cell connected across the input sockets, ad-
just VR3 so that the meter reads 1.4 volts. If
this reading cannot be realised on the 10 volt
range, adjust the bias control VR1 so that the
meter reads 2 volts. Disconnect the mercury cell
and adjust VR2 to make IVIE1 read zero. Re-
connect the mercury cell to obtain a reading of
1.4 volts by adjusting VR3. This procedure must
be repeated until the required reading is ob-
tained.

When condition (4) is accomplished the unit
is complete and ready for use.

Ek_EETBC1111Iii1
"EDUCATIONAL KITS of
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY"

(AUDIO mug).

All components are beautifully encap-
sulated in unbreakable transparent
plastic blocks. Perfect connections are
made WITHOUT SOLDERING, SCREW-
ING OR WIRING
INCREDIBLE VALUE. Build, dis-
mantle and rebuild projects any number
of times and invent you r ownexperiments.
COMPLETELY SAFE- Instructive and
FUN-all kits operate from 9v. battery.
VALUABLE MANUALS included with
every kit. No previous knowledge is
required, even with the largest kits.
KIT 2A-30 projects £1045. Radios,
amplifiers,alarms,microphones, morse, etc.
KIT 3A-I00 projects £2045. As 2A
plus electronic birds, cats, sirens, organs,
metronome, guns, light and sound,
burglar alarms, etc.
3ADX-105 projects £25-25. As 3A plus
solar cell experiments and complete
sophisticated control panel, etc.
4ADX-I50 projects £33-95. As 3ADX
plus Relay and Meter experiments; ion
concentration-, volume-, out -put-,
field intensity-, volt-, resistance meters,
ammeter, illuminometer, etc. and many.
many more.
ADD-ON parts and manuals available.
The three larger kits include Elec-
trical experiments too.
All prices include Battery, Manual,
VAT & p. & p.
Cheque/P.0.(or I I p for literature)to:

Satslacboo guaranteed
ELECTRONI-KIT LTD, 408 St.John's Street,

London, EC1. (01-278 4579

HAVE YOU
GOT YOURS
CATALOGUE No 4
NEW CONVENIENT
SIZE. AND FULLY
ILLUSTRATED

CONTAINS MANY
HARD TO GET
ITEMS

-DISCOUNTS

TALL NEW STOCK

'SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE

6t0 PICTURES

YOUR
COMPLETE

eLECTRONiC

STORES.
MAIL

ORDER
AND

SHOP

PAYS FOR ITSELF

WITH DISCOUNT

VOUCHERS

WORTH

20p

-DEPENDABLE
SERVICE

B. H. COMPONENT
FACTORS LTD.

(E.E.), LEIGHTON ELECTRONICS
CENTRE, 59 NORTH STREET,
LEIGHTON BUZZARD, LU7 7EG.
Tel.: Leighton Buzzard 2316 (Std. Code
05253).
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I N November 1965, The St. Gyres Electronic Group
was started, and at their meetings they saw a series

of excellent Mullard, LB.M., C.O.I. and other techni-
cal firms. There was a great deal of enthusiasm
shown, so in May 1966 it was decided to change the
name to The British Amateur Electronics Club
(B.A.E.C.) and a committee was elected and a Con-
stitution adopted. The B.A.E.C. expanded consider-
ably, and electronic enthusiasts from all over the
British Isles and overseas enrolled.

Naturally, it is not possible for all members to
go to meetings even though there are some affiliated
groups, so they keep in touch, exchange ideas and
help each other through the B.A.E.C. Newsletter,
which is sent to members four times a year. Mem-
bers range from beginners to experts, and the news-
letter is designed to help them all. It is particularly
satisfying that experts go out of their way to help
beginners with articles in the newsletter and also
by contacting them directly.

The B.A.E.C. Exhibition has been held every year
since 1966 and has gradually grown, last year was
the best exhibition so far, with many very interesting
projects made by members in all parts of the country.

Some of the B.A.E.C. members getting to
grips with constructional projects of their own
or published designs. Expert help is always
available if needed.

A general view of last year's exhibition showing
the large variety of displays together with some
of the people responsible for setting up and
running the exhibition.

For the first time there was a beginners section, and
this was so popular that several members enrolled
on the spot! This year the B.A.E.C. will be holding
its 10th annual exhibition in Penarth, Glamorgan,
from July 19 to 26, and they are already planning
to make it special.

The B.A.E.C. welcomes new members, so if any
reader would like further details please write to the
Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. G. Margetts, 11 Peartree
Avenue, Ditton, Maidstone, Kent. The subscription
is £1 per year (50p if under 16).

The beginners section at the
B.A.E.C. exhibition last year.
Various circuit and layout
diagrams are provided together
with the necessary compo-
nents and a plug-in wiring
board. Visitors are then invited
to build a simple project and
try it out.

One of the many games exhibited that visitors
can play. This one is an electronic race for two
players, it incorporates an electronic dice and
penalty chance lamps. The first player to get all
the way up the chain and light the lamp at the top
is the winner. Proceeds from this and other
games go to charity.
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Ic ELEcritoisac
components are

only suitable for use over
a limited range of frequencies.
Thus ordinary iron -cored trans-
formers are for power and audio
frequencies. They do not perform
well at radio frequencies.

An Edinburgh reader, P.
Faccenda, asks about the
frequency limitations of resistors
of various kinds. In the case of
high stability resistors of the
carbon film or metal oxide type,
he wonders whether the shape of
the resistive track affects per-
formance at v.h.f.

These resistors are made by
coating a ceramic rod with a film
of carbon or tin oxide and then
cutting a spiral groove in the film.
This leaves a spiral resistive track
in the form of a solenoid coil (Fig.
1). Such a track has inductance.
and the impedance of an induc-
tance rises with a frequency. This
is evidently the basis of our
reader's question.

J

Jlllli 11111111M 11
!Ill

Fig. 1. Carbon film resistor with
spiral track.

Is a resistor which is 100 ohms
at d.c. still 100 ohms at 50 MHz?
Or has the spiral inductance
pushed up the impedance to some
significantly higher value? If it
has, then you can't use the resis-
tor in applications where
precision is important, such as
the attenuators in radio fre-
quency signal -generators (test
oscillators).

CAPACITANCE
In diagrammatic form (Fig. 2)

what is needed is the pure resis-
tance (a), but what you seem to

' get is a resistance in series with
Lan inductance (b).

However, the picture is still in-
complete. Any two conductors
placed close together make a
capacitance. In a spiral resistor,
there is a capacitance between
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Fig. 2. What a resistor looks
like at various frequencies. At
v.h.f. (c) is the best model for
explaining performance.
adjacent turns of the spiral. This
enables high -frequency currents
to leak across the space between
turns, so bypassing part of the
resistance. This tends to reduce
the impedance as the frequency
rises.

The new picture of the resistor,
with capacitance, is shown at (c).
So two opposing effects occur:
inductance which increases im-
pedance as the frequency goes up,
and capacitance which decreases
the impedance.

CANCELLATION
To some extent at least, these

opposing effects must cancel one
another, and help to keep the
impedance constant. The extent
to which this cancellation is com-
plete depends on the shape and
the resistance. For most types of

high -stability resistor, cancel-
lation is greatest at about
80 ohms.

Below 80 ohms, inductance gets
the upper hand, and the impe-
dance rises with frequency. Above
80 ohms, capacitance effects
predominate and the impedance
falls as frequency rises. However,
the amount of rise or fall is not
great so long as the resistance is
not vastly smaller or greater than
80 ohms, and in theory you could
get away with values from about
10 ohms to 1000 ohms at v.h.f.

However, the actual layout of
components usually adds stray
capacitance so the higher end of
this resistance range should be
avoided. This means that, in an
attenuator (Fig. 3) the amount
of attenuation in any one section
should not be too large, because
this calls for high and low resis-
tances. Many attenuators used for
adjusting the strength of the
outputs of signal generators have
a few 20dB sections and use the
input potentiometer for inter-
mediate settings. This potentio-
meter, if wirewound, may have an
appreciable inductance. This
doesn't upset the frequency res-
ponse too much so long as its
resistance is low compared with
the impedance of the attenuator.

In wire -wound resistors, the in-
ductive effect usually predomin-
ates if a simple solenoid shape is
used. For this reason high -
frequency wire -wound resistors
are made in shapes which reduce
the inductance, such as windings
on thin flat cards, or arrange-
ments where the inductance of
one part cancels that of another.

It is also possible to compen-
sate the inductance by deliberately
adding capacitance, but the price
for this is a reduced upper
frequency limit, because compen-
sation is only good up to a certain
frequency, after which the im-
pedance goes down.

Fig.3. Signal generator output attenuator: VR1 gives smooth adjust-
ment of the oscillator output; S1 and S2 switch in "step attenua-
tors" often of 20dB (voltage attenuation of 10).
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Sinclair Scientific kit
Britain's most original calculator-
now in kit form
The Sinclair Scientific is an amazing calculator.

It offers logs, trig, and true scientific notation
over a 200 -decade range-features normally
found on calculators costing around £50 or
more.

Yet even ready -built, it costs a mere £21.55
(including VAT)

And as a kit it costs under -£15 !
Forget slide rules and -four -figure tables
On the Scientific, you can handle'clfrect/y

all three trig functions.
their inverses,
logio,antilogio, giving quick acces
to x' (including square and
other roots),

plus, of course, the four
arithmetic functions and any
calculation based on them.

In fact, virtually all
complex scientific or
mathematical
calculations can be
handled with
ease.

Sinclair
Cambridge kit
At its new low price, the Sinclair Cambridge
kit remains unbeatable value.

The Cambridge is now Britain's most
popular pocket calculator. And it's not
surprising. Check the features -then ask
yourself what other calculator offers such a
powerful package at sucha reasonableprice.

2.71828
3.14159

7 8 9 log

_

4 5 6
aneogil

So is the Scientific difficult.
to assemble?

No. Powerful though it is, the Sinclair
Scientific is a model of tidy engineering.

All parts are supplied -all you need
provide is a soldering iron and pair of
cutters. Complete step-by-step

instructions are provided, and our
"A. Service Department will back you

throughout if you've any queries or
problems.

Of course, we'll happily
supply the Scientific or the

Cambridge already built, if you
prefer -they're still exceptional
value. Use the order form.

Features of the Scientific
 12 functions on a simple keyboard
 Scientific notation
 200 -decade range
 Reverse Polish logic
 25 -hour battery life
 Genuinely pocketable

Features of the Cambridge
 Only 41" X 2" X -F.". Weight n oz.

 Fully -floating decimal point.
 Algebraic logic.
 Constant on all four functions

(+- X -).
 Constant and algebraic logic

combine to act as limited memory.
 Clear, bright 8 -digit display.

 Operates for weeks on 4 AAA
batteries.

Take advantage of this money -back rTo : Sinclair Radionics Ltd, FREEPOST, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17 4813.
no -risk offer today
The Sinclair Cambridge and Scientific kits
are fully guaranteed. Return either kit
within 10 days, and we'll refund your
money without question. All parts are
tested and checked before despatch - and
we guarantee any correctly -assembled
calculator fora year. This guarantee also
applies to calculators supplied in built form.

Simply fill in the preferential order form
below and post it-today !

Please send me
Fl Scientific kit -£14.95 inc. VAT
7Scientific built- £21.55 inc. VAT
[;Cambridge kit- £9.95 inc. VAT
['Cambridge built- £13.99 inc. VAT

Signed

1
*I enclose a cheque for made
out to Sinclair Radionics Ltd, crossed.
*Please debit my *Access/Barclaycard
account number:

=Delete as required

Name

Address

LPlease
print. FREEPOST- no stamp required.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
London Road, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17 4J H. Tel: St Ives (0480) 64646
Rcg. no: 089483 England. VAT Reg. no : 213817088

EMI/7U

min=lair
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Sinclair Project 80

The watts...
14 different hi-fi modules.

Between them they cater
for every variety of hi-fi set-up,
from a tuner amp to a full CBS
SQ quadrophonic system.

The value for money's
amazing. A genuine 25 W per
channel quadraphonic
amplifier for under £80...

a 12 W per channel stereo amp
for around £30...

And the satisfaction's even
greater! If you can handle a
soldering iron, you can handle
Project 80. And if you can't...
use Project 805 - the same
modules but with solderless
clip connections.

and the wherefores.

Take a look at some of the hi-fi
systems you can build...

Get the full technical
specifications...

See what impartial hi-fi
journals thought of its
performance__

And read up on the rest of
the Sinclair hi-fi range...

It's all in the Sinclair hi-fi
range fact -file.

Send for Sinclair's
fact -file - now!

See if the answer's here -
the information on the
component you've been
looking for.

Simply cut the coupon and
send it to the no -stamp -needed
FREEPOST address below.

We'll send you the Sinclair
fact -file - giving you all you
need to know about Project 80,
and the rest of the Sinclair
hi-fi range.

Plus information about a
few extras you're sure to find
rather interesting.

You've plenty to gain...
so cutthe coupon - now!
Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
London Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE174HJ
St Ives (0480) 64646

Please send me the Sin.clair range fact -file immediately

I Name

IAddress

To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
FREEPOST, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs.. PE174BR

1

EE/P8/8 I

Please print I

YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER JOB WITH MORE PAY!
Do you want promotion, a better

job, higher pay? "New oppor-
tunities" shows you how to get
them through a low-cost, Home
Study Course. There are no books
to buy and you can pay as you
learn.

This easy to follow GUIDE TO
SUCCESS should be read by every
ambitious engineer. Send for this
helpful 76 -page free book NOW!
No obligation, nobody will call on
you. It could be the best thing you
ever did.

CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE
II CUT OUT THIS COUPON BM MI
Tick or state subject of interest.

Post to address below.
ELECTRICAL RADIO & TV
ENGINEERING
City & Guilds
Wiring and
Installations
C. G. Electrical
Tech -Primary
Gen. Electrical
Eng.
AERONAUTICAL
ENGINEERING
Air Registration
Board Certificates 0
Gen. Aero
Engineering

AUTO
ENGINEERING
City & Guilds Auto
Engineering
Practice
Inst. Motor
Industry
M.A.A./I.M.I.
Management
Diploma
Gen. Auto
Engineering
Auto Diesel
Maintenance
Motor Mechanics 7
Service Station
and Garage
Management 0
TELECOM-
MUNICATIONS
City & Guilds
Telecommunica-
tions

Gen. Radio and
TV Eng.
Radio Servicing,
Maintenance and
Repairs

O Practical Radio &
Electronics (with

0 self -build kit) n
Radio Amateurs'
Exam 7

EIFCTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Gen. Electronic
Eng.
Practical Elec-
tronics (with kit) 0

AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERING

REFRIGERATOR
SERVICING

 MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
Society of
Engineers
Inst. Engineers
and Technicians D
General Mechanical
Eng. 0
Welding
Maintenance Eng. 0
General Diesel
Eng.

DRAUGHTSMAN-
SHIP
Institute of
Engineering
Draughtsmen &
Designers D
General Draughts-
manship
Architectural
Draughtsmanship 
Technical Drawing0

CONSTRUCTION
& BUILDING
Institute of
Building
Construction
Surveyor's Inst. fl
Clerk of Works
Diploma
C. & G. Building
Quantities
General Building n
General Civil Eng.0
Heating, Ventila-
ting & Air
Conditioning 0
Carpentry &
Joinery
Painting &
Decorating
Plumbing
C.E.I. (Part 1) 0
Inst. Cost &
Management
Accountants
Works Manage-
ment etc. etc.

G.C.E.

-58 '0' & 'A' Level Subjects
-over 10,000 Group Passes!

Aldermaston College
Dept. TEE08 Reading RG7 4PF.

also at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue,
Moorgate, London EC2Y SEJ. Tel. 01.628 2721.

NAME (Block Capitals)

ADDRESS

Postcode

Other subjects of interest

Accredited by C.A.C.C. Member of A.B.C.C

-HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Age
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NEW ITEMS THIS MONTH
The bargains in this column are just some of the
items which appeared in the April supplement
to our catalogue. Yon can receive this catalogue
and the next 12 supplements by lending EL

Telephone cords. 4 core, curly cords as fitted to
telephone ba.ndseta, made for the GPO so obviously
very good quality. Standard- length. 25p each.
VAT & Post 15p each.
Fire alarm switches. In red cast iron care with
break glass panel. These are engraved "Ln case
of fire break glass" and have a hinged lid and
second safety switch for Mating PlimPosea. 21.75
each. VAT & Post 469 each.
Tacho-mntors. A precielon motor made by
Mrdrhead, when driven at 1000 rpm it generates
3V an it is the basis of a tacho-meter. It is a
battery operated motor which can be need for
precision and within limits its speed can be
brought to

work
that desimd by choosing the right

voltage. Ex -equipment but fully guaranteed
by us. 50p. VAT & Post lap each.
Mains motor. Heavy duty made by Smiths with
special long bearings for extra quiet running.
This it a powerful (10") stack motor; good quality
of these available at the price of 1125 each.
VAT & Post 30p each-
Crouset motor. With gear box, maim input,
anal speed 12 revs per hour, fitted on mounting
plate with on -oft switch. 21-50 each. VAT & Poet
30p.
25 r.p.m. mains motor. With gear box, ideal for
driving colour wheels, etc. 95p each. VAT &
Post 20p.
Battery motor. With gear box. Extremely well -
made motor and gear box which with a 4 volt
battery will rotate at 1 r.p.m. Speeds easily
adjustable up and down (within limits) by
changing the battery volts. Price 23 each. VAT &
Post 809.
Enid -purpose relay. Work with cod volts from
de to 24v or from the mains through diode and
15w lamp or equivalent resistors It has two sets
of normal change -over contacts and a further
two sets of changeovers which make before
break. Supplied complete with mounting bracket.
Price Sop, VAT & Post
24, power pack. Normal mains Input, with a
thermal safety device in primary of mains trans-
former and 4000 mid of smoothing with full
wave rectifier: completely enclosed in plastic
box and with Sex for mains, and terminal block
for output. Price 1175 + VAT & Post 95P.
Pointer knob. With brushed aluminium embel-
lishers, for 3/16 spindle. 10 for 21 + 40p VAT &
Pont.
600K Edgeways control. 15" diameter made by
Morganite silos, ideal for light dimmer control
or Meer. 10 for El 40p VAT & Post.
Battery charger. For nickel 'radium cells intended
or small 1^ diameter cells but suitable for other
sizes using adaptors or external leads. This
pubes straight into a 2.pin razor socket and is
completely encased. 3.5p each + 20p VAT & Post
Permeability tuners. Two stage ideal for use with
ZN414 or similar circuit. Price 15p each + 15p
VAT & Post.
47 at 400v condensers by Erie. 10 for 50p + 250
VAT & Post.
8 switch disco lamp controller. This is a mains
motor driving a rotating dram on which are 8
adjustable segments. These segments operate
individual changeover 10 amp switches. so a
total of 8 x 20 amps of lighting ran be controlled
enabling au unlimited variety of lighting effects
to be achieved and changed with the minimum
of effort. This is a real snip at 26-50 + 96p
VAT & Post.
Wire ended aeons. For incorporating in random
lighting effect* or simply as mains indicators,
with long leads and resistors for working directly
off marina. 10 for 2.1 + 202 VAT ek Poet.
Oven thermostat. Made by the famous Diamond

Company, this has a sensor joined by a moil-
liary to a variable control and when fitted with
a knob it ideal for many ovens or processes
50p each + 250 VAT & Post.
160w auto transformer. 230-240v in, 115-150v out,
very well made and dip sealed for quiet running,
upright mounting with fixing legs 22 each
+ 75p VAT & Poet.
Immersion heaters. Standard screw -in fitting
for normal tanks 23" 4KW - 22.501 21" PEW -
12-26: 10^ 2KW - 12. Rod thermostats to suit.
91 each. Postage 409 per heater. VAT 8%.
Mains transformer. 25v -0-25v 2 amps and 110v
100mA secondaries normal tapped primary.
Pries 12-60 + 12 VAT & Post.
Instrument mains transformer. With 140v sewn'
dary tapped at 130, 120, 80 and 5-5- at 1 amp
rating. Price 12 + 66; VAT & Post.
Panel lambs. With phone lens, push through
circular hole for 8v operation, 20p. Ditto for 12v
operation 20p. Ditto for 24v operation 20p.

10p each VAT di Post.
8 pole 11 way wave change Switch. Standard
length 0" spindle. 20p + 15p VAT & Post.
Panel meter. 2I'. 0.500mA, flush mounting.
Price 11.50 + 60p VAT & Post.
Mercury batteries. Tube of 7 batteries connected
together to give 10.7 volts offered acme time ago
at 59 per tube or 11 per carton of 25 tubes.
A further large purchase of these enables us to
offer at an even better price - 10 cartons making
a total of 250 x 10.7 volt batteries for only 17-50
+ 21-85 VAT & Postage per 10 cartons.
BHT transformer, American made, sealed in a
steel case measuring sr x 6' x 151" high with
large porcelain stand-off insulators; it is extreme],"
well -made, looks good enough to give 10 kv at
-1 amp, intended for American mains, its primary
would have to be fed through a variac or similar.
With 90v Input BHT output is 6-5v. Peloe 816
each + carriage and VAT 18.
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INTRUDER ALARM
WHITE NOISE GENERATOR
F.E.T. VOLT METER
To receive parts for these and other feature projects,
send the quoted approximate amounts and any cash
adjustment can be made later.

SWITCH TRIGGER MATS
So thin is =detectable under carpet but will switch on
-with alighteat pressure. For burglar alarms, shop doors, etc.
24in x 181n 11.90
13tH x Oin 21-50

SMITHS CENTRAL HEATING CONTROLLER
Peen button gives 10 variations as follows: -i1) con-
tinuous hot water and continuous central heating
(2) continuous hot water but central heating off at
night (3) cordlnuotin hot water but central heating on
only for 2 periods during the day (4) hot water and
central heating both en but day time only (6) hot
water all day but central heating only for 2 periods
during the day (6) hot water and central beating on

for 2 periods during the day time only -then for gummier time nee with central
heating off (7) hot water continuous (8) hot water day time only (9) hot water
twice daily (10) everything off. A handsome looking unit with 24 hour movement
and the switches and other parts necessary to select the desired programme of
beating. Supplied complete with wiring diagram. Originally sold, we believe.
at over 116 -we offer these, while stocks last, at 15.95 each, VAT & Postage
855 each.

11 '

F7L

WALL THERMOSTATS
Wall mounting and in a handsome plastic case. (Cream and beige).
Adjustable by slider (lockable) and may be act to control temperatures
from around freezing through to 20°C. The elide panel is engraved and
indicates (frost), (warm), (very warm), etc. The thermostat will control
heaters, etc., up to 15 amp at normal mains voltage and is ideal for
living room, bedroom and greenhouse,' etc. Price 21.95, VAT &
Postage 80p. Don't miss this.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
High power battery motor, 12v operated, strong enough to power a motor
mower, go-cart or similar. Speed easily variable, These motors can also be
need as a brake for any rotating machine, simply by coupling the spindle
to the machine and abort -circuiting the windbags by a variable resistance.
price 12-50, VAT 8z Postage Up.
Even more poweftil 6/12 volt model 28-50, VAT & Postage 920.

BREAK -DOWN UNIT
Contains a whole range of most useful parts some of which are as follows -66
silicon diodes equivalent 0A91. 68 resistors, mostly 5 watt 5% covering a wide
range of values. 4 x -1 mid 400v condensers. 5 x -01 mid 100v condensers.
2 HF chokes. 8 x BO valve holders. 1 x 4H choke. 1 x 115v transformer.
1 boxed unit containing 4 delay lines. Tag panels, trimmer condensers, sup-
pressors, all mounted up on a useful chassis sized approx. x 6" x 7^. Offered
at only 75p -the 66 diodes would cost at least 10 times this amount, so this is
obviously a snip not to be missed. VAT & Postage 709.

RADIO STETHOSCOPE
Easiest way tolault find. traces -signal from aerial to
speaker, when signal stops you've found the fault.
Ilse it on Radio, TV, amplifier, anything. Complete
kit comprises two special transistors
and all parts including probe tube and
crystal earpiece. 12.20 twin stetho-set
Instead of earpiece 88P, VAT & Postage
45p.

DISTRIBUTION PANELS
Just what you need for work ).1u -'r or lab.
4 x 13 amp sockets in metal box to take
standard 13 amp fused plugs and on/off
switch with neon warning light. Supplied
complete with 6 feet of flex cable. Wired
up ready to work. 22-75. VAT &
Postage 135P.

ISA ELECTRICAL PROGRAMMER
Learn in your deep: Rave radio playing and kettle
boiling as you awake -switch on lights to ward of
intrudenr-have a warm house to come home to.
All these and many other things you can do if you
invest in an electrical programmer. Clock by famous
maker with 15 amp. on/of switch. Switch -on time
can be set anywhere to stay on un to 6 hours. Inde-

pendent 60 minute memory jogger. A beautiful unit. Price 12-80, VAT & Postage
60p, or, with glass front, chrome bezel, 21-00 extra.

SHORTWAVE CRYSTAL SET
Although this uses no battery it gives really amazing
results. You will receive an amazing assortment of
stations over the 19, 25, 31, 39 metre bands -Kit contains
chases front panel and all the parts, 1150 -crystal ear-
phone 65p, VAT & Postage 75p.

INSTANT START FLUORESCENT
LIGHTING BARGAINS
Starterless control gear, complete with tube ends and tube caps
for window lighting, signs, fascias, etc. 4 ft. 40 w. £1.50; 5 ft. 65w.
El -60; 5 ft. 80w. £I.75; 6 ft. 80w. £1.95; and for pairs as follows: -
twin 2 ft. 20w. £255; twin 3 ft. 30w. £2.75; twin 4 ft. 40w. E295;
twin 5 ft. 65w. £3.25; twin 5 ft. 80w. E3-95; twin 8 ft. I 25w. E4.50.
These are about one half of maker's current prices and can't be
repeated once stocks are cleared. Please add 30p per piece to
cover postage or carriage and 8% VAT.

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD
(Dept. E.E.), 103 TAM WORTH ROAD,

CROYDON CRO IXX

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All standard 230-250 volt primaries. S p
lv .. 1 amp (special) 1-75
2-4v .. 6 amp .. -85
6.3v .. 2 amp .. 1-00

3 amp
9v .. 1 Snip
nv 3-5 amp
12v .. 10 amp

1 step
6-5,0.6 5v 1 amp
18v .. 1 amp

I amp
24v .. 1 amp 1.60
24v .. 3 amp .. 8.50
124.12v 501nA
6.0-6v . - 50mA
8-0-8v

--
f amp

18-0-18v .. 2 amps ..
/I- amp ..

50v 2 amp &6.3v
60v 5 amp & 5v

80v tapped 75v & 70r 4 amp ..
230v-60mA dr 6.8v .. 1.5 amps
275-0275v at 90mA. & 6.4r 3 amps ..
BET Transformer 5000v

2.3mA. (intermittent) 5.50
Charger Transformers
6v and 12v .. 2 amps .. 1-25
6v and 12v .. 3 amps .. 2-25
6v and 12v amps .. 8.50
Add 80p per piece to cover postage and VAT 26%.

8.50
1-96
4.50
7.50

.. 8 atop .. 4.50
22-013

8.50
1.94
2.25

ONLY £1 FOR SEVEN
ELECTRIC MOTORS

7 powerful batt. motors
as used in raring cars &
power models. Output .t
types vary for use in
hundreds of different
projects -Tools, toys, models, etc. All brand new
revertible & for 15-12v. brats. Wiring ding. inc.
VAT & Post 40p. P7310 plan for min. power
station.
RELAY BARGAIN
Type 600 relay, 2 changeover one open and one
closed contact. Twin 600 ohm coils make this
suitable or closing off DC 8v, DC 19v, DC 24v
or AC mains using resistor and rectifier. 83p each.
Resistor and rectifier 20p extra.
Post and VAT 20p.
BLACK LIGHT
As used in discotheques and -for stage effects, etc.
Virtually no white light appears until the rays
impinge on luminous paint or white shirts, etc.
We offer 9" 6w tubes complete with starter,
choke, lamp -holders and starter -holder. Fria
1215 + 30p post Tubes only 12. Post & VAT 50p.
TAPE DECK
in metal case with carrying
handle, heavy fly wheel and
capstan drive. Tape speed
35. Mains operated on
metal platform with tape
head and guide. Not new
but guaranteed good work-
ing order. Price 11.60 Pins
VAT and Postage 21-50.
LIGHT SWITCH

Automatically switches °alights
at dusk and off at dawn. Can
also be used where light and
dark is a convenient way to
stop and start an operation.
Requires only a pair of wires to
the normal switch. In bakellte
box, normal switch-plata size.
1 amp model 12.95.
VAT and Pottage 50p.

MAINS TRANSISTOR PACK
Designed to operate transistor sets and amplifiers.
Adjustable output 8v., 9v., 12 volts for up to
500.0,- (clam B working). Takes the plate of any
of the following batteries: PP1, PPS, PP4, PP6,
PP7, PP9 and others Kit comprises: main
transformer rectifier, smoothing and load resistor,
condensers and instructions. Real snip at osly
21-50. VAT & Postage 80p.
SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT
Add colour or white light
to your amplifier. Will
operate 1. 2 or S lambs
(maximum 450w). Unit in
Box all ready to work.
27.96 pins 95p VAT and
postage.

MAINS MOTOR
Precision made -as used in
record decks and tape recor-
ders -Ideal also for extractor
fans, blower, heaters, etc. New
and perfect. Snip at 76p
Pottage 20p for first one than
10p for each one ordered.

stackmotor 61.04.
1.0" stackmotor 111-20.VAT 8%.

EXTRACTOR FAN
Cleans the air at the rate
of 10,000 cubic ft, per
hour. Suitable for kitchens,
bathrooms, factories, chan-
ging rooms, etc., it's so
quiet it can hardly be
heard. Compact, 55' casing
with 115" fan blades. Kit
comprises motor, fan blades
sheet steel casing, pull
switch, mains connector
and fixing brackets. 13-76
VAT & Postage 1128.
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Sinclair System 4000

The watts...
Black, beautiful, and incredibly
good value. Sinclair's two self-
contained hi-fi units - in one
handsome, elegant style.

A17 watts per channel
amplifier and a matching
FM tuner.

The amplifier offers17 W
RMS per channel output...
0.05% total harmonic
distortion... and a price tag

of around £50.
The Systemi4000 tuner

completes a handsome, hard-
working system.

Engineered and designed
to accompany the System
4000 stereo amplifier, the FM
tuner matches it in specification
and design - and at around £40
completes a system of
outstanding value.

and the wherefores.

Get the full technical
specifications...

See what impartial hi-fi
journals thought of its
performance...

And read up on the rest of
the Sinclair range...

It's all in the Sinclair hi-fi
range fact -file.

Send for Sinclair's
fact -file now!

See if the answer's here -
the information on the
component you've been
looking for.

Simply cut the coupon and

send it to the no -stamp -needed
FREEPOST address below.

We'll send you the Sinclair
fact -file - giving you all you
need to know about System
4000, and the rest of the
Sinclair hi-fi range.

Pius information about a
few extras you're sure to find
rather interesting.

You've plenty to gain... so
cut the coupon now!
Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
London Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE174HJ
St Ives (0480) 64646

'Tease send me the Sinclair range fact -file immediately

I Name

IAddress

ITo: Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
FREEPOST, St Ives,

1

EE/4t(/8 I

Please print I

Llufingdon, Cambs., PE174BR

QUALITY. STEREO SOUND

amosi -ORME OFFER!
SOLENT AUDIO SYSTEM

£5.95
101All down
MINIM

'Stereo Tuner Amplifier chassis with AM,'FM adio cover -
no long medium short and Stereo FM wavebands. Separate
Base and Treble controls. 30 watts total power output
(frequency response 25-20,00 Hz) Tape record and playback
facilities. Dimensions 180 x x 312.. The very latest
BSR automatic record deck with cue and pause control.
Two matching elliptical speaker units.

Order early limited stocks available cash price £5995.
Credit Sale £5.95 deposit 9 monthly payments of £7-00
(Total Credit price £68-95). P. & P. £3.00. Send E.8-95
today.

Chassis only available for cash at £4200.

Full 12 months Guarantee.

CALLERS WELCOME.

miltStereo headphones supplied with every complete order. Q
EE/ 817S 100 CHASE SIDE SOUTHGATE

LONDON V114 SPL Telephones: 01-882-1644

likin=111.11b, 10
131=111 radio

ENGINEERS

YOURSELF FOR A

This 76 page

shows how!
FREE book1,

BETTER JOB WITH MORE PAY!
Do you want promotion. a better job, This helpful guide to scocess should be
higher pay? "New Opportunities'. shows rstidlr every ar

this t= engineer.age

you how to get them through a low-cost now. ;ro obligation and nobody will call
home study course. There are no boot: to

ever did.
on ;on. It could be the best thing you

buy and you can pay -as -you -learn.
1111 =i1 CUT OUT THIS COUPON MOM MIN IIIII

CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE!

I

I
I

U

rival
Engineering 0

Electrical Installations
and Wiring

Electrical
Draughtsmanship

Electrical
Mathematics

Electronic

Tick or store subject of interest. Post to the address below.

0

Engineering 0
Computer Prog

To: ALDERMASTON COLLEGE
DEPT. EEV 08, READING RG7 4PF
Also at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue.
Moorgute, London EC2Y KJ_ Tel: 01-6282721.
NAUE (Block CANA. Please)

ADDRESS

I
General Radio and

TV Engineering
CITY AND GEILDS

Electrical

Radio Servicing,
Maintenance and

Technicians

CITY AND GUILDS
Repairs

Transistor

0 Telecommunica-
tions

Radio Amateurs' DI
Technology

CITY AND GUILDS
Exam.

etc. etc.
DI

Installations and
Wiring

LEEV 08

POSTCODE

I
I

IOther se botch, AS.

ioerodited Is 0,4.0.0. Member of 4.8.0.0.

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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131-PRE-PAK
Bargains in Semi -Conductors, components, modules & equipment.

Bargains from our FREE Catalogue
20 large pages, filled with real bargains In transistors, I.Cs, com-
ponents, equipment. etc. Send large S.A.E. with 10p stamp for your
FREE copy of 6th Edition by return. Meanwhile, for prompt delivers
order from this month's ad. NOW.

TRANSISTOR PACKS ALL AT 50p EACH
TESTED & GUARANTEED
1371 4 IN4007 Sil. Rec. Has Integrated circuits

diodes. 1,000PIV
6

4 gates MAC 962,
1 amp. plastic 2 flip flops BMC.945

H41 1 BD131/BD132
Complementary
PlasticTransistors

1463 A 40381 Type NPN
Sit. Transistors
TO -5 can comp. to
1156

H66 4 40382. Type PNP
Short lead, NPN Sil. Transistors
Silicon Planar Ex TO -S can comp. to
Equipment. H65

UNMARKED & UNTESTED
B1 cn Germanium Tran- He 40 250mV zener dl-

YY sistors PNP, AF odes. At least 20
and RF good.

BM 150 Germanium Di- HIS 30 Silicon rectifiers
odes Min. glass 750mA assorted.
type Top -hat type.

HU 10 Experimenter's H3/ I C Power Transts-
Pack of I. Ca. '''' tors, PNP. Germ.
D.T.L. and T.T.L. NPN Silicon TO -3
(some marked) .

Can
BM On Sil. Diodes sub. HIS 10 3816N Channel

YY min. 111014 and FLT'S plastic case
INg18 types type

H35 100

Bit I n Reed Switches, 1
long 0" die. High-
speed P.O. type
Mixed Diodes,
Germ. Gold bond-
ed, etc. Marked
and Unmarked.

His 30

PLASTIC POWER TRANSISTORS
40 WATT SILICON 
Type Polarity Oats VCE Price
40N1 NPN 15 15 20p
40N2 NPN 40 40 no
40P1 PNP 15 15 tip
40P2 PNP 40 to SOp

60 WATT SILICON 
Type Polarity Gain VCE Price
90N1 NPN 15 15 25p
00N2 NPN 40 40 35p
00P1 PNP 15 15 25p
90P2 PNP 40 40 Sip

NEW X -HATCH GENERATOR Mk. 2
Essential for Colour T.V. align-.
ment of 4 patterns. Featuring plug
In IC's and a more sensitive sync.
pick-up circuit. The case is virtually
unbreakable -Ideal for the engin-
eer's toolbox -only measures r x
54- x 3.. Operates from 3 U.2 type
batteries (extra).

PIP add Complete /7.93* lftnertdgiyulit 19.93*
30p kit

TO CLEAR
Hundreds of various portable transistor radio chassis with FM & AM
tuning. Ideal for experimenters. All electronic components in good
order, but no Instructions or tuning drives. A cheap way to make
a portable. Each El

SUNDRY
Capacitor Discharge Ignition Kit CPU (8). 8 assorted relay!. £1.60 (8).
Rev counter device (for cars) EIlla U.H.F./TV Tuner Units E.2.50.
LM.389 Audio I.C. £1.06. Technical books of all kinds. (No VAT).

TERMS OF BUSINESS
V.A.T. Prices shown do not include V.A.T. This must be added to

total value of your order at 25% except for prices marked.
or (8%) when only 8% V.A.T. is required. No V.A.T. on over-
seas orders.

POL.TAGE Except where stated, add 22p for postage & packing in
U.K. Overseas -add £1, any difference being charged
or refunded.

PAYMENT Cash with order, Cheque or money order. Minimum
order value £1-25. You can also pay by ACCESS.

IMPORTANT -Every effort is made to ensure accuracy of pr/ces
and description at lime of preparing this advertisement and going to
press.. Prices are subject to alteration without notice.

STIRLING SOUND AUDIO MODULES come to you as basic
units assembled on P.C.Bs enabling you to add required com-
ponents in layouts of your own choice. Modules are tested and
boxed before despatched and include well printed instructions.

PRE -AMP TONE CONTROLS
Pre -amplifiers; tone control
85.100 Active tone control unit to provide bass.

treble, balance and volume controls
85.101 Pre -amp for ceramic cartridge, tape and

radio
58.162 Pre -amp for low output magnetic cartridge,

tapn and radio. With R.I.A.A. correction
±1dB at 1K

POWER AMPLIFIERS
SS.103 Compact I.C. amp. with 3 watts R.M.S.

output. Operating voltage10-20v. Si.e3rx2
88.103-3 Stereo version of above using one I.C. on

each channel
735.105 New improved all-purpose power amp
MK2 which will run excellently on a 12V supply.

With 5 watt output, two make a good stereo
amp. Size 341 xr

813.110 Similar in size to 5S.103 but with a 10 watt
MK2 output. ideal for many domestic and small -

size P.A. applications. Operates from 26 to
32V.

55.140 Excellently designed 40 watt R.M.S. (Into
4 ohms) hl -fl amplifier. S/N ratio better than
75dB. THD better than 0-2%. Power require-
ments -45V. d.c. With 0.151 centre edge
connections. Two can be bridged to give 80
watts R.M.S. into 8 ohms

£1.60
£1.60

£2.25

£1.75
£3.25

£2-25

£2.75
SS.140

£3.60*

BUILD A STEREO FM TUNER!
55.201 Ganged tuning condenser with accurately

engineered slow-motion drive in rugged
housing. Excellent sensitivity, Tunes 88-
106MHz. With A.F.C. facility. Operates from
6-18V

SS.202 I.F. stage (with I.C.) Pre -tuned. A.F.C. con-
nection. Operates from 4.5 to 14V

511.203 Stereo Decoder. Designed essentially for
use with SS.201 and 2, this module can also
be used in most mono FM tuners. A LED
may be attached. Operating voltage 9-16V.
d.c.

SPECIAL £5 MONEY SAVING OFFER
Buy all three modules for building a stereo FM Tuner (Total list
£1721) and you pay only £1212

POWER SUPPLY STABILIZER
85.340 Add this to an unstabilised supply (say

typically 45V output) to obtain a steady
powerful working output adjustable f rom 12
to 60V. Essential on your audio and special
systems as well as test bench. Money E3.25.
saving and very reliable

MAINS TRANSFORMERS FOR ABOVE
Add 35p per transformer for PIP
Type A 18V/1A (Suit SS.103) L150
Type B 25V/2A (Suit SS.110) £2.00
Type C 30V/2A (Suit SS.140) E4.50
Bridge Rectifiers -Type A 27p. Types B A C 38p

Founded
1959

O Ws IN S

222 224 WEST ROAD,WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA. ESSEX SSO 9DF.

TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND 10702} 46344.

WRITE ORDER SEPARATELY AND ATTACH COUPON IF REQUIRED

£6.25
£5.25

£5.62

IN I= MI MN NMI MIMI MI =I MI Eli MIN
To BI-PRE-PAK, 224-= WEST RD., WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX

Please send

for which I enclose Inc. V.A.T.

Name

Address

=18 MS Min Eli E 0.11
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Everyday Electronics Classified Advertisements
RATES:llpperword(minimuml2 words). Box No. 30p. extra. Semi-display-£7.50 per single column inch. Advertisements must be prepaid

and addressed to Classified Advertisement -Department, "EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS," I.P.C. Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House,
FarrIngdon Street, London EC4A 4AD. (01-634 4379)

EDUCATIONAL

CITY & GUILDS EXAMS
Study for success with ICS. An ICS
home study course will ensure that
you pass your C. & G. exams.
Special courses for: Telecoms.
Technicians', Electrical Installa-
tions. Radio, TV & Electronics
Technicians', Radio Amateurs'. Full
details from ICS School of Elec-
tronics, Dept. 335, Intertext House,
London SW8 4UJ. Tel: 01-622 9911
(all hours).

TECHNICAL TRAINING
Get the training yOU need to move
up into a higher paid Job. Take
the 'first step now-write or phone
ICS for details of ICS specialist
home study courses on Radio, TV,
Audio Eng. and Servicing, Elec-
tronics, Computers; also self -build
radio kits. Full details from ICS
School of Electronics, Dept. 336,
Intertext House, London SW8 4UJ.
Tel: 01-622 8911 (all hours).

COLOUR TV SERVICING
Learn the technique of servicing
Colour TV sets through new home
study course approved by leading
manufacturer. Covers principles,
practice and alignment with num-
erous illustrations and diagrams.
Other courses for radio and audio
servicing. Full details from ICS
School of Electronics, Dept. 337,
Intertext House, London SW8 4UJ.
Tel. 01-622 9911 (all hours).

FOR SALE

MICROPHONES: AKG D202E1, £4500;
AKG D190C or 'E' £20.00; AKG D224,
£60.00; Sennheiser MD211N, £4500. All
brand new and boxed. Please add 25%
for VAT. All other AKG and Senn-
heiser mikes. SAE for quote to J. J.
Francis (Wood Green), Ltd., Manwood
House, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex.
Tel: Matching 476.

E.E. MAY 1972-March 1974. Offers:
68 Carisbrooke Way, Cardiff. Tel:
199637.

RECEIVERS and COMPONENTS

VALVES, RADIO, TV, TRANS11011T-
TING, INDUSTRIAL. 1930 to 1975,
2,200 types stocked, many obsolete.
TH41, 2P, X101, U19, N78, EBL21, PX4,
PX25, X79, 6F33, etc. List 20p. SAE
for quotation. We purchase new and
boxed valves. Cox Radio (Sussex) Ltd.,
The Parade, East Wittering, Sussex.
West Wittering 2023.

COMPONENTS GALORE. Pack of 600
mixed components manufacturers sur-
plus plus once used. Pack Includes
Resistors, carbon and W.W., capaci-
tors various, transistors, diodes, trim-
mers, potentiometers etc. Send 81+10p
p. and p. c.w.o. to CALEDONIAN COM-
PONENTS, Strathore Road, Thornton,
Fife.

3 ASSORTED M.C. METERS £130 (40P).
LARGE COMPUTER PANELS 35-50 Transis-
tors, Long Leads, i5P (50p). COPPER CLAD
PAX PANELS 51" x 51". 6-65p, c.p. 8fr" ar
3-£1 c.p. 12" x 12" 80p c.o. T.V.
CONVERGENCE PANELS 2x AC128. 3 Slugged
Coils, 3 Slide Switches 11 w.w. Pots, 3 Carbon
Presents, 2 Ferrite Chokes, etc. £1.20 c.p. VALU-
PAKS P9. 100 SimIca Caps 73p. c.p. P24. 100
Polyester Caps. Mullard 0280 series, £1-18, c.p.
Send 12p for lists. Refund on purchase. 71b*
ASSORTED COMPONENTS £2.20, c.p.

J. W. B. RADIO
2 Barnfleld Crescent, Sale, Cheshire M33 INL
Postage In Brackets Mall Order Only

MISCELLANEOUS

GADGETS GALORE!!
* READY BUILT + TESTED *

Signal infector E2. 25 Signal Tracer 1E3.25
Logic Probe £445 Noise Generator £1115
Metronome £3135 Continuity Tester £395

Now available from our new shop!!
Prices Include U.K. Postage and Batteries

Please call or write (SAE list) to:
G.K. SERVICES. (02)

38 High St., St. Mary Cray, Orpington
DRS 3NJ

DIGITAL CLOCK CHIP, AY -5-1224,
with data and circuit diagram, £3.661
plus VAT. "Jumbo" LED digits (16mm
high). Economy type DL -747, only
£2.04 each plus VAT, post free. Green -
bank Electronics, 94 New Chester
Road, Wirral, Merseyside L62 5AG.

/KC CAaitTS

A beautifully designed -,.zr.,
modern cabinet to give -.,.

.

that extra finish to your work.
5 standard sizes.
Please sand 15p (refundable) for folder of
leaflets.

CONSTRUCTION AIDS. Screws, nuts,
spacers, etc., in small quantities.
Aluminium panels punched to spec. or
plain sheet supplied. Fascia panels
etched aluminium to individual re-
quirements. Printed circuit boards -
masters, negatives and boards, one-
off or small numbers. Send 6p for list.
RAMAR CONSTRUCTOR SERVICES,
29 Shelbourne Road, Stratford -on -
Avon, NVarks.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Speakers, kits and
cabinets for D.I.Y.,

HIFI,P.A., Disco,
etc. by EMI, Fane,
Goodman.,
Baker, Kef, Elac,
Richard Allan,
Wharfedale, etc.
Send stamp for

free booklet"Choos-
ing a speaker"

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Dept. EC. Swan Works. Bank Sututre,

Wilmslow, Cheshire SKS, INF
Tel. Wilmslow 29599

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE CO
Copper - Nickel Chrome - Eureka - Manganin

Wires.
Enamelled - Silk - Cotton - Tinned Coverings.

No minimum charges or quantities.
Trade and Export enquiries we/come.

S.A.E. Brings List.
P.O. BOX 30, LONDON, E.4 9E1W

SUPERB instrument cases by Bazelli,
manufactured from heavy- duty P.V.C.
faced steel. Hundreds of Radio, Elec-
tronic and Hi-Fi enthusiasts are choos-
ing the case they require from our
range. Make your VAT go further
with our competitive prices which
begin at a low 75p. Examples: width,
depth, height: 7in x Tin x 5in, £265;
Bin x 10in x Gin, £3-60; 12in x Bin x Tin,
£4.00; 12in x 12in x Tin, £4.40. Over
200 models to choose from. Prompt
despatch, free literature (stamp would
be appreciated). Bazelli, Department
No. 24, St. Wilfrids, Foundry Lane,
Halton, Lancaster LA2 6LT.

AERIAL BOOSTERS -£3.30
W. make three types of aerial boosters B45 -UHF -
TV. B12 -VHF -TV, 811 -VHF -Radio.

VALVES BARGAINS
ANY 8-58p, 10.75p, 50-E330.
ECC82. EF80, EF183, EF184, PCC189, PCF80,
PCF802, PCL82. PCL84, PCL55/805, PFL200,
PL36, PL504, PY800, PY88.
COLOUR TV VALVES-PL508, PL509, PY500-
25p each.
Prices exclude VAT. PAP lip, SAE-leaflet

Electronic Mail Order Ltd, 92 Bridge Street,
Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs. Tel RAMS 3038.

LOWEST COST IC SOCKETS. Use
Soldercon IC socket pins for 8 to 40
pin DIL's. 50p for strip of 100 pins,
1.50 for 3 strips of 100. £4 for 1000.
10p p&p for orders under £2. Add
8% VAT. Instructions supplied-send
sae for sample. SINTEL, 53e Aston
Street, Oxford. Tel: 0865 43203.

MULTIMETER
Type U4324

20,0000/V. Overload protected,
Ranges: 05, 1.2, 3, 12, 30. 80, 120,
600, 1200V DC; 3, 8, 15, 60, 150,
300, 600, 000V AC; 0-06, 0.8, 6.
60, 600mA, 3A DC; 0-3, 3. 30,
300mA. 3A AC; 5 resistance
ranges to 5M (1.d8., -10 to + 12,
Size 167 x 98 x 83mm. Supplied
complete with test leads, clips
spare diode and instructions.

ONLY £11 .00.
PC ETCHING KIT

Contains lib Ferric chloride, DALO etch -resist
pen. 100 sq Ins copper clad board, etching dish,
abrasive cleaner and Instructions. £3 30

FERRIC CHLORIDE
Anhydrous to Mil -spec In double -sealed 11b
packs. lib 90p; 3Ib £1-80; 101b £4-70.

VEROBOARD
100 sq ins 0.1, 045 & 0.2" good -sits offcuts (About
8 pieces) £1.15.

TRANSFORMERS
Miniature type, mains primary, 100mA see.
6-0-6V 95p; 9-0-9V £1.90; 12-0-12V £1 .05.

7Ib BARGAIN PARCELS
Contain hundreds of resistors, pots, capacitors.
switches + PC boards with translators and
diodes, also loads of odds and ends. £3-00.

GREENWELD ELECTRONICS [EEO]
51 SHIRLEY PARK ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON SO/ 4FX

Tel (07031 772501. Also at 38 Lower Addiscombs
Rd, Croydon & 21 Deptford Bdy 5E8.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK
POSTAGE. SAE LIST, ENQUIRIES. CALLERS
WELCOME.
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HOME SCIENTISTS
Get the key to a FANTASTIC WORLD of
previously UNHEARD -OF -PROJECTS.
The NEW Boffin catalogue lists LOTS
of HIGHLY UNUSUAL, LOW-COST
BARGAINS, READY -BUILT MODULES.
Here are just a few examples, there are
stacks more!

Dazzling MINI -STROBE (pocket size)
10.50

PEOPLE DETECTOR £4-20
Big -Ear SOUND -CATCHER E4.20
Mini DREAM LABORATORY £4.20

Don't take our word for it though!
GET A COPY & SEE!
SEND ONLY 20p, and we'll RUSH YOU
A COPY (YOU'LL GET THE GOODIES'
JUST AS QUICKLY TOO!)

BOFFIN PROJECTS
4 Conliffe Road, Stoneleigh,

Ewell, Surrey
(Mail Order U.K. Only)

p TREASURE TRACER

- MK IIi Metal Locator
 eericap tuning
 BrIta,n's best selling metal

locator kit
 Weighs only 22oz. Fitted with

Faraday shield.
 Speaker and earphone operation
 Knocks down to only 171n.
 Prebuilt search COO assembly
 Thoroughly professional finish
 As seen on 813C1 and BBC2 TV
 You only need soldering iron.

screwdriver, pliers and snips
 Five transistor circuit

Send stamped. addressed
envelope for leaflet

Co' plate £10.90 s::II teSI,d £1 5.25
Post 60p 52-1: VAT Ci - '27 VA 1-(13'1")

MINIKITS ELECTRONICS.
155 CLEVELAND ROAD.

LONDON, E58 2AN :Mail order rant!)
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s 11HE K212
CAPACITIVE DISCHARGE
ELECTRONIC IGNITION KIT
Spam,. Mk. 2 le  high performance. high quality.
capacitive discharge. OIOCtrOelC Ignition system.
Because Of the supers design of Me Sparknte
mrcuit it completely eliminates problems of the
contact breaker. There is no because contact
breaker bounce is eliminated .electronicially by a

be suppression circuit which prevents tne unit
firing if Me points bounce open at high R.P.M,
Contact breaker born la mimineted by reducing the
current to about 1/50th f the norm. n wilt perform
equally well with new, Old. or even badly pitted points
nd Is not dependent upon the dwell time of the
contact breakers for recharging the system.
Sparkrits Incorporates a Short circuit protected
inverter which eliminates the problems of SCR lock
on and therefore eliminates the posse:tatty ot wowing
the manamtors or the SCR. (Many capacitive discharge
IgnItion are not completely foolproof In this respect.)
SearkrIte can .....r give you:
up to 20% better fuel consumption. Instant sit weather
starting, cleaner plugs-they last up to 5 times longer
without attention. faster acceleration, higher top
speeds. longer coil and bettery life, efficient fuel
burning and less air pollution. smoother running.
continual peak performance.
NOTE-FUEL CONSUMPTION:
The fitting of a Sparkrite Mk. 2 should reduce tuel
consumption although the amount of the reduction
will very. A fair estimate of the savings which could
be expected. based on reports by our customers and
upon our own eXtlerlence. are as follows:

any 4 -cylinder vehicle. 10% improvement
any 6 -cylinder vehicle. 15% Improvement
any 6 -cylinder vehicle, 20% Improvement

11 Is worth remembering. that while fuel saving is
important there are many outer advantages to be
ginned from fitting a Sparkrite Ignition system.

liet24..bekt

tit= b3:6:rti.suityst
ttorcirwn

THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED: Reedy
drilled pressed steel case coated in melt black epoxy
resin. ready drilled base and heataink. lop guano/
5 -year guaranteed transformer and components.
cables, coil connectors. printed circuit board. nuts,
bolts, silicon grease, full instructions to make the
kit negative or positive earth, and 10 page installation
instructions.
WE SAY IT IS THE BEST SYSTEM AT ANY PRICE.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Electronic P.P.M. limitation
Ibis can be included in the unit to prevent over revving.
an advantage to most companies. hire hems. high per-
formance drivers. etc-
ElectrOnIcicenventlenal Ignition twitch.
Gives instant chengeover from "Sparkrite" ignition to e0fl-
mntIonal ignition for performance comparison.. Matte
liming. etc.. and wit: also switch the Ignition off completely
as* security device. Includes: switch. connectors. mounting
bracket and instructions. Cables excluded.

FM" -

F -7-- I

saeostareesoe war.

PRICES: D.1.Y. asamnbly kit 810.6.1.. Ready built unit 4113.P
Meth to fit all vehicles with collidietributOr ignition up to

Switch for instant changeover from "Sciarktite" ignition
to conventional ignition E3.71.: R.P.M. !Uniting control
eX42. (fitted in case on ready built unit, dashboard mount-
ing on kit).
 Including VAT. post and packing.
We can supply units for any petrol-engined vehicle (boat.
motorcycle, ate.) lurch roll/contact breaker ignition.
Details on request,
CALL IN AND SEE 05 FOR A DEMONSTRATION.

HICINIII11135 CIE5111 1551131FITIE5 of WALSALL
woo Imo

ALUMINIUM FLUORESCENT
BOXES / LIGHT KIT

These project boxes are manufactured IrOM
16 -gauge aluminium and come complete
with lido and screw.
The prices shown include VAT let 8%) but
lap should be added to the total order value
for postage and packing.
Order Length Width Height Price

No. (in) (in) On) (Inc. VAT)
7 5) 21 If 47p

4
9 4

10 5j
11 4

12 3
13

4 la 48p

21 Ii- 46p
4 II 41p
21 2 Pip

2 1 38P
4 2 Sap

14 7 5 2+ 75p
15 8 6 3 63p
16 10 7 3 2I-14

Boxes can be made to any size Out the mini-
mum order for special sizes is 500. General
trade enquiries welcome.

You can build this reverse polarity protected 12 volt,
8 watt, fluorescent light. Everything needed is supplied:
white enamelled drilled metalwork, ready drilled heat -
sink, printed circuit board, high quality components and
transformer, end caps, cable, the fluorescent tube. nuts,
bolts, washers, and simple assembly and operating
instructions.
When complete the iight has many uses: workshop and
workbench Illumination, garage lighting, emergency
lighting, lighting for camping, caravaning, and boating,
as an inspection lamp and many more.
If you can't spare ;hour to put the light together then we
will supply It ready built (FOR A FEW EXTRA PENCE)
PRICES:
Assembly kit £3445 inc VAT post and packing
Ready built £4.10 inc VAT post and packing.
Diffuser 59p inc. VAT post and packing.

I

I

ORDER NOW
To ELECTRONICS DESIGN ASSOCIATES DEPT LE a

at Eton Street. Walsall we, 30E. TOM 93652

rare
au.now

km.,
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Marsh II'
42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3HD Telephone 01-452 0161/2 Telex 21492

Ar.S'e etli,,gent Street Glasgow G2 200 Telephone 041-332 4133

A. Marshall (London) Ltd. Dept. EE

Everything you need is in our
New 1975 Catalogue
available now price 25p
(100 pages of prices and data)

Call in and see us 9-5.30 Mon -Fe
9-5.00 Sat

Trade and export enquiries welcome

Top 500 Semiconductors from the largest range in the UK
214456 0.50 2N2924 0.20 2N5195 1-46 AFI 17 0-35 BC2.14L 0.18 BF178 0.35
2N456A 0-83 2N2926 0.20 2N5245 0.47 AF118 0.35 5C237 0.16 BF179 0.43
2N457A 1-20 2N3053 0-2.5 2N5294 0.48 AF124 0.30 BC238 0 -IS BF180 0.35
214490 3.16 2143054 0.60 2N5295 0-48 AFI 25 0.30 BC239 0 -IS BF/81 0.36
214491 4.38 2143055 0.75 2N5296 0-48 AF126 0.28 BC251 0.15 BF182 0.35
214492 5.00 2143390 0-45 2145298 0.50 AF127 0-28 B0253 0-25 BFI83 0.53
214493 5.20 2N3391 0.28 _2145457 0-49 AF I 39 0.65 BC2.57 0.16 BFI 84 0 30
214696 0 22 2N339I A 2145458 0.46 AF1136 0.46 BC258 0.16 BFI85 0-30
214697 0.16 0.29 2145459 0-49 AF200 0.65 BC259 0.17 BF194 0.12
2N698 0.82 2143392 0.15 2145492 0-58 AF239 0.65 5C261 0.33 BF/9,5 0.12
214699 0.59 2143393 0 -IS 21454194 0-58 AF240 0.90 BC262 0.25 BFI96 0.13
214706 0.14 2143394 0.15 2145496 0.61 AF279 0.70 8C263 0.25 BF197 0.15
214706A 016 2143402 0-18 2N6027 0.45 AF280 0.79 BC300 0.38 BFI98 0113
214708 0.17 2143403 0.19 2N5777 0.45 AL102 1.00 BC30 I 0.34 BF200 0.40
214709 0.42 2143440 0.39 3N128 0-73 AL103 I.00 BC302 0.19 BF225J 0.23
2147I 1 0 -SO 2N 3441 0.97 3N139 1-42 BC107 0.14 BC303 0.54 BF244 0.21
214718 0.23 2N3442 1-40 314140 1.00 BC108 0.14 130307 0.17 BF245 0.45
2N718A 0-28 2N3414 0.10 3N141 0.81 BC109 0.14 BC308A 0 -IS BF246 0.58
214720 0.57 2N3415 010 314200 2.49 BC113 015 BC309C 0.20 BF247 0.65
214914 0.39 2N3416 0 -IS 40361 0.40 BC! 15 0.17 BC327 0.27 8F254 0.19
2N9 1 6 0.28 21434I 7 0.21 40362 0.45 SCI 16 0.17 8C328 0.28 BF255 0.19
2N918 0-32 2143638 0.15 40363 0.88 8C116A 0.18 BC337 0-20 BF7-57 0.47-

2N929 0.37 2N3638A 40389 0.46 BC! 17 0.21 BC336 0.20 BF2.58 0.53
2N930 0-22 0 -IS 40394 0.56 BC118 0.14 BCY30 0.80 Bas9 0,55

2141302 0.19 2143639 0.27 40395 0.65 BC! 19 0.29 BCY31 0.85 BFR39 0.24
2141303 0 - IS 214364I 0.17 40406 0-44 BCI21 0.35 BCY32 1.15 BFR79 0-2.4
2N1304 0-26 2143702 0.11 40407 0.35 BC115 0.16 BCY33 0.135 BFS2IA 2.30
2N 1305 0.14 2N3703 0.12 40408 0.50 BC126 0.23 BCY34 0.79 BF528 0-92
2N1306 0.31,2143704 0.15 40409 0.52 BC132 0.30 Bcy38 1.00 BF561 0.27
2141307 0.30 2N3705 0 -IS 40410 0-32 5C134 0-13 BCY39 1-30 BF598 0-25
2N1308 0.47 2143706 0.15 40411 2.23 8C135 0.13 BCY40 0.97 0.30
2141309 0.47 2143707 0.18 40594 0.74 8C136 017 BCY42 0.18 BFX30 0.27
2N 1671 1.54 2143708 0.14 40595 0.84 BC 137 0.17 BCY58 0.30 BFX84 0.24
2N1671A 2143709 0 -IS 40601 0'67 BC138 0-24 BCY59 0.32 BFX85 0.30

167
2N1671131.85

2143710 0 -IS
2143711 0-15

40602 0.61
40803 0'58

BC140 0
BCI41 0.48

BCY70 0.17
BCY71 0.22

BFX87 02.8
BFX88 0.23

2N1711 0.45 2143712 1.20 40604 0.56 0C142 0.23 BCY72 0 -IS BFX89 0.90
2141907 5.50 214371 3 1.20 40636 1.10 BC143 045 80115 0.78 BFY50 0.23
2142102 0.60 2143714 1.38 40669 1-00 BC145 0-21 80116

0
BFY5I 0.23

2142147 0.78 2143715 1.50 40673 0.73 8C147 0.14 501 21 -1 :7005 BFY52 0.21
2N2148 094 2143716 1.80 AC126 0.20 8C148 0.14 80123 0.82 8FY53 0.18
2142 I 60 0.00 2143771 2.10 AC127 0-20 8C149 0'15 50124 0.67 9 -7
2142218A 2143772 1 -80 ACI28 0-20 BC153 0113 80131 0.40 BRY39 0.48

0.22
2142219 0-24
2N22 19A

0.26
2N2220 0.15
2142221 0.111
2N2221A

0.21
2142222 0 20
2N2222A

0-25
2142368 0.23
2N2369 0.20
2142369 0.22
2142646 0.55
2N2647 0.98
214290-4 0-22
2N2904A

0.24
2142905 0.25

2143773 2.65
2143779 3.15
2N3790 2.40
2N379I 2.35
2N3792 2.60
2143794 0.10
2143819 0.37
2143820 0.38
2143823 I -43
2143904 0-27
2N3906 0.27
2144036 0.67
2144037 0.42
2144058 0.18
2144059 0.15
2N4060 0.15
2N4061 0.15
2144062 0.15
2144126 0.21
2144289 0.34

AC15IV 0-27
ACI52V °A°ACI53 35
AC153K 0.40
ACI 54 0.25
AC176 0-30
AC176K 0.40
AC187K 0.35
AC 1 88K 0.40
ACYI8 0.24
ACYI9 0-27
ACY20 0.22
ACY2I 0-26
ACY28 0.20
ACY30 0.58
AD142 0.57
AD 1 43 0.68
AD149V 1.20
AD 150 1.15
AD 161 1-15

BC 154 0.113
BCI57 016
BC158
13C160 0.60
BCI67B 0 -IS

.BCI6813 0  15
BC168C 0.15
BC169B 0.15
BCI 69C 0-15
8CI70 0.15
BCI71 0.16
BCI72 0.17
BC177 0.28
BC178 0.27
BC179 0.30
BC182 0.12
BC182L 0,12
13C183 0.12
BC183L 0.12

130132 0.50
80135 0.43

8013788136 4900:55
BDI38 0.63
80139 0.71
B0140 0-87
80529 0-80
BD530 0.80
BFR39 0-24
BFR79 0-2.4
gDy20 I.05
BFI 15 0.36
BF117 0.55
BF121 0.35
BF 123 0.35
BF I 25 0.35
BF152 0.20
BF153 0.23

BSX20 0.21
EISX21 0-29
BU 104, 2.00
BU 105 2.15
C106D 0'65
CA3180A

0-85
CA3020A

1.80
CA3028A

0-79
CA3035 1.37
CA3052 1-62
CA3046 0.70
CA3048 2.11
CA3089E1-96
CA3090Q

4.73
LM301A 0.48

2N2905A 2144919 0.95 AD 162 115 8C184 0.13 BF154 0.16 LH308 2,30
0-26 2144920 1.10 AD 161 pr BCI84L 0.13 BF159 0.27 LM309K 1.88

2142906 0.19 21445121 0.83 AD 162 1.05 8C186 0-15 BFI60 0.23 LOOST1 1.50
2N2906A 2144922 1-00 AFI06 0.-40 BC187 0-27 BF163 0.32 LM380 1.10

0.11 2N4923 1.00 AF109R 0.40 BC207 0.12 BF I 66 0.40 LM381 2-20
2142907 0.22 2145190 0.42 AFI 14 0.35 BC208 0-11 BF167 0-25 LM702C 0.75
2N2907A 2145I91 0.96 AFI 15 0.35 BC2I2K 0.16 BF I 73 0-27 LM709T099

0.24 2545192 1.24 AF116 0-35 BC2I2L 0.16 BF177 0-29 0.48

irri. Integrated Circuits -Quality & Prices you can't beat
SN7400 0.16 SN7410 0.16 SN7437 0.37 5147453 0.16 SN7483 0.93 514741070-36
SN7401 0.16 5147411 0-23 SN7438 035 5147454 0-16 SN748.4 0.95 5N741181-00
SN740I AN 5147412 0-28 SN7440 0.16 5147460 0.16 SN7485 1-25 514741191.92

0-38 SN7413 0'35 SN744IAN SN7470 0.33 SN7486 0.31 514741210-37
SN7402 0.16 5197416 0-35 0.85 I SN7472 0.16 SN7490 0-45 SN74 t22 0.50
5147403 0.16
SN7404 0.19

SN7417 0.35
5N7420 0.16

SN7442 0.63
5147445 0.90

SN7473 0.36
5197474 0.36

SN749 I 0.83
SN7492 0.45

ir...41;113ti

SN 7405 0-19 SN7423 029 51.17446 0.95 SN7475 0.50 5197493 0-45 SN741450-90
SN7406 0.45 5147425 0-29 SN7447 0.95 SN7476 0-35 SN7494 0-82 514741501.50
SN7407 0-45 SN7427 0.29 SN7448 0.90 SN7480 0.50 5147495 0.72 SN74151 0-85
5N7405 0.19 SN7430 016 5147450 016 5N7481 1 25 SN7496 0.75 V4741530.55
SN7409 0-22 SN7432 0.28 SN7451 0-16 5147482 0.75 51474100125 S5474154 I.50

10% discount
for callers at
Bristol during
August

8DIL 0.38 OC72 0.25
I4DIL 0.40 0081 0.73

LM710 0.47 0083 0.24
LM3900 0-70105912 0.55
LM723C 0-90 9,53 I .80
LM7417099 SL414A 1-80

0.40 SL6 I OC 1.70
8DIL 0.40 SL611C 1-70

14DIL 0.38 SL6I2C 1.70
114747 1 -DO 5L620C 2.60
LM7488D1L SL62IC 2.60

0.60 SL623 4.59
1M7805 1.00 SL640C 3.10

14DIL 0.73 SL641C 3.10
1117805 2.50 SN76003N
LM78 12 230 2-92LM7815 2.50 SN76013N
LM7824 2-50 1 1-95

51476023N
1.60

MC1303 ISO
mM,--C131%.,2.-"
' '''-'"'''''" 0.90 SN76033N

2-92MCI35 IP ST2 0  2.0
MC1352P°" TAA300 1.80

TAA263 1.100-30
MC1466 3.50 TAA350 2.10
MCI 469 2.75 TAA550 0.60TAA61

I C11E0402 0-20
ME0404 C 13

2-18

ME0412 0.18
TAA62 I 2-03

ME4102 0.11 TAA66IB / -32ME4I04 0.11 TBA64IB

1-48

Mj48 .950 0
111 1'10 TBA65I 1-69

2-25

Mj49 I 1'43 78.4820 1.15
MJ490 1,05 TBA810 1.50

M12955 100 TBA920 4-00
MIE340 0.48 T1L209 0.30
11 8370 0.65 , TIP29A 0.49
M 8371 0.75 I TIP30A 0.58
M 6520 0-601 TIP31A 0.61
M E521 0.70 TIP32A 0.74

E2955 1.00 TIP33A 1.01
M E3055 0.75 TIP34A 1.51
MPS' 1 I

032 TIP35A 2.90
MP8112 0.40 TIP36A 3-70
MP8113 0.47 TIP4 A 0-79
MPF102 0.30 TIP42A 0-90
MPSA05 0.25 T1P29c 0.80
MPSA06 0.31 TIP30c 0 85
MPSAI2 0.35 T1P3 le 1.00
MPSA55 0-26 TIP32e 143
MPSA56 0.31 TIP33c 1.45
MPSUOS 0.65 T1P34c 2-60
MPSU06 0.58 TIP4 lc 1.40
MPSU55 0.63 TIP42c 1 q50
MPSU56 0110 TIP49 0.70
NE555V 0.70 TIP53 0.53
NE556 1.30 1192955 0.98
NE560 4.46 T1P3055 0.50
NE561 4.48 T1S43 048
NE565A 4.48 ZTX300 0.13
0C23 1-35 ZTX301 0.13
0C18 0.76 ZTX302 0.20
0C35 0.60 ZTX500 0.15
0C42 0.50 ZTX501 0.13
0C45 0.32 ZTX502 0.18
0071 0.17 ZTX530 0.13

514741551-30
SN741570-95
S14741601.10
514741611-10
514741621.10
s5NN7744116643 21:0101

314741652.01
5N741674.10
514741741.25
514741750.90

SN74176 1.44
SN74180 1-40
SN7418I 1 95
SN74190 2.30
514741912.30
51474I92 1-13
SN741931-I5
51474196 1-60
SN741971.55
SN74198 2.25
SN741992.25

LONDON -GLASGOW -PARIS
AND NOW

BRISTOL!
1 Straits Parade
Fishponds
Bristol 9516
Tel: Bristol 650243

IT'S OUR SERVICE THAT MAKES US GROW

PW TELE-TENNIS KIT
As featured on BBC Nationwide and
in the Daily Mail 20ct'74. Ideal game
for whole family. No need to modify
your TV set, just plugs in to aerial
socket.
Parts list as follows: A Resistor Pack
41-00 p & p 20p: B Potentiometer
Pack f 1 -25 p & 6.20p: C Capacitor
Pack 43.10 p & p 20p: D Semi-
conductor Pack L14-50 p & p 20p:
E IC Sockets £4-00 p & p 20p: F
Transformer 61-15 p & p 25p: 0
PCB's £750 p & p 20p: H Switch.
£4.50 p & p 20p: I UHF Modular Kit
47.50 p & p 206.

Special Prices -complete kit ex-
cluding case 442-00 p & p 50p.
Sections A -F incl. £2350 p & p 30p.
Assembly instructions with com-
plete kit or 75p on request.

P.C. Marker Pen Delo 33PC 0.87p
400MW-I I p: I VV -I -7p

IC Sockets 8DIL 16p; 14DIL 17p;
I 6DIL 20p.
Reisistors iw-2p;
5w -10p; 10w -12p.
Scorpio Car Ignition Kit-LI I -50
--- VAT
I 1MF440V-1 1-10. Transformer-.
B5760246-41-20; L3-00.
OPTO & LED'S
Red, green and yellow
0-16 diameter, 31 p
0-20 diameter, 33p
DL707 £2  35 or 4 for £800
Minitron 11-55

Cmos Circuits -CD Range
4000 0.36 4016 0.66 4030 0.87
4001 0.36 4017 1.72 4031 5.19
4002 0.36 4018 2.35 4037 1.93
4006 1-58 4019 0.86 4041 1.86
4007 0.36 4020 1.91 4042 1.38
4008 1.63 4021 1.72 4043 1.80
4009 1.18 4022 1.66 4044 1.80
4010 1.18 4023 0-36 4045 2.65
4011 0.36 4024 1.24 4046 2.84
4012 0-36 4025 0.32 4047 1-65
4013 0.66 4027 0-43 4049 0.81
4014 1.72 4028 1,50 4050 0-66
4015 1.72 4029 3.50

Veroboard
Copper Plain

0.1 0.15 0-1 0 -IS
Lis fp fp Lp

2-5x3fin 36 26 - 17
2-5x5in 40 39 - 19
33x3fin 40 39
31x5in 45 47 32
3;x17in 1.61 1.26 1-00 1.92
P1NSx36 30 30

x200 1.16 1.16
Trade and Retail Supplied

Potentiometers
Linear or Log

Single Double
Rotary Per.., IBp 45p
Rotary Switched 28p -
Sliders 45p 75P

Full range of Capacitors
stocked. See catalogue for
details

Presets Horizontal or Vertical
-1W 8p -3W 10p

Construction Kits
AV7 Aerial Amps £2'04
UHS70 Transmitter 6274
MUE7 Receiver for above 43.22
EWI 8 Electronics dice £6.53
EW20 Electro. Dice +Sen. 47.79
TRY OUR NEW GLASGOW SHOP

VAT all prices exclusive
p & p 25p Mail Order

Published approximately the third Friday of each mouth by 1PC Magazines Ltd., Fiectway Rouse. Farriugthin Street, Loudon E.C.4 4AD. Printed iu Etagl..1 by lodes Printers Ltd.
Dunstable, Reds. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand -Gordan and Gulch (A(Sla) Ltd. South Africa -Central News Agency Ltd. Publbhcr's Subscription Rate Including postage
for one year, Inland 64-00. Overseas 43-90. GSA/Canada 311-00. International Giro facilities Account No. 5192007. Please state reason for payment, message to payee. Eve:yday Electronio,
is void subject to the following conditions. namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers Brat given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of
Trade at more than the recommended telling price shown on cover, excluding Fire where the selling price is subject to V.A.T., and that it shallnot be lent, resold, or hired out or utherwis.-

disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorlicd cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication icar when/sing. literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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CATALOGUE
2nd Edition

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR THE AMATEUR
RADIO, ELECTRONICS AND HI-FI ENTHUSIAST.

* MUCH, MUCH BIGGER RANGE OF

QUALITY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
AND AUDIO ACCESSORIES FROM
TRUSTED BIG NAME MANUFACTURERS

* THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF

INDIVIDUALLY CODED AND PRICED.
MANY NEW COMPONENTS ADDED FROM
CUSTOMER REQUESTS

 16 EXTRA PAGE DATA SECTION

* UNIQUE FREE UP -DATE PRODUCT
INFORMATION SERVICE DURING LIFE
SPAN OF CATALOGUE

* ALL COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS SENT
BY RETURN POST

* POST AND PACKING FREE (only applies
for Great Britain, N. Ireland plus B.F.P.O.
Nos. - overseas orders F.O.B.)

* NO -QUIBBLE REPLACEMENT PART SERVICE

AO de am( wife -so &aMay
seed
youtt new
cataVogue

amitcy!

rThe doorway to amateur electronics

DOMM
DORAM ELECTRONICS LIMITED
P. 0. Box TR8
Leeds LS12 2UF
I enclose 60p. Please send me by return my
new Doram Catalogue. (Overseas orders
except for N. Ireland, please add 30p for
post and packing surface only).

PLEASE PRINT BLOCK CAPITALS EE8

NAME

ADDRESS

Post Code
3
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HENRYS
AMPLIFIERS with Controls
61210 12 volt 24 + 24 watts 8 ohms £934
SAC14 Mains 7 + 7 watts 8 ohms £1470
SAC30 Mains 15 + 14 watts 8 ohms £1840
CA038 9 volt 14 + If watts 8 ohms £8-68
CA068 12 volt 3 + 3 watts 8 ohms £1312

MULLARDMODULES" :'
LP1157 AM,TyPe £312
LP1185 10.7 I.F. Unit £6.75
LP1186 10 7 F/M Tuner £730
Gorier Perm. F/M Tuner £5.25

FM and AM TUNERS and DECODERS
FM5281 (tu 2) 6 volt fm tuner £995
TU3 12 volt version (FM use with Decoder) £9-95
SD4912 Stereo Decoder for Tu 3-12 volt £9.95
SP62H 6 volt stereo FM tuner £18 50
A1007 9 volt MW -AM £6.18
A1018 9 volt FM tuner in cabinet £17.45
A1005M (S) 9-12 volt Stereo decoder FM

for above 19.37
5475 Stereo decoder kit £873

POWER SUPPLIES MAINS INPUT
"chassis -rest cased)
70C 6/70V 300 MA with adaptors £2-43

P5009 volt 500 MA £400
HC244R 316174/9V. 400 MA stabilised £5-94
P11 2V i amp 3.30 £355

P15 28V 4 amp £3-55
"P1080 12V lA £5.87
"P1081 45V 0-9 amp £8 42
P12 4,12V 0.4-1 amp £7.T7
SEIO1S 316/9/12V 1 amp stabilised £13-77
P1076 3/44/617;19/12V 1 amp 14-50

E800A 1-15 VOLT 0-§A stabilised £18-90

SINCLAIR MODULES & KITS
Sinclair Project 80
ST80 Stereo preamplifier
Audio Filter Unit
Z4015 -Walt Amplifier
Z60 25 Watt Amplifier
PZ5 Power Supplies for 1 or 2 Z40
PZ5 Power Supplies (S Tab) for 1 or 2 Z40
TRANSFORMER FOR PZ8
FM TUNER
STEREO DECODER
IC20 power amp kit
PZ20 power supply for 1 or 21020

PACKAGE
DEALS

£14-05
£8 -17
£6-40
£817
£572
£8.18
£4-86

£14-0S
49-34
£934
£5-88

carrapackg. 35p)
2 x Z40 STAG PZ5 129.32
2 x ZOO ST80 PZ6 F32-60
2 x Z60 5180 PZ8-Mans 14042
805 Kit £4225
SINCLAIR SPECIAL PURCHASES
Project 60 stereo preamp £7.94 (post 20p)
'Project 605 Kit 12344 (post 25p)

EMI SPEAKERS
SPECIAL
PURCHASE
13 In. x 8 in.
chassis speakers
(Carr./packing
30p ea. or 50p Pr)
0150 TC 10 watts 8 ohm

twin cone
450A built in tweeter

8 ohms
EW 15 watt 8 ohms with

tweeter
350 20 watt 8, 15 ohm

with tweeter £1029
Polished wood cabinet £6-00
Carr. etc. 35p each or 50p pair.

PA -DISCOTHEQUE
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

LARGEST SELECTION OF ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS AND EQUIPMENT.
LOW PRICES- MEAN LESS VAT.

£2.53

£4.42

£7.18 -

Without doubt U.K.'s best range
of modular and complete equip-
ment. Lighting, mixing, micro-
phones, accessories. speakers,
amplifiers, lenses, etc.. etc.
FREE stock lists (Ref. No. 18) on
request CALL IN AND SEE FOR
YOURSELF at
HENRY'S DISCO CENTRE,
309 EDGWARE ROAD.
TEL. 01-723 6963
EP27 LOW COST SEVEN
SEGMENT INDICATOR DIGIT
HEIGHT 113 inch £1.45 each

p. & p. 15p

L450 RECHARGEABLE
BATTERY 2V 4000mA,11 54p

p. & P. 15p
PHILIPS +2V FLUORESCENT
INVERTOR FOR 8W FLUORES-
CENT TUBE. SUPPLIED WITH
INSTRUCTIONS AND TUBE

£3-78 P. & P. 33p
STC & ITT MINIATURE RELAYS
15014 6V 2pco
180R 6/12V 2pco
185R 12V 20co BRAND
1250R 12125V 2pco ) NEW
1700R 113r24V 2pco p.p. 15p
1800R 24V 4pco
2500R 16,24V 2pco
4000R 24V 2pco

I ALL PRICES ARE
INCLUSIVE OF VAT

TAPE HEADS
Marriot XRPS;174 Track High £3-17
Marriot XRPS/18 4 Track Med. fACia
Marriot XRPS/35 4 Track Med. £5.25
Marriot XRPS163 § Track High £2.00
Marriot Erase Heads for XRSP 17/18,36

(XES11) 88p
Marrlot BX1ZE 343 § Track erase 88p
R1RP1 Rec'd/Play 1 Track 48p
HRP Single Track Rec/Play 37rs
Bogen Type UL290 Erase £1.69
Miniature Stereo Casette Rec/PlaY £2.60

EXCLUSIVE
5 WATT IC
AMPLIFIERS
Special purchase 5 watt output 8-16 ohm
load. 30 volt max. DC operation, complete
with data. Price £1.75 each or 2 for £3-30
Printed Circuit Panels 60p

8 DIGIT POCKET
ELECTRONIC
CALCULATORS
Sinclair Cambridge
Built £11-88
Cambridge Kit £9-94
Cambridge Memory
Built £18.90
Scientific Built £1830
Scientific Kit £1490

r.g:41
18000o00

SPECIAL OFFER
GARRARD CT4 STEREO
CASSETTE TRANSPORT

MECHANISM

Features
 Stereo Heads
 Built In Motor Stabiliser
 Auto Stop + Eject
 Pause Control
 12V DC Operation
Robust, precision engin-
eered mechanism based
on the "STARR" patented design. Ideal
for use in Car stereo cassette players,
HI-FI stereo cassette recorders, industrial
and many other applications. Suitable for
the 'PW' Ascot Stereo Cassette Deck.

E1350 inc. VAT p & p 35p

TEST EQUIPMENT
MULTIMETERS

Carr/packing 35p
U4324 20k 0,V

with cave £1030
U4313 20k 0/V with

steel case £14.90
U4317 20 S -2/V with case £1836
U1341 33k 0/V plus transistor

steel case £11.88
U1323 20k 0/V plus lkHz OSC

with case £3-64
U4311 Laboratory meter £5616
U4312 20K fziv with case £11-61
U4315 20K 0/V with case £1080
U4317 20K 0/V with case £1836
ITI-2 20k 0/V slier type £6.42
THL33D (L33DX) 2k ow

Robust £11-10
TP5SN 20k nil/ (case 12) £11.61
TP1OS 20k 0/V £9-18
TW2OS 20k 0!V £1404
TW5DK 50k 0/V £15.40
S100TR 100k Lk/V plus

transistor tester £2430

NEW REVOLUTIONARY
SUPERTESTER 680R
6.80R Multi -tester £1998
4TE40 AC Multivoltmeter £21-33
4TE15 Grid dip meter

440k.Hz-28mHz £2106
4TE65 28 Range valve

voltmeter £2430
l-TE20D RF Generator

120kHz-500mHz £2045
4TE220 AF Generator

20Hz-200kHz £21  54
'HM350 in circuit transistor

tester £2106
C3025 Deluxe meter

1-300mHz £7.50
§TT145 Compact transistor

tester £1593
f G.3-35 R/C osc. 20Hz-

2rX)kHz
SE350A De -luxe signal

tacer
SE400 Mini -lab all in

one tester
C1-5 Scope 500.000kHz

(carr. £100)
Radio activity counter

0-18r (carr. £1)
Mains unit far above

(carr. 50p)

£21-33

£13-91

£16.74

£50.76

£1076

£4.05

Don't miss your copy of
HENRY'S
NEW 1975
CATALOGUE

only
50p

HENRYS
P&P _ _

* OVER 5,000 ITEMS largest UK range of
electronic components for home
constructors.

* 200 PAGES every aspect of electronics and
components for amateurs and hobbyists
kits, projects, test gear.

* DOZENS of new lines and new ranges.
* MANY price reductions throughout the new

Catalogue.
* A Discount Voucher with every copy, worth

50p.

ALL HENRY'S PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT
Write now for your copy, enclosing 70p remittance.

Now Open -Supermarket,
Browse Round The New
Supermarket at 404 Edgware
Road

ELECTRONIC FOOTBALL & TENNIS
WITH THE FABULOUS
VIDEO SPORT
ON YOUR OWN TV
Play throe exciting elec-
tronic ball games.
FOOTBALL, TENNIS,
HOLE IN THE WALL
on your own TV! Just
plug Video Sport into
the aerial socket of your
TV and away you go.
Completely safe foryou.
your children and your
TV. Mains operated.
OUR INCREDIBLE PRICE £29-50

Inc VAT
DEMONSTRATIONS NOW IN
ALL HI Fl CENTRES!

AM;FM MODULES LPI179, LPI 171
Combined AM/FM tuner modules,
together with a small number of R.C.'s
Ferrite aerials, make up a sensitive
FM/SAW!LW tuner.
6 volts supply, supplied with data and
circuit sheets.

LP1171 COMBINED IF
STRIP £4.60
LP1179. FM FRONT

is END AND AM GANG
£4.60.
£8 .62 the pair.
Suitable Ferrite aerial 870.

UHF TV TUNERS
TYPE A var. tun. slow motion drive
13-50.
TYPE C variable tuning £2.90.
TYPE B 4 -button (adi.) £4-60.
TYPED 6 -button UHF/VHF tuner £520.

Homy's:

BUILD THE TEXAN+FM TUNER
TEXAN 204-20W STEREO AMP
Features glass fibre PC board, Gardners
low field transformers 8 -IC's 10 -transistors
plus diodes etc. Designed by Texas instru-
ments engieers for Henry's and P.W. 1972.
Overall size 154"; x 24" x 64" mains oper-
ated. Free teak sleeve £29.95with every kit. (Car. 50P).
(also built and tested 13995)
HENELEC STEREO FM TUNER
Features capacity diode tuning, lead and
tuning meter indicators, mains operated.
High performance and sensitivity. Overall
size in teak sleeve 8" x x 54". Complete
kit with teak sleeve. £26.25(Carriage 50p).
(also built and tested £31.20).
Join the large band of constructors!
FREE,
SEND NOW FOR OUR
FREE LIST NO. 36 FOR
OUR COMPLETE RANGE
OF OVER 10,000 SEMI-
CONDUCTOR DEVICES
AT NEW LOW PRICES.
EXTRA DISCOUNTS
Semiconductors -Any one type or mixed
SN74 Series 'IC' 12 -extra 10%; 25 -extra
15%; 100 -extra 20%.
TRANSISTORS & INTEGRATED 1, -C's
TTL "7400 series" IC's from 'Sp each
Cosmos "4000 series" IC's from 28p each
Linear Op -Amps from 43p each
Signetics Phase Lock IC's; RCA Linear
IC's; T03 Power Devices in PNP and NPN;
BC107 and "BC range" from 13p each
Range of OC Types 20p
Plastic Power Devices. Rectifiers, Zener
Power Regulator IC's and many others.
Diodes up to 10 watts.

Electron, Centres
404 406 Electronic Components& f ['moment 01 4028361 H,
354 PA D,'..x L.ghtmg High PowErSound 01-4025354
303 Spec.,,i oilers and bargainsstore Centre( Opp".

All ma./ to 303 Edgware Road London W2 lEttlV (9.'" 6Pm
orrect at tone ofpreparation Sxb,err ro r.areo,. ...mop, nor, e ftrOE
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